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Abstract
Recent technical innovation in the field of Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) has increased
the opportunity for including physical, brain-sensing devices as a part of our day-to-
day lives. The potential for obtaining a time-correlated, direct, brain-based measure
of a participant’s mental activity is an alluring and important development for HCI
researchers.
In this work, we investigate the application of BCI hardware for answering HCI centred
research questions, in turn, fusing the two disciplines to form an approach we name
- Brain based Human-Computer Interaction (BHCI). We investigate the possibility of
using BHCI to provide natural interaction - an ideal form of HCI, where communication
between man-and-machine is indistinguishable from everyday forms of interactions such
as Speaking and Gesturing.
We present the development, execution and output of three user studies investigating
the application of BHCI. We evaluate two technologies, fNIRS and EEG, and investigate
their suitability for supporting BHCI based interactions. Through our initial studies, we
identify that the lightweight and portable attributes of EEG make it preferable for use in
developing natural interactions. Building upon this, we develop an EEG based cinematic
experience exploring natural forms of interaction through the mind of the viewer. In
studying the viewers response to this experience, we were able to develop a taxonomy of
control based on how viewers discovered and exerted control over the experience.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Human-Computer Interaction, often called HCI, is an interdisciplinary, socio-
technological field which aims to enrich our day-to-day lives through developing
engaging natural forms of interactions between man-and-machine. HCI centred research
has provided the common interfaces that have enabled the now ubiquitous interactions
between the technological devices we encounter as a part of our daily lives. Graphical
User Interfaces (GUI), Speech Recognition systems (SR) and Gesture Recognition
Systems are all examples of these.
In this context, Natural Interaction (NI), is a user interface that is immediately familiar
to the user and is effectively invisible. Valli stated that natural interactions should allow
users to interact as they are used to in their day-to-day lives, and that the basis of the
interaction should be derived from the user’s ‘evolution and eduction’ [226]. Examples
of Natural User Interfaces (NUI) include: Speech driven assistants such as Siri, Amazon
Echo, Google Now and Gesture based systems such as XBox Kinect, Leap Motion.
Shneiderman, a prominent figure within HCI stated:
“Well designed, effective computer systems generate positive feelings of success,
competence, mastery, and clarity in the user community. When an interactive
system is well-designed, the interface almost disappears, enabling users to
concentrate on their work, exploration, or pleasure.” - Shneiderman [202]
Achieving the qualities described by Shneiderman should be the goal of an interface
designer. To facilitate this, HCI has a responsibility to provide the knowledge, tooling
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and approach necessary for enabling these forms of interaction. Technology also plays an
important role in these interactions. HCI is a field that typically embraces new technology,
especially those that facilitate new forms of interaction or their evaluation. One emerging
area of technology of interest to HCI researchers is Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI).
BCIs are physical sensors that measure mental activity in participants. Mental activity
in this context can refer broadly to the cognitive work we perform when completing a
given task.
Recent commercialisation of the fundamental brain-sensing technologies that enables BCI
research has begun to attract the attention of HCI researchers and may provide a new,
objective form of developing natural interactions. Specifically, some HCI researchers have
begun to explore the integration of BCI technology as a way of gleaning insight into how
HCI occurs, how successful these interactions are and how we may use BCI technologies
to augment interactions.
Through the body of work presented in this thesis, we investigate the potential of using
commercialised brain-sensing technologies for natural interactions. We present the sub-
research field of Brain-based Human-Computer Interaction (BHCI), a direct measure of
cognitive work that utilises these recent developments and availability of BCI devices to
offer a novel new way of creating and studying engaging forms of natural interactions.
1.2 Brain based Human Computer Interaction
Direct control over a computer system, via a brain derived measure, has been the focus
of Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) research over the last 30 years. Driven primarily to
provide a communication channel to the physically disabled, BCI research has focused
on understanding the meaning of the data obtained from these brain-sensing devices and
is closely linked to the application of approaches and techniques derived from the field of
Signal Processing. Much of the existing research into BCI has focussed on direct forms
of control as an assistance technology, such as controlling a prosthetic limb.
Described as:
“… an artificial intelligence system that can recognize a certain set of pat-
terns in brain signals following five consecutive stages: signal acquisition, pre-
processing or signal enhancement, feature extraction, classification, and the
control interface.” - Khalid et al. [109]
The description by Khalid et al. identifies the primary stages of BCI research: collection,
processing, extraction, classification and resulting action/effect. The processing stages
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Figure 1.1: A typical BCI data processing pipeline.
described by Khalid et al. are visualised in Figure 1.1. Additionally, the description hints
at the fact that the mapping between the data and interpretation is complex - requiring
significant processing in order to classify the user’s intentions accurately. BCI centred
research will primarily focus on the first 4 stages described by Khalid et al.
BCI researchers are continuing to optimise the translation of brain data into the precise,
actuated movement that the user intended. Conversely, it is the final stage - ‘the control
interface’, that is of primary interest to HCI researchers. In the case of a prosthetic
limb, the interaction is completing every day tasks, such as opening a door or navigating
through a building. But this interaction present itself in nuanced forms, beyond physical
movement. The same signal could, for example, provide the necessary state information
to adapt a computer system to the user’s cognitive state. Whereas significant work up
to this point has focussed on understanding the signals we obtain from a BCI device, we
believe that we are now at a sufficiently advanced level to begin the realistic exploration
of HCI questions.
As HCI researchers, we have a unique opportunity in exploring the application of BCI
beyond it’s current context. There exists the opportunity to introduce the application of
BCI approach to a wider audience, which in turn will lead to technological advancement
and eventually lead to improvements for motor impaired individuals. In 2010, Tan et al.
posited a similar argument, stating:
“As HCI researchers, we are in the unique position to think about the opportu-
nities offered by widespread adoption of brain-computer interfaces. While it is
a remarkable endeavor to use brain activity as a novel replacement for motor
movement, we think that brain-computer interfaces used in this capacity will
probably remain tethered to a fairly niche market. - Tan et al. [219]
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In the same chapter Tan et al. documents the potential applications of applying BCI
within HCI. One application is the concept of a brain adapted user interface (UI), where
a user’s cognitive state information informs the presentation of data on an interface, ad-
justing the complexity or detail of the information relative to the user’s current cognitive
burden. Alternatively, the system could assist users who are cognitively burdened by
introducing a computer based ‘helper’, which assumes responsibility for one aspect of the
task. Knowing when to interrupt a user is another example of an classic HCI problem
which can be addressed through the application of BHCI. Using brain-sensing technolo-
gies, a smart interactive system can appropriately interrupt the user according to their
current mental workload, reducing the likelihood of the system interrupting the user at
a moment of high concentration.
We note that both of the above applications share a common property of facilitating
indirect or passive forms of natural interactions. We believe that BHCI can play a
significant role in these indirect forms of interactions, and it is something we explore in
the final study presented in this thesis. In the context of BHCI, this means that the system
is somehow reacting to the user’s current cognitive state, but that mapping or it’s extent,
may be unknown to the user. This unknown provides an interesting space for interaction
designers in the development of novel and engaging forms of natural interactions. In this
thesis we will explore the application of BHCI for developing a novel new form of natural
interaction. We will evaluate the appropriate technology, techniques and approach for
developing these forms of interactions and provide a robust set of contributions upon
which others can develop their own future works. Also, we explore how this passive control
relates to and facilitates natural interactions is perceived. Current literature documentes
examples of the application of passive control in the context of NI, but little work has
gone into formalising this interaction and exploring how it is perceived/experienced by
users.
1.3 Research Questions
Having established the focus of applying BHCI as a tool in the development of natural
interactions, we now present research questions that will provide a focus for the work
presented in this thesis.
RQ1. What are the characteristics of a suitable BCI technology for supporting natural
forms of interaction?
RQ2. How can BHCI be used to develop natural forms of indirect control?
RQ3. How are these natural forms of indirect control experienced by the users?
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RQ4. What design considerations must we make when developing indirect natural inter-
actions using BHCI?
To investigate and answer the questions presented above, we developed, executed and
analysed 3 BHCI based user studies. In our initial two studies:
• Study 1 - “Think Aloud” (TAP)
• Study 2 - “Leap Motion” (LEAP)
we explore the application of two lightweight brain sensing technologies: fNIRS and EEG
to answer RQ1. In our final study:
• Study 3 - #Scanners
we take the most suitable technology, as identified in answering RQ1, and develop an
interactive cinematic experience to explore how users experience indirect brain-based
interactions (RQ2, RQ3). Finally, we reflect upon this work as a whole to answer RQ4.
In our initial study, we sought to answer RQ1, for the brain-sensing technology - fNIRS.
We applied fNIRS to a HCI user study investigating the use of verbal protocols (Think-
Aloud Protocol). In doing so our primary aim was to investigate the suitability of fNIRS
in applied HCI contexts using a common form of natural interaction - speech. The
application of fNIRS to a speech based study develops our methodological knowledge of
applying this brain-sensing technology to a HCI task, extending on the existing findings
presented by Solovey et al. [210]. The results of this study indicate that whilst fNIRS
is an excellent indicator of Mental Workload, it is a poor enabler of natural interactions.
We learn that fNIRS significantly impacts upon the ecological validity of the study with
participants indicating that the device is uncomfortable to wear for extended periods,
and is not suited for developing natural interactions.
Continuing from the findings of our initial TAP study, we instead explore the application
of EEG in a HCI setting with the aim of answering RQ1 and understand the suitability
of applying EEG to natural forms of interaction. In our LEAP study, participants were
required to solve a 3D Jigsaw puzzle using a variety of different input modalities including:
physical, mouse and gesture based inputs. The aim of this study task is to investigate
whether there are significant workload differences in introducing this novel 3D input
technique to solving the Jigsaw puzzle task, again under a HCI study setting. The goal
of the overall study however, is to interrogate questionRQ1. Specifically we are interested
in evaluating whether the effects of a smaller form factor provided by the EEG is sufficient
to offset the inevitable data quality issues that will arise from using a less stable source.
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Our findings indicate that EEG is indeed suited to extended periods of application and
participants reported that the device did not interfere with their task completion in
any way. However, our results also demonstrated that there were significant issues in
using EEG to estimate Mental Workload under these task conditions using existing data
processing techniques. The study demonstrates the possibility of using the technology in
the context of Natural forms of control, but also highlights the possible shortcomings of
applying consumer grade EEG in broader BHCI applications - RQ1.
In our final exploratory study, #Scanners, we build upon the results of initial studies and
narrow our focus on applying BHCI for developing natural forms of interaction (RQ2)
and understand how participants react to this type of experience in the context of BHCI
(RQ3). To answer RQ2, we developed an interactive, brain-based cinematic experience
where the viewer’s cognitive state information was used to inform the visual and audio
presentation of the experience. We deployed this cinematic experience at a prestigious
arts venue in the UK and conducted a ‘Performance led research in the wild’ methodology
in order to reveal wider issues and principles in accordance with answeringRQ3. In doing
so, we identified a relationship between how participants discovered elements of control
and how they chose to exert control - knowingly or otherwise. We present these findings
in the form of a taxonomy which contributes towards answering RQ4.
We must also acknowledge that the exploration and contributions of these studies extend
far beyond the narrative of exploring Natural Interactions. In conducting the work we
have described above, we also provide an applied demonstration of BHCI, something that
has limited detailing in the existing literature. We also examine fundamental principles
of HCI and contribute new understanding of the craftwork of conducting HCI research.
Therefore, in addition to exploring the contributions described above, we will also utilise
the focus and results of these studies to demonstrate the value of applied BHCI to the
field of HCI.
In our TAP study, we apply and extend upon the guidelines set out by Solovey et al.
in using fNIRS in a HCI setting [210]. Specifically, we apply fNIRS for the purposes of
evaluating the effect of a widely used verbal protocol (TAP). We exploring theMethods
of applying BHCI, through the use of Solovey’s framework and demonstrate that BHCI
can be used to perform HCI centred evaluation, a common activity within HCI. In doing
so, we also add to the body of evidence validating the framework set out by Solovey et
al. and contribute to it further. Also, we show the application of BHCI for evaluation,
something that has not been well documented in the current literature.
Through our LEAP study, we explore and evaluate different forms of Input Control
- a common area of study in HCI. We again demonstrate the application of BHCI for
evaluation in a HCI setting, specifically exploring different forms of input control and
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their effect upon the amount of mental work a user performs under each form of control.
Also, we demonstrate progression and refinement in conducting BHCI studies, specifically
driving towards more ecologically valid settings. This means that we want to keep a study
setting as close to the ‘real world’ and remove (as much as possible) the effect of observing
somebody in a lab setting. To achieve this (in conjunction with RQ1), we explore the
application of less invasive BCI technologies and aim to reduce the restrictions imposed
by using BCI technology in a study setting.
Finally, our #Scanners study explores Novel Interaction. HCI is responsible, in part,
for a number of innovations that have lead to how we as human beings interact with
machines on a daily basis. HCI will also be responsible for developing the future forms of
these interactions - something we aim to explore through #Scanners. Through developing
and understanding how our passive BHCI based interaction is experienced by participants,
we hope to provide the foundation for a significant body of future work that will go into
exploring this and alternative forms of novel, in-direct interaction.
1.4 Roadmap
Below is a brief overview of how the contents of this thesis will be present.
Chapter 2: Literature Review HCI is an inherently multi-disciplinary field with
groundings in Human Factors, Psychology, Ergonomics and Computer Science. BHCI
builds upon these foundations of knowledge and requires additional detailing of works
relating to the architecture and working of the human brain. The Literature Review
chapter presents a broad overview of the many fields that interact when conducting BHCI
research. Additionally, we document existing work which falls into the categorisation of
BHCI. The aim of this chapter is to support, contextualise and formalise the contribution
of the work we present in this thesis against a broad backdrop of related disciplines.
Chapter 3: Evaluating fNIRS in BHCI via Verbal Protocols Using fNIRS as the
brain monitoring technology we present the application of a BHCI approach in identifying
the cognitive impact a verbal evaluation protocol. Through fNIRS alone, we were able to
identify that the verbal protocol had no additional impact upon users workload, except
when the verbalisations were not related to the task in hand. We also identify the
limitations in applying fNIRS for extended periods of time with participants reporting a
significant impact upon the ecological validity of the task.
Chapter 4: Evaluating EEG in BHCI via Gesture based Input Following the
results of the study presented in Chapter 3, this work aims to compare the cognitive
impact of introducing a 3D input device to a Jigsaw based task, and comparing the
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effect of this input modality against physical and mouse based versions of a similar task.
The results indicate that the sensor itself is not as sensitive as fNIRS, but critically, the
form factor and experience provided by the device enables extended forms of natural
interactions without affecting the ecological validity of the task, since the device is less
invasive than the fNIRS used previously.
Chapter 5: #Scanners: Natural, Brain based Interactions in Film Building from
the results of the previous two studies, we conclude this work by developing and evalu-
ating the impact of indirect, brain controlled cinematic experience, controlled through
a consumer grade EEG device. With the aid of an Artist/Film producer we designed,
developed and studied a new form of cinematic experience controlled via the mind of
the viewer. Screening the film, titled #Scanners, at the prestigious arts venue FACT
(Liverpool, UK), we conducted a ‘performance-led research in the wild’ methodology to
evaluate the impact of this novel form of “Neurocinematics”. In this chapter we detail the
application of BHCI in this context, explore the creative space that is afforded through
this form of passive control and discuss the implications for the future of cinematic expe-
riences.
Chapter 6: Discussion Here we discuss the application of our framework we contribute
from our analysis of #Scanners. We describe how the framework might be applied in the
design and development of future interaction experiences that utilise passive control in
some way. Finally, we discuss the components of research that will form the future work
of the author.
Chapter 7: Conclusion In this chapter we clearly communicate the contributions we
can derive from the research we have conducted in this thesis.
1.5 Publications
Below are a collection of peer-reviewed publications derived from the work presented in
this thesis.
Matthew Pike and Eugene Ch’ng, Evaluating Virtual Reality Experience and Perfor-
mance: A Brain based Approach, ACM SIGGRAPH International Conference on Virtual-
Reality Continuum and its Applications in Industry, December 2016
Matthew Pike, Richard Ramchurn, Steve Benford, Max L Wilson, #Scanners:
Exploring the Control of Adaptive Films using Brain-Computer Interaction, Proceedings
of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, April 2016
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
As an interdisciplinary research field, BHCI benefits from the foundations of knowledge
and discoveries from a diverse range of fields. Below we present the primary contributors
upon which BHCI is built and detail their role in informing the design, development and
execution of BHCI research.
• Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) - Details our current understanding of
how humans interact with interfaces and the techniques for eliciting insight into
these interactions. HCI details a strong set of research protocols, research method-
ologies, study design and data analysis.
• Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) and Neuroimaging - The measure upon
which BHCI distinguishes itself from traditional forms of HCI. The fields of BCI
and Neuroimaging detail the operation and application of direct brain monitoring
technologies. The incorporation of these measures in a HCI setting will require
researchers to have an understanding of the fundamental workings and limitations
of each imaging technology.
• Psychology - Psychology is a very mature research field which provides BHCI with
a number of relevant theoretical models and examples of applied BCI for the study
of the human brain. We build upon the field’s detailing of memory, specifically
Short-term memory, in understanding the effects a study task may have upon the
participants memory resources. This knowledge can also be used to manipulate
the amount of load a participant is exposed too, allowing BHCI researchers to
investigate the effect upon the interaction with a UI as a participant reaches the
limits of their mental capacity.
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HCI and BCI/Neuroimaging play important roles in the early stages of study/research
development and study design. As noted above, technology choice is a very important
consideration in obtaining correct and valid results.
Psychology also plays an important part in this early stage, helping in the development
of study tasks and ensuring that the cognitive functions of interests are targeted and
manipulated according to the goals of the study. The mature body of knowledge provided
by the field of Psychology will enable us to ensure that study tasks targets a particular
mental attribute, or that a particular amount of work for a particular modality is elicited.
The field of Psychology helps us understand, frame and explain results from these types
of studies.
We can see from above that there is a broad range of interaction between these fields.
Presenting this related work is challenging, given the potential breadth of topics and the
depth of discussion. In the following sub-sections, this significant body of existing work
is presented in the following format:
1. The brain, it’s regions and it’s relevance to BHCI (Neuroscience) - A
high level discussion of the anatomy of the brain, the regions that are of interest
to us and why. It is important to note that this is a very high level overview
of the brain’s anatomy, and is intended to provide the reader with the necessary
‘map-reading skills’ for identifying and referencing regions of the brain.
2. Theoretical Concepts of Mental Workload (Psychology) - Given the com-
plexity of the brain and our limited knowledge of how it functions, researchers in
the fields of Psychology have presented theoretical concepts that attempt to char-
acterise the resource interaction between task types. We use these concepts in our
work to explain our study findings and to ground our results in existing, validated
bodies of work.
3. Measurement technology and their qualities (BCI/Neuroimaging, Psy-
chology, HCI) - We review a selection of brain monitoring technologies that are
particularly relevant to BHCI. As well as covering the fundamentals of how each
technology operates we also discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each
technique and advise ‘when, where and why’ a particular technology should be
favoured.
4. BHCI in the Wild (HCI) - As an emerging discipline, a small body of BHCI
work already exists - we document these works in this section. We also document
works that have an influential role in BHCI from other fields (such as BCI and
Neuroimaging) that we discuss and relate to BHCI.
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Figure 2.1: Annotated Cerebral Cortex. Image Source - McGill
2.2 The Brain, it’s Regions and their Relevance to BHCI
Despite each of us possessing one, our understanding of the human brain remains limited.
Our current knowledge details regions or clusters of the brain that we believe to be re-
sponsible for certain actions/reactions or forms of processing. Beginning to have a deep,
neurological understanding of the brain and the interconnected workings of it’s subsys-
tems is far beyond the scope of this work. Rather, we are interested in understanding at a
high level where certain processing centres of the brain reside, what we can capture from
them and what this might tell us about how the brain is reacting to a particular study
stimulus of interest to BHCI. In this section of related work, we introduce Broadmann
Area Map to the reader, identify particular regions of interest (Pre-Frontal and Motor
cortex) and justify our interest in these areas by relating their function to aspects of
BHCI.
2.2.1 Mapping the Brain
2.2.1.1 Cerebral Cortex
As shown in Figure 2.1, the human brain consists of a number of regions, but for the
purposes of the work presented in this thesis, we are going to focus our discussions on
measurements and observations focussed on the Cerebral cortex - the outer layer of neural
tissue closest to the skull. The cortex is a large folded structure given it a distinctive
shape which conforms to the confines of the human skull that encapsulates it.
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Figure 2.2: Labelled regions as specified by the Broadmann Area Map. Image Source - Wikipedia.
Due to the technical limitations of the brain-sensing technologies we use in this study
(fNIRS and EEG), we are limited to observing activity originating from the cerebral
cortex. A number of cognitive processes occur in this region however. The cortex is
believed to play significant roles in the operation of human memory [170,62], attention
[83], language [21,62], awareness and consciousness [119,183].
2.2.1.2 Brodmann Area Map
Through decades of research into the structure of the human brain, German anatomist Ko-
rbinian Brodmann identified 52 distinct regions of the Cerebral cortex, which he would,
in 1909, plot in the Broadmann Area Map shown in Figure 2.2 [27]. Referred to as
‘Broadmann Areas’, these regions within the Cerebral cortex would prove invaluable in
the communication of the responsibilities of the Cerebral cortex. Although the classifica-
tion of these regions has developed over time, adapting to the discovery of new roles and
behaviours of regions, the original name is still used, with articles commonly communi-
cating a role of an region through the classification provided by Broadmann e.g. “Here
we focus on Brodmann’s area 44…” [50]. As such, we introduce the map to the reader at
this early stage to aid in the understanding of future references.
2.2.2 The Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC)
The Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC) is the anterior (front, towards the eyes) part of the Cere-
bral cortex of the brain and is considered central to the function of Working Memory
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(WM) (discussed below), dealing with executive and attention processes [107]. Brod-
mann areas 9, 10, 11, 46, and 47 are located within the PFC. As detailed by Miller
and Cohen [149], our understanding of the PFC, as with much of our understanding of
the human brain, is identified from those who are unfortunate enough to have sustained
damage to that region.
“On initial examination, PFC damage has remarkably little overt effect; pa-
tients can perceive and move, there is little impairment in their memory and
they can appear remarkably normal in casual conversation. However, despite
the superficial appearance of normality, PFC damage seems to devastate a
person’s life. They have difficulty in sustaining attention, in keeping ‘on task’,
and seem to act on whims and impulses without regard to future consequences.
This pattern of high-level deficits coupled with a sparing of lower-level basic
functions has been called a ‘dysexecutive syndrome’ (Baddeley & Della Sala
1996) and ‘goal neglect’(Duncan et al. 1996).” - Miller and Cohen [149]
From their analysis, Miller and Cohen theorise that cognitive control stems from the active
maintenance of patterns of activity in the PFC that represent goals and means to solve
them [149]. To provide an abstraction of this idea, one can visualise Miller and Cohen’s
proposed influence of the PFC as being akin to the switchboard operator of old who
would connect incoming calls (sensory input) to their desired contact (cognitive actions).
This description of role of the PFC’s function aligns with that proposed by Baddeley’s
notion of an executive control (a component within Baddeley’s model of Working Memory
- discussed below) [14].
The PFC has been shown to play a role in the encoding and retrieval ofmemory. Fletcher
et al. identified lateral localisation of encoding (right-PFC) and retrieval (left-PFC)
through Neuroimaging studies [60]. Studies in patients with frontal lobe damage identified
the role of the PFC in the storage and retrieval of recent (short-term) memories [132].
It has also been shown that the PFC is involved with learning and the encoding and
representation of temporal information [60]. The PFC is a key area for studying workload
(encoding and storage of information used in decision making) and control (decision
making) both key interests of a BHCI researcher.
2.2.3 The Motor Cortex
The motor cortex is located towards the rear portion of the frontal lobe in the Cerebral
cortex and is responsible for regulating the planning, control, and execution of voluntary
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Figure 2.3: Annotated regions of the components that form the Motor Cortex. Image Source - McGill.
movements. The motor cortex is classically divided into two constituent regions: 1)The
Pre-motor Cortex and 2)Primary Motor Cortex.
The primary motor cortex, located in Broadmann Area 4, is the main contributor to
generating neural impulses that control the execution of an individual’s movement via the
nervous system [106,79]. Identified by Dr. Wilder Penfield during the mid-20th century,
whilst treating a patient with epilepsy, Dr Penfield would later identify the vital area of the
primary motor cortex and it’s interaction with the pre-motor cortex [174]. The pre-motor
cortex, located in Broadmann Area 6 (immediately forward of area 4), is responsible for
aspects of preparatory control processes including: sensory guidance, spatial guidance,
guidance of reaching (depth perception) as well as direct control of some movements
[191,63,74].
The utilisation of the Motor cortex has been heavily explored by BCI researchers inter-
ested in providing direct control to users. These applications are especially focussed on
providing disabled individuals with a new form of control over artificial limbs or assistive
devices e.g. Robots [22,24,90]. In the context of HCI, the ability to control a hardware
device or it’s software analogue, provides a novel new form of interaction. This rich form
of interaction is particularly of interest to researchers in the emerging field of virtual
reality and gaming.
2.3 Mental Workload
Driven by the transition from physical to mental work observed by the labour force
in the twenty-first century, researchers in the field of Psychology, Human Factors and
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Ergonomics needed a theoretical construct for discussing the amount of ‘work’ on a mental
level that was performed by an operator. The concept of Mental Workload (MWL)
emerged in an attempt to model this mental work using a vocabulary that is consistent
amongst researchers. Despite the attempt at consistency, the precise definition of what
constitutes Mental Workload (MWL) is something that is not agreed upon in the current
literature. Examples of definitions include:
“The relative capacity to respond” - Lysaght et al. [133]
“A construct that is used to describe the extent to which an operator has
engaged the cognitive and physical resources required for a task performance”
- Backs et al. [10]
“Workload is a multidimensional and complex construct, that is affected by ex-
ternal task demands, environmental, organizational and psychological factors,
and perceptive and cognitive abilities” - Weinger et al. [236]
The lack of a precise definition, does not hinder the work conducted in this area argues
Sharples and Megaw, who state that a precise definition, is in fact less “profitable” (in
terms of contribution), than providing a framework of the components that comprise the
elements of MWL [241]. By analysing the various definitions of MWL available in the
literature, we can de-construct the following components that appear consistent amongst
definitions:
• There is an Operator under observation, who is performing work (a given task)
but has finite mental resources
• These resources are being utilised, to varying degrees, in order to complete a
given task.
• This task elicits some form of external physical/cognitive demands which interact
with the demands of the individuals workload.
• The task has at least one performance measure, which is known by the Operator.
Using these components, Sharples and Megaw specified a framework, shown in Figure 2.4
for defining and evaluating MWL [241]. The framework details the source and interactions
between the influencers of the operators MWL. Specifically, the framework details the
interaction between the demands of the task and other external (e.g. An interruption to
the task) and internal (e.g. Thoughts not related to the task at hand) influences, and
their effect upon the operator’s task performance.
In the context of BHCI, the need for modelling MWL becomes clear when we wish to
evaluate or measure the amount of work a participant (HCI’s terminology for Operator)
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Figure 2.4: A framework for MWL definition and evaluation. Diagram from ‘Evaluation of Human Work’ -
[241]
has performed during a task. The application of BHCI for evaluation in particular will
utilise the theoretical concept of MWL in order to characterise the mental demands placed
upon a participant. Through the works presented in the following sections, we see that
the existing literature provides BHCI researchers with a framework for modelling MWL
demands and how we can manipulate the type and amount of workload experienced by
the participant. By varying the amount of workload a participant is exposed too, we
are able to evaluate how a UI supports these variations in MWL, and identify potential
‘weak-spots’ in current designs. Additionally, this body of literature provides us with a
framework for discussing and framing the results of a BHCI study, a theoretical grounding
upon which the physiological measure can built on.
2.3.1 Model of Working Memory
Before we can discuss MWL, we must first establish an understanding of how memory,
specifically Short-term Memory (STM), is described by the current literature. Specifically,
we discuss Working Memory (WM), a component based model proposed by Baddeley and
Hitch which refers to a specific system in the brain which:
“provides temporary storage and manipulation of information…” - Baddeley
and Hitch [11].
WM is a model of STM, a finite storage area used to manipulate information currently
being processed by the brain [11,12,13,14]. The PFC has been shown to have significant
involvement in WM, with a significant number of studies correlating measures of MWL
to the PFC [107,148,44,52].
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Figure 2.5: Baddeley’s Working Memory Model.
According to Baddeley, information within WM can be represented in two forms:
1. Verbal - Information which is encoded verbally e.g. Numbers
2. Spatial - Spatial information, such as the geographical layout of your home-town
or the interior of your childhood home.
Additionally, Baddeley specifies that WM consists of four main components, shown in
Figure 2.5 and detailed below.
1. Central Executive - The overseer of information flow between the components of
WM, specifically mediating information flow between the Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad
and Phonological Loop, it’s slave systems. The central executive also performs
cognitive tasks such as mental arithmetic, problem solving and managing attention.
2. Visuo-spatial Sketchpad - The Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad is assumed to be respon-
sible for the processing of spatial/visual information e.g. colours, shapes, maps, etc.
The Visuo-Spatial Sketchpad is typically employed in navigation and imagery based
tasks such as image rotation.
3. Phonological Loop - The component of WM responsible for spoken and written
word. The Phonological Loop is specialised on learning and remembering informa-
tion using repetition e.g. Remembering a telephone number through rote repetition.
The phonological loop is assumed to be responsible for the manipulation of ver-
bal/speech based information.
4. Episodic Buffer - dedicated to linking verbal and spatial information in chrono-
logical order. It is also assumed to have links to long-term memory.
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The capacity of the WM model is generally considered to be limited, a phenomena iden-
tified by cognitive psychologist George Miller [150]. In his paper “The Magical Number
Seven, Plus or Minus Two” Miller documented the capacity of the human memory system.
Miller uncovered the limitations of the STM through the use of a 1D absolute-judgement
task, in which a person must recall previously presented information. Through manipu-
lating the number of items that participants were expected to memorise, Miller identified
a decline in performance as the number reaches 5-6. This work would go on to become
the most cited article in Psychology (25,000+ citations).
In addition to modelling STM, Baddeley describes the concept of Long-term memory
(LTM), which identifies a different storage location to working memory [13]. LTM is
(conceptually) unlimited in space and responsible for storing information that is no longer
in WM. Transfer between STM and LTM is mediated by the Episodic Buffer and the
Central Executive.
Using Baddeley’s model, we have a high level abstraction of how memory works. This
abstraction will provide BHCI researchers with a conceptual model upon which study
tasks can be designed, taking into account the type of memory storage (spatial versus
verbal) being utilised. A researcher interested in understanding the effects of a verbal
protocol upon a participants WM, for example, can utilise the model to develop tasks to
specifically target this modality. In tandem with the findings of Miller, the researcher
can manipulate the number of verbal items (e.g. tones) a participant is expected to mem-
orise whilst completing the verbal protocol, and observe the effect on recall performance.
Equally, a researcher might want to identify the effect a verbal protocol might have on
spatial memory, in a similar manner. Again, the model can provide insight into task
design and development. The comparison and analysis between these two studies could
also be contextualised and explained in relation to the model.
2.3.2 Modelling Mental Workload
Below we present a variety of models that attempt to detail how the human brain responds
to changes in task types and demands. These models provide the BHCI researcher with
a way of comprehending the demands imposed by study tasks and inform on the design
and framing of a study and it’s results. Our current understanding of the human brain
does not allow us to simply quantify a value for MWL as a participant completes a task
- this would be the ideal scenario, especially in the application of BHCI. Instead, we rely
upon the knowledge provided by these models to explain why we observe variations in
different measures of MWL, which we present below.
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Figure 2.6: Human Information Processing Model Lifecycle, from Wickens - [239]
2.3.2.1 Human Information Processing
Information Processing models have been a significant source of our knowledge and un-
derstanding of MWL. Wickens was a significant influence in the development of these
models, and was able to capture how basic psychological processes interact with task
demands. Wickens’ “Human Information Processing Model”, shown in Figure 2.6, iden-
tifies the interaction between Sensory Perception, WM and Response. Wickens describes
that necessary resources are limited and aims to illustrate how elements of the human
information processing system such as attention, perception, memory, decision making
and response selection interconnect.
Wickens describes three different ‘stages’ at which information is transformed: 1)a per-
ception stage, a processing or cognition stage, and a response stage. The first stage
involves perceiving information that is gathered by our senses and provide meaning and
interpretation of what is being sensed; 2)The second stage represents the step where we
manipulate and “think about” the perceived information. This part of the information
processing system takes place in WM and consists of a wide variety of mental activities.
Wickens also proposed the Multiple Resource Model [237], illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Through the MRM, Wickens describes the aspects of cognition and the multiple resource
theory in four dimensions:
• The STAGES dimension refers to the three main stages of information processing
system as described above.
• The MODALITIES dimension indicating that auditory and visual perception
have different sources.
• The CODES dimension refers to the types of memory encodings which can be
spatial or verbal.
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Figure 2.7: The 4-D multiple resource model, by Wickens.
• The VISUAL PROCESSING dimension refers to a nested dimension within vi-
sual resources distinguishing between focal vision (reading text) and ambient vision
(orientation and movement).
One of the key roles of the MRM is to demonstrate the hypothesised independence of
modalities and use this to design tasks. Wickens’ model provides a high level view of the
available resource types and can be used as a basis for explaining results obtained from
a study. Wickens’ model(s) have been used extensively in the field of Human Factors,
across a diverse range of tasks and study protocols, with replicated/repeated findings.
We will apply Wickens’ model in a similar manner for BHCI related work. Wickens’
MRM differs from Baddeley’s model in the respect that it does not associate itself with
a particular neurological region, rather it attempts to characterise the entirety of human
resources.
2.3.2.2 Limited Resource Model (LRM)
MWL can be described as the amount of resources an operator uses when performing a
specific task. These resources are limited; therefore, a problem arises when a task requires
the operator to use more resources than are maximally available. This state is known
as a human operator overload, and normally results in a significant drop in performance.
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Figure 2.8: The relationship between task performance and resource supply, from Megaw - [239]
Therefore, it is important to consider the operators optimum level of workload (not
overloaded) throughout the task.
One other model that is of interest is the Limited Resource Model (LRM) which describes
the relationship between the demands of a task, the resources allocated to the task and
the impact on performance [146]. The graph shown in Figure 2.8 is used to represent
the LRM. The X axes represent the resources demanded by the primary task and as
we move to the right of the axis, the resources demanded by the primary task increase.
The axis on the left indicate the resources being used, but also the maximum available
resources point (if we think of working memory that is limited in capacity). The right
axis indicate the performance of the primary task (the dotted line on the graph). The
key element of this model is the concept of a limited set of resources which, if exceeded,
has a negative impact on performance. However, it does not distinguish between resource
modality, therefore we propose to use both the limited and multiple resources models to
inform our work.
BHCI researchers can utilise the LRM in accordance with the continuous measure ob-
tained from a direct brain-monitoring device. The combination of this physical measure
and theoretical model, will allow researchers to track how resources have been allocated
in accordance with the LRM. This combination will allow BHCI researchers to detect sit-
uations in which the participant is ‘overloaded’, the state where the resources allocated
are near the maximum available resources and the spare capacity is minimal.
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Figure 2.9: Factors determining the level of cognitive load. Diagram from Kirschner - [111]
2.3.2.3 Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) is a model that attempts to detail how individuals acquire
new concepts or knowledge. Developed by John Sweller in 1988, CLT utilises the [Working
Memory] model described by Baddeley, modelling the interaction between STM and
LTM when forming new schemata (learning). In order to learn, a schema must form
permanently in LTM in a transitional process which is facilitated by STM. CLT models
this relationship by exploring the limitations of WM, specifically through the modelling
of the limited storage capacity presented by the STM, most notably 7±2 [150]. CLT
is therefore concerned with the limitations presented in STM and how this effects an
individuals ability form new schemata during learning.
Depicted in Figure 2.9, Causal andAssessment factors play a role in the Cognitive Load
of an individual [168]. Causal factors will include the existing abilities of the participant
in relation to the task. Task complexity and the Environment in which the study is
conducted are also factors. Assessment factors are those imposed by conducting the
study and it’s task. These include mental load, effort and performance as measurements
of Cognitive load.
CLT differentiates between the type of Cognitive Load according to three forms: Intrin-
sic, Extraneous and Germane.
Intrinsic load specifies the inherent level of difficulty imposed by the task or material
presented to the participant during a study. Sweller states that each type of task has it’s
own inherent difficulty e.g. Solving a jigsaw of 5 pieces versus a Jigsaw consisting of 50
pieces [37].
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Extraneous and Germane load are linked to the presentation of the materials during a
study. Germane cognitive load is imposed upon the participant as they construct new
schemata (through learning the task) in LTM [218,37]. The construction of sufficiently
complex and rich schemata will require more effort when the task has complex require-
ments (High Intrinsic load). Extraneous load is that affected by the presentation of the
task and instructional material. In the context of HCI, we are are especially interested
in approaches to designing interfaces that reduce the extraneous load of a user, allowing
them to focus on the inherent demands imposed by the task (Germane and Intrinsic). As
such, the aim of any interaction designer should be to elicit minimal levels of Extraneous
cognitive load [217,67].
2.3.3 Measures of Mental Workload
We present a selection of the most commonly utilised measures of MWL below and detail
their relative strengths and weaknesses - especially how these relate to BHCI.
2.3.3.1 Task Performance
Task performance is a common measure that is captured and analysed by research sci-
entists when running a study. The literature indicates that certain types of task perfor-
mance measures can also be indicators of a participants MWL. The techniques employed
in this measure are presented in two forms: Primary and Secondary task performance.
Primary task measures are measures calculated from the completion of the main study
task and can include, for example, errors made, speed and reaction times. Whilst the
collection of these measures are inherent in any study employing a performance based
task, the relation of this measure to MWL is direct. There are a number of issues with
using primary task performance as an indicator of MWL, as Sharples and Megaw detail
[241]:
1. Poor performance could be indicative of task demands being too high, but equally,
task performance does not reflect task demands and we cannot know the amount
of spare capacity available to the operator using this measure.
2. There is an observation effect in conducting the study. The operators will allocate
additional resources to completing aspects of the task that are captured by the
performance measure, whilst possibly ignoring other aspects of their duty.
3. Measures are prone to interpretation, especially when related to MWL.
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A more commonly employed form of a performance based measure of MWL is the ap-
plication of Secondary-task measure. In using this technique, a researcher will ask a
participant to complete a task in addition to the primary task. In doing so, a researcher
will be able to quantify the spare capacity in MWL that a participant has as they com-
plete the primary study tasks. Typically, a dual-task methodology will be employed in
one of two ways [30]:
1. Researchers observe the reduction in the primary task performance in a condition
containing the secondary task - compared against the single task condition.
2. Observe the reduction in Secondary tasks performance in the dual-task condition -
again, compared against the single task condition.
The dual study methodology has been successfully applied across thousands of studies.
Ryu and Myung utilised a dual task methodology in combination with three physiolog-
ical measure (Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electrooculogram (EOG), and Electrocar-
diogram (ECG)), whose signal were combined using weighted coefficients [193]. The
study tasks utilised visual (object tracking) and verbal (mental arithmetic) memory, and
the combined signal systematically increased with task difficulty - indicating that the
methodology successfully manipulates MWL.
2.3.3.2 Subjective
Subjective measures are a popular tool amongst researchers in the field of HF and HCI,
thanks to the measure possessing a number of positive qualities, including:
• Easy to Implement and Established Measures - Pre-existing tools and tech-
niques have been developed, peer-reviewed and their validity has been established.
• Low-Cost - Typically paper or computer based measures that require few resources
or investment.
• Non-Intrusive - Subjective measures require no apparatus to be worn by the
participant, and can usually be conducted post-task, meaning there is minimal task
interference.
• Established Statistical Analysis - A well established processing for analysing
and reporting statistical data derived from these measures are available in the ex-
isting literature.
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• Effective - A number of subjective measures have been shown to be sensitive in
their reporting of MWL.
But as noted by Sharples et al., the measures do take into account participant feedback
at face value and that true validity of these measures remains relatively elusive [241].
Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) [189], NASA Task Load Index
(NASA-TLX) [80] and Workload Profile (WP) [224] are examples of popular subjective
measures that are heavily utilised in HF and HCI user studies. Typically, the application
of these measures will require participants to complete a questionnaire related the
task they had previously undertaking (or are in the middle of completing). SWAT for
example, requires participants to rate workload in three levels (low, medium & high)
across three dimensions (time, mental effort and psychological stress).
NASA-TLX, is perhaps the most widely used subjective measure of an individuals’ per-
ceived workload. Originally developed for use in the field of Aviation, the measure has
since been adopted across a number of disciplines including HF and HCI.
NASA-TLX specifies six dimensions that are used to assess MWL.
1. Mental Demand - How much mental/perceptual activity was required.
• Examples: Memorisation, Arithmetic, Searching
2. Physical Demand - How much physical activity was required.
• Examples: Pushing, Pulling, Controlling, Clicking
3. Temporal Demand - How much time pressure was felt as a result of the pace at
which the task elements occurred.
• Examples: Tasks with visible/known time limits (countdown).
4. Performance - How successful did the participant feel they were.
• Examples: Tasks with an end-goal, how close were they to obtaining it.
5. Effort - How hard did the participant work (mentally and physically) to complete
the task.
• Examples: For physical tasks, the participant might perceive perspiration as
being an indicator of their effort.
6. Frustration - How frustrated did the participant perceive themselves becoming.
• Examples: Insecurity, discouragement, irritation, stress and annoyance (pres-
ence/absence of these)
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Figure 2.10 shows a paper version of the questionnaire, although, typically the presenta-
tion and completion of this form is done via a computerised method.
We see from Figure 2.10 that twenty step bipolar scales are used to obtain ratings for each
of the six dimensions. Each dimension is scored from 0 to 100 on each scale. A global score
is obtained, by weighting and combining the six individual scale ratings. The weighting
process requires the operator to perform a pairwise comparison between all pairs of the six
dimensions, with the selection in a pair adding weight to the chosen dimension. Having
obtained a weighting for each dimension, the score for each is multiplied by its respective
weight to obtain a workload score between 0 and 100.
The NASA-TLX questionnaire is the result of significant program of research performed
at NASA by Hart and Staveland [80]. The value, sensitivity and reliability of the measure
has been proven time-and-time again, for a diverse set of tasks across a number of different
research disciplines. Originally developed for use in aviation [17,200,248], but has seen
adoption across a broad landscape of research fields, including: Medical [249,255,91], HCI
[162,192,2,73], Automotive [212,213] and many others.
2.3.3.3 Objective Measures of Mental Workload
MWL is a theoretical concept of work that occurs in an operator under task condition.
Measuring MWL therefore is a distinguished by measuring change in how hard a par-
ticular region of the brain is working, and relating the change in this work onto our
theoretical models of MWL (Wickens and Baddeley). Measuring these changes in an
operators workload can be achieved by observing their psychophysiology, in a manner
that is typically classified as being either direct or indirect forms of observation.
Indirect measures typically refer to techniques that do not directly measure changes in
the brain itself. Rather, these measures track changes in related, often easier-to-measure,
psychophysiological indicators that are then attributed to changes in MWL. Examples
of these measures include: Endogenous Eye Blinks [215], Pupil Size [105,16,185,240],
Electrodermal Activity [104,57]. The advantage of these measures is their relative ease
and simplicity in application, but remain prone to additional influences not directly at-
tributable to the brain.
Direct measures, conversely, derive their measurements directly from changes in the brain
itself. This allows us to measure changes in the brain, without depending on inference
or relationships from other measures which have been associated with MWL. A number
of techniques exists for estimating or deriving levels of MWL from indirect measures of
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Figure 2.10: A paper version of the NASA-TLX questionnaire.
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the brain, as presented above, in this work however, we specifically concentrate on direct,
brain based measures.
Below, we review the literature for the three brain monitoring technologies below, de-
tailing each technology’s suitability for application in a BHCI setting. We additionally
provide Table 2.1 as a summary and reference of a high level overview of the technology
choices available and their properties in relation to BHCI.
2.3.3.3.1 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (FMRI) Functional Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a direct brain monitoring technique that measures
relative changes in blood flow/delivery to the neuronal tissue within the brain [142]. Since
neurons do not have their own internal energy stores, they are dependant on the rapid
supply of energy, in the form of oxygenated blood, in order to continue ‘firing’ (work-
ing). As the demands upon the brain increase in line with task demands (e.g. A complex
mathematical task is presented to the participant), the relative amounts of oxygenated
and de-oxygenated blood and it’s supply varies accordingly [225]. It is this variation in
oxy(HbO2)/deoxy(HbR)-genated blood that fMRI uses to calculate the location/source
of activity within the brain [130]. This calculation is performed using an image contrast-
ing technique called Blood-oxygen-level dependent contrast imaging, or BOLD. Ogawa
et al. proposed that such an approach would work in-vivo subjects [165], a fact later
confirmed by Kwong et al. in 1992 [199].
fMRI has become the primary form of measurements for thousands of cognitive, motor
and affective function based studies utilising this imaging technique [184,31]. Favoured for
it’s extremely high spatial resolution, fMRI is considered as the ‘gold standard’ imaging
technique for identify interaction of regions of the brain with particular cognitive function.
For application in BHCI however, fMRI presents a number of practical limitations. First,
as we can see from Figure 2.11, an fMRI is a large machine requiring significant space
and financial resources. The purchase and operational cost of an fMRI is significant,
with a price in the millions of dollars to purchase and an operational cost of $500 an
hour, making the technology prohibitively expensive to most HCI based researchers [241].
The use of fMRI also introduces a significant impact upon the ecological validity of the
environment in which a participant must conduct a study. Being confined to a large,
noisy and restrictive machine is far from a typical environment in which a user would
normally operate. A number of proposals to reduce this impact upon ecological valid-
ity have been suggested by researchers interested in using this highly accurate imaging
technique. Campbell et al. for example, proposed the application of Virtual Reality as
a way of reducing the impact upon ecological validity, through the simulation of a user’s
natural environment, but this remains a work in progress [32]. fMRI is very sensitive to
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Figure 2.11: A participant laying ready to be scanned in an fMRI machine. Image Credit - UCL.
motion artefacts, and participants are usually required to be strapped into the machine,
restricting head and body movement significantly in order to preserve the quality of the
measure [72].
Finally, fMRI is fundamentally dependant on a large electromagnet which prohibits the
existence of any metal based objects in the room - a significant restriction for HCI stud-
ies which are dependant on metal/electronic hardware e.g. phones, laptops and screens
- none of which can be present whilst the machine is operational. This restriction has
proved to be significant barrier for a wide set of research studies and has required re-
searchers to develop novel new forms of input to circumvent this restriction. Examples
workarounds include a plastic, full-size (typing) keyboards [99] and an entirely plastic
(musical) keyboard for researchers investigating the neuroscience of improvisation and
creativity [129]. Generally, fMRI is considered to be impractical for use in general BHCI
based applications and should only be considered as a primary measure when a study
is primarily interested in understand the regions of the brain that are activated, rather
than the general ‘amount’ of affect that we tend to measure in BHCI [219].
2.3.3.3.2 Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (FNIRS) Functional Near In-
frared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an optical based, non-invasive imaging technique for mea-
suring Cerebral haemodynamics in the human brain (similar to fMRI, above, but with
a lower spatial resolution). fNIRS measures the haemodynamic response - the delivery
of blood to active neuronal tissues and it is designed to be placed directly upon a par-
ticipants scalp, typically targeting the pre-frontal cortex (PFC). It has the properties of
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Figure 2.12: The banana-shaped path taken by Infrared Light (700-900nm). Image Credit - [127]
being non-invasive, portable, inexpensive and suitable for periods of extended monitoring
relative to other Neuroimaging techniques.
An fNIRS system will typically utilise infra-red light and a phenomena known as the
“optical window” which allows light at a particular frequency (700-900nm) to pass through
skin, blood and bone without ‘scattering’ [102,206,85]. The path of the transmitted
Infrared light at this frequency is however affected by the nervous tissue and chromophores
that reside within the Cerebral cortex of the brain, causing the light to follow a ‘banana’-
shaped path (this is the actual technical term - [127]) back to the surface of the scalp as
depicted in Figure 2.12.
The absorption of light by chromophores (an atom whose presence is responsible for
the colour of a compound) within the nervous tissue of the brain affects the amount
of light being emitted back to the scalp’s surface, for detection by a photo-detector (as
demonstrated in Figure 2.12). This property has been demonstrated to allow researchers
to measure haemodynamic responses [233,36].
The properties of the optical window allow researchers to apply fNIRS in a non-invasive
(does not require implants), low risk (harmless Infrared light) method of brain monitoring.
fNIRS devices are typically portable, reasonably affordable (significantly less than fMRI,
but generally more than EEG), easy to apply in a non-invasive manner with little training.
Recent research has shown that because blood-flow in the brain is less affected by body
movement, fNIRS may be a more appropriate brain sensing technology for evaluation
relative to other brain monitoring technologies [121,173,87] - a significant factor in tech-
nology choice for application in BHCI. Equally however, researchers should consider the
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Figure 2.13: The Biopac fNIRS device being worn by a participant.
fact it takes several seconds for blood to flow to the brain [234] , meaning fNIRS has been
largely discounted for use in real-time interaction systems.
A detailed review of commercially available fNIRS instrumentation was conducted by
Scholkmann et al . [196]. Additionally, Scholkmann et al. provide a detailed overview
of the methodological aspects, different methods of calculating oxy/de-oxy ratios and
approaches towards data analysis. The review should be considered essential reading for
BHCI practitioners using fNIRS.
A limited number of HCI researchers have successfully applied fNIRS in a BHCI style
study (we detail this work below in BHCI in the Wild) [173,210,5,71]. fNIRS has been
deployed in a number of studies and has caused minimal Interference, with many reporting
ecological validity whilst using fNIRS [178,210,5]. Solovey et al. demonstrated that fNIRS
was able to distinguish between common human behaviours (typing, mouse movement,
head and facial movement) and a verbal memory task and provides the researchers with
a set of guidelines for applying fNIRS in a HCI setting [210]. We replicated and extended
the work of Solovey et al. [210] , further contributing to the body of work establishing
the reliability and usability of fNIRS in a HCI setting [137]. Peck et al. provide a broad
overview of the application of fNIRS in ‘the real world’ and discusses the impact upon
ecological validity [172].
2.3.3.3.3 Electroencephalogram (EEG) Electroencephalograph (EEG) is an elec-
trical based brain-monitoring technology that measures electrical activity on the scalp
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Figure 2.14: The spectrum of EEG waveforms. Table is provided by Tatum [220].
of a participant [161,219]. The measure has temporally high resolution, as the recording
of electrical activity is almost instantaneous from the observed synapses firing, however,
EEG has relatively poor spatial resolution as the observed measure of electrical activity
is the summation of many post-synaptic firings, derived from a large cluster of neurons
[181]. EEG sensors can therefore be positioned in general regions of interest (e.g. frontal,
parietal lobes) but is not suited for precise mapping of neuronal-activity analysis.
Since the late 1920’s, EEG has been used in both clinical and experimental settings
to study the electrical response to stimuli in participants. EEG is typically recorded
on the scalp of the subject, allowing for a relatively non-intrusive application, although
implanted electrode applications of EEG exists and are typically utilised in the monitoring
and diagnosis of individuals suffering with Epilepsy [164,96].
EEG recordings are composed of a collection of waveforms, classified by different frequen-
cies with a range of between 1 and 40Hz and with a voltage range of 10 to 200 microvolts
[41]. From this range of frequencies, power analysis can be performed to obtain a fre-
quency spectrum for each recording, to identify a set of constituent frequency bands
which are classified according to the Figure 2.14.
Recent work has discovered interactions between these waveforms and MWL. Alpha (8-
12hz) has a number of strong inverse relationship with MWL, that is, as levels of MWL
increase, Alpha levels will decrease. Pfurtscheller et al. identified a relationship between
Alpha waves and idling in the cortical region of the brain [175]. Similarly Laufs et al.
identified evidence to support the idea of a ‘default mode of brain function’ as proposed
by Raichle et al. through observations upon Alpha based activity [120,187]. More direct
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observation of MWL and Alpha waves have identified correlations between low levels of
MWL and high levels of Alpha [28,58].
There is also evidence in the existing literature to suggest that Theta(4-8hz) waves
have a relationship to MWL. Theta has been shown to increase as task requirements
increase [152], indicating a direct relationship between Theta levels and MWL. Esposito
simultaneously recorded EEG and fMRI signals during an n-back task and identified
sustained changes in the BOLD signal (discussed above - fMRI) and the synchronization
of EEG theta waves to task demands, such that, as task requirements increased, so did
theta levels [54]. Jensen and Tesche identified a parametric increase in the Theta band
(specifically 7.5-8hz) for a visual n-back test based on number memorisation [101]. In his
reviews of the literature on EEG and MWL, Klimesch has summarised the evidence to
support the relationship between Alpha, Theta and MWL [112].
Smith and Gevins were able to confirm the relationship in theta and alpha band activities
in a flight simulator task[208]. In their study, 3 versions (easy, medium and hard) of a
piloting task were administered to 16 participants via a desktop PC. Theta and alpha
bands were found to vary systematically with task difficulty. High MWL conditions had
increased theta band activity and decreased alpha band activity relative to low MWL
tasks.
The recent commercialisation, miniaturisation and portability of EEG technology has led
to a number of researchers investigating the application of EEG in their work [219;]. One
consideration when using EEG is it’s susceptibility to motion derived artefacts [18]. Mus-
cles movements are the most common form of artefact sources, with jaw muscles (e.g. jaw
clenching) being a common sources of interference. These artefacts are typically shorter
in duration and their irregular frequency allow us [145,29] to isolate and identify these
artefacts, specifically using a independent component analysis (ICA) based approach.
Eye movement is another example of a motion artefact, with eye blinks being especially
easy to classify [221,35] and remove it’s effect from the EEG signal [103,88]. The eyeball
itself acts as a source of electrical potential, with the cornea being positively charged and
the retina being negative. When rotated (eye movement), a large-amplitude AC field is
generated which EEG sensors, especially those close to the eye are able to detect. Not all
artefacts can be identified or mitigated in this manner however, and the signal provided
generally by EEG is considered to be noisy, especially in uncontrolled settings.
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2.4 BHCI in the Wild
The push for interdisciplinary research, affordability and an increased awareness of the
quality and richness of the data obtained from brain-monitoring devices, has attracted
many ‘non-traditional’ researchers to using these technologies as a part of a their research.
As such, there are many examples of brain-monitoring devices being utilised in new non-
clinical settings. Although these examples might not be direct analogues of the BHCI
approach we are promoting through the work presented in this thesis, they do nevertheless
provide a rich set of work upon which BHCI can build and draw upon. We will present
these works below, which have been categorised according to their application area.
That being said, we also note examples of direct applications of BHCI in the existing
literature. Perhaps the most prominent figure whose work falls into the classification of
BHCI research is Robert Jacobs1 research group at Tufts University, Boston USA. Jacobs,
a prominent figure in HCI for the past three decades having championed the application
of eye tracking in HCI research has now taken to a similar stance on the application of
the brain monitoring technology - fNIRS. Through his group of researchers, Jacobs has
set out to demonstrate the value of utilising fNIRS in the context of HCI. In the following
section we mark works from Jacobs group with a dagger (†) indicator, to give the reader
a sense of the diverse research being produced by Jacobs and his research group at Tufts.
2.4.1 Control
2.4.1.1 Communication and Direct Control
Some of the earliest applications of brain-monitoring technologies have explored the po-
tential of using the brain as an control centred input device for a digital system. The
allure of controlling an object, moving a cursor, controlling a vehicle and generally pro-
viding a high resolution communication channel via the brain has been a primary focus
for researchers in the field of Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI). One of the major aims
of BCI research is to provide a communication channel for the disabled. The ability to
control artificial limbs, communicate and navigate around an environment via the brain
alone is clearly a very valuable and important branch of research in affording additional
independence to the physically disabled.
Typing on a physical keyboard is the primary manner in which text-entry is performed
on a computer. Similarly, the control of a digital cursor is performed by the relative
positioning of a physical mouse. Both forms of input require physical interaction from
1Robert Jacobs Homepage- https://www.cs.tufts.edu/~jacob/
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their users - a significant barrier excluding many physically disabled individuals from
being able to use a computer system. BCI has the potential to provide a communication
channel that extends control to the physically disabled. One of the earliest systems
that enabled form of interaction was a spelling device was presented by Birbaumer et al.
in 1999 [23]. Birbaumer et al.‘s approach depended on the subjects ability to regulate
activity in the Cerebral cortex of the brain in order to provide a binary response (positive
or negative). Using this form of input, the speller would present users with 2 ’word
banks’, with a negative response selecting one and a positive response the other. This
processes was repeated until the desired letter was obtained. The system was tested
on 2 patients with overall accuracy across a number of metrics reaching the 70% mark.
Deploying the system however required significant training periods and allowed only for
slow, limited and predefined forms of communication. Piccione et al. in a manner similar
to Birbaumer et al., developed a P300 control signal based 2D cursor control using a
four-choice (Up,Down,Left,Right blinking arrows) paradigm [176]. Five disabled and
seven able-bodied subjects were able to successfully control a cursor with relatively short
training periods, with average performance being 68.6% for patients and 76.2% for healthy
controls. Gao et al. demonstrated an environment controller consisting of an LED
stimulator, a digital signal processor, and programmable infrared remote-controller [64].
Gao et al.’s approach was based on using a visual stimuli from the LED stimulator which
consisted of 48 green LEDS, each blinking at a unique frequency between 6 and 15Hz.
Each LED frequency was then mapped to the infrared controller, which was programmed
according to the patients environment e.g. LED with the blinking frequency of 6Hz was
linked to trigger the same frequency of IR light (on the programmable infrared remote-
controller) as the power button on the Televisions remote-control. Gao et al. utilised
EEG and SSVEP (a phenomena similar to P300) and applied signal processing (via a
digital signal processor) to classify the incoming brain signal accordingly. Using this
approach a transfer rate of 68bps was obtained.
2.4.1.2 Passive Control, Adaptive Systems and User State
Monitoring
A significant amount of initial research into the application of brain monitoring control
was focussed on providing direct control, primarily as a communication channel for dis-
abled users. There is also work however investigating ‘passive’ forms of control, where
the mapping between mind and machine is less obvious to the user of the system. De-
scribed by Girouard as “interfaces that use brain measurements as an additional input, in
addition to standard devices such as keyboards and mice” and “applications that pay at-
tention to the user”, passive control provides HCI researchers with a interesting range of
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Figure 2.15: The target expansion conditions with visual indications of expanded target widths presented to
participants [5]. Note - The participants would not see the bounding area (indicated in red).
potential application areas, including: adaptive interfaces/systems, user state monitoring
and neurofeedback [68,87].
Lee and Tan present an EEG based system capable of classifying different types of tasks
being completed by the user at a given time [122]. In their 2-part study, Lee and Tan
investigate the ability of the system to detect both cognitive (rest, mental arithmetic, and
mental rotation) and non-cognitive (relaxation, PC game with and without opponents)
based activities. The system was able to obtain 84% and 92.4% task classification ac-
curacies (respectively). The authors discuss the potential applications of such a system,
describing an adaptive system that can support users depending on the task it believes
them to be completing. Girouard et al. †, expands upon this idea by presenting an fNIRS
system that dynamically adapts the background music depending on the task being com-
pleted by the user [70]. In a successive (dual) task study consisting of watching a video
and playing a game of Tetris, the system was successfully able to determine which task
the user was completing at a given time, and adapted the background music to suit the
task. The adaptation of background music according to task engagement had a positive
impact upon participants satisfaction, according to a post study questionnaire.
Zander and Kothe propose a fusing of BCI technology with cognitive monitoring in order
to provide state information about the users’ intentions, situational interpretations and
emotional states into a real-time system and discuss the general-purpose applications that
could arise from this pairing [252]. Zander, building upon this pairing of BCI technology
with realtime cognitive monitoring, has gone on to broadly study passive forms of inter-
action, including: adaptive instruction in digital environments [66], detecting auditory
errors [253] and documenting the differences between active and passive BCI’s and their
influence on the future of HCI [254].
Afergan et al.† present an fNIRS based system that dynamically adjusts the difficulty
of a UAV based simulation task according to the users state [5]. The system is trained
to detect extended periods of boredom or overload and adjusts the number of UAVs the
participant must control accordingly. The dynamic system resulted in 35% less errors
over the baseline condition (no dynamic adjustments) and demonstrates the real-time
use of fNIRS. Yuksel et al. developed Brain Automated Chorales (BACh), a fNIRS based
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system that dynamically adapts the levels of difficulty in a musical learning task based
on the users MWL [250,251]. Feedback from participants in the study indicate that the
system was of an aid to them and suggested that they felt “more creative”. Afergan et
al. † present a brain-based target expansion system that dynamically adjusts the size
of ‘high importance’ target according to the participant current level of ‘multitasking’
[6]. A SVM classifier was used to identify a particular state of multitasking, prior to
beginning the main trial of the study, the interface of which is shown in Figure 2.15.
Participants were required to complete a dual-task study consisting of a n-back and visual
search task. Results indicate improvement in the adaptive expansion condition across a
number of measures when compared to a baseline of no expansion and a static (constant)
expanding condition. Peck et al. used fNIRS as an indicator of users preference in a
movie recommendation system [171]. A brain recommender system classifier was build
using a support vector machine (SVM), a machine learning based approach. The classifier
would take a 25 second recording of fNIRS data as well as the user’s rating (1-5 stars) for
6 films (3 favourite, 3 worst) selected by the participant. For each film, the participant
was shown the associated IMDB page and then asked to rate the film. In a 14 person
study, the recommendation system was better at recommending higher rated films that
were personalised to the individual (over a control condition).
An example of the direct application of passive control informed by brain based measures
for HCI is the issue of appropriate user interruptions. Knowing when it is appropriate
to interrupt a user is an outstanding issue in HCI today and one that directly benefits
from the application of BHCI. Inappropriately timed interruptions can increase errors,
reduce efficiency and affect the ‘flow’ of the users’ output [95]. With the ever increasing
amount of mobile devices, smartwatches and the Internet of Things (IoT) devices, the
symbiosis between these decoupled devices and the user becomes ever more important
[59]. Knowing how hard a user is working could be an indicator for the users willingness
to be interrupted - without it affecting their workflow too negatively.
Solovey and Jacobs†discuss the possibility of fNIRS being used in this capacity, noting the
technologies ability to distinguish between various levels of multitasking [209]. Chen and
Vertegaal introduce Physiologically Attentive User Interface (PAUI), a prototype system
that uses Heart Rate Variability (HRV) and EEG to regulate email, instant-messaging
and phone-based notifications according to the user’s MWL [39]. PAUI classifies 4 differ-
ent user states in which the level of notifications vary from none being permitted to all
being permitted. A six person study indicated that PAUI could identify the ‘correct’ user
state 85% of the time. Mathan et al. examined the possible military applications of such
a system [141]. Through the observation of three military personal during a scenario
based (entering and clearing buildings) training mission, the system was able to accu-
rately reproduce the findings of others - indicating the system was capable of accurately
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measuring MWL. The authors conclude with a discussion for the potential of the system
to modulate the delivery of battleground messages according to the individual’s MWL.
Tremoulet et al. found that the delaying of notifications until a user’s MWL was low
(assessed by EEG, HRV and GSR) increased the number of tasks the user could complete
[223]. Afergan et al.† present Phylter, a physiological-based notification filtering system
that “…that sends pertinent notifications to a user only when the user is in the proper
cognitive state to handle additional information. The system uses physiological sensing
as a means to time, suppress, and modulate information streams in real time” [4].
The current body of work in the field points to the infancy of applying BHCI for these
passive forms of interaction. We see a significant focus placed on understanding the
data that’s being obtained from these BCI devices, with a number of the works above
highlighting their data-processing system as their primary contribution, over that of the
actual interaction itself. This leads to a significant body of work remaining unexplored,
as our understanding of how to design, develop and support these forms of interactions
has not yet been sufficiently explored in the literature.
2.4.1.3 Games and Entertainment
In recent years a number of consumer-grade EEG based brain-monitoring devices have
entered the market place with the primary objective of providing a input peripheral to a
computer based game. Examples of these headsets include the Emotiv EPOC, Neurosky
Mindwave and Muse. Indeed games have been utilised as a training method for developing
explicit forms of control using BCI [179].
Studies have investigated the application of brain based control in familiar and well known
games. Reuderink et al. present “Affective Pacman” an adaptation of the original ‘Ghost
avoidance’ game Pacman which measure players “Frustration” as they complete a level
of the game, and would broadly be classified as an evaluation measure in this gaming
context [190]. Tangermann et al. implemented direct control of a virtual pinball machine
with players controlling the machines paddles via EEG [113]. Compared to a pseudo-
random and no control conditions, the study results indicate that “fast and well-timed
control” beyond the possibility of chance were obtained.
Pires presented a brain controlled game inspired by Tetris that allowed players to effec-
tively control and position falling blocks as desired [180]. The study integrated three
differing types of control based on P300 ERPs and sensomotor based imagery. The game
is being used as a form of neurofeedback for the treatment of children with attention-
deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), since it requires the focussing and calming of
the mind to solicit precise control over the game.
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Figure 2.16: The brain-controlled, Tightrope walking game ‘MindBalance’ where users must control the
balance of an animated character in a 3D environment [117].
Laar et al. used the popular online game - World of Warcraft (WOW) to investigate
the effect of introducing brain based control has upon user experience [115]. In a ex-
periment consisting of 42 participants, Laar et al. augmented the shape and function
of avatars in the game according to the alpha band power calculated from a consumer
grade EEG device (Emotiv EPOC). Using a within-subjects study design, participants
played two versions of the game 1) ‘Regular’ WOW; 2) with brain-based avatar adapta-
tions. Post study questionnaires indicate that participants indicated that they felt they
had less involvement and control over the game, but did not experience less fun with the
introduction of the adaptations.
There are also examples of purely brain-based games, that is, games that have been
explicitly developed for use with a brain based controller. Lalor et al. developed ‘Mind-
Balance’, an EEG controlled game whereby players must attempt to balance an animated
character in a tightrope walking game (control in 1D, balance - left or right) [117]. The
game is set in a 3D modelled environment with dynamic camera positioning and light-
ing responding to the characters movements in the environment (Shown in Figure 2.16).
The game utilises chequerboard patterns on either side of the characters balancing pole
to allows for players to maintain the character’s balance on the tightrope. A machine
learning based processing pipeline is first trained to the players response to seeing each
checker-board pattern, then during the game, the player will focus on the desired pattern
(left or right) in order to maintain the characters balance. Leeb et al. developed a virtual
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Figure 2.17: The interface for the software system CUES, which augments browser interactions recordings
with EEG, audio and web event data [177].
reality game requiring users to steer a penguin character down a snowy mountain side
[126]. The steering of the penguin was controlled via a standard games controller, but the
ability to jump was controlled via EEG and was triggered when participants imagined a
“brisk dorsiflexion of both feet” (jumping). 14 participants partook in the study, but only
7 achieved the required classification performance to complete the entirety of the study.
The results indicate that the transfer of skill is possible (learning the ability to ‘jump’)
despite the visually complex and rich environment in which the game was set. Doud
et al. demonstrated the ability to control a virtual Helicopter in 3D dimensions using
visual motor imagery using EEG and sensorimotor rhythms (SMRs), with 5 participants
obtaining an average performance score of 85% through the piloting of the helicopter
through rings in the environment [47]. Similarly, LaFleur et al. demonstrated a similar
approach using a physical Quadcopter drone [116].
2.4.2 Evaluation
A number of HCI researchers have proposed the application of brain-monitoring technol-
ogy in the evaluation of user’s interactions with computer systems [114,69,77]. Wilson
argued the value of using EEG or fNIRS based devices in informing and evaluating the
design of Search User Interfaces (SUI) [242]. Earlier work conducted by this author (prior
to initiating the work presented in this thesis) presented the software tool: Cognitive User
Evaluation System (CUES), a system designed to aid in the collection and analysis of
data collected from the Emotiv EPOC during web based interaction sessions (Shown in
Figure 2.17)[177].
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Nacke compared the user experience of using a Nintendo Wii remote and a standard PS2
Controller to control a computer game “Resident Evil 4” [157].
Using a combination of EEG and subjective measures (gaming experience questionnaires),
Nacke was able to identify a relationship between the EEG readings and input modality.
Nacke identified that Alpha and Delta power correlate with negative effect and tension
for the PS2 controller, while the Delta and Theta power correlate with self-location for
the Wii remote. Peck et al. † applied fNIRS monitoring in evaluating the effectiveness of
various types of visualisations (Bar chart versus Pie chart) [173]. Participants were pre-
sented with a number of visualisations and asked to estimate the size difference between
sections in 2 different graphs (presented sequentially). Results of the study indicate that
fNIRS is able to capture the impact of visual design and suggest that there are no uni-
versal differences between bar and pie charts. Cherng et al. investigated the viability
of using EEG in the evaluation of graphical icons [40]. In part 1 of their study, Cherng
et al. investigated the relationship between the EEG data and how closely a presented
icon matched to a textual description of a function. Results from the study showed that
particular amplitudes of the EEG signal (N1) were larger for icons that were ‘close’ to
the presented textual descriptor. In part 2 of their study, the researchers presented a
number of icons (sequentially) with participants instructed to press a key when they be-
lieved they had seen an icon consistent with the function - ‘Calender’ (adaptation of the
oddball study design). The results for part 2 indicate that ‘far’ icons had the lowest N1
amplitude.
2.5 Problem Statement
From the literature review above, we have established the state of the art in both the
underlying theory and the application of BHCI in practice. The aim of this concluding
section is to provide a clear link between the reviewed literature and the research ques-
tions/themes we present at the end of the last chapter. In doing so, we document the gap
in the current knowledge of the field and detail how the work we present in this thesis
aims to address these gaps and advance the state of the art.
Through the initial two studies (TAP and LEAP), we will explore the themes of Method
and Input Control.
In our TAP study, we use the method set out by Solovey et al. [210] to apply BHCI in
the evaluation of a widely used verbal protocol (Think-Aloud). fNIRS has been utilised
for HCI based evaluation in prior works. We documented the study performed by Peck
et al. [173], who successfully applied the recommendations set out by Solovey et al.
to evaluate different types of chart visualisations. However, there is no documented
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application of fNIRS being used to evaluate TAP or other HCI research methods in the
existing literature. Our TAP evaluation study therefore is an important contribution in
verifying the integrity of using a TAP in an HCI study. Performing this work will allow us
to identify the significance of the interference from the inclusion of TAP in a HCI study,
and allow us to verify or question the integrity of studies that have utilised TAP.
Similarly, the modality of Speech and it’s effect upon the fNIRS signal is not documented
in Solovey et al’s. recommendations. This leaves the unknown of knowing whether it’s
inclusion will interfere with the measurements obtained from the fNIRS, and affect the
precision of a studies findings. Speech is a fundamental part of HCI, and the rise of
voice based agents such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa, make the study of speech
evermore relevant in HCI going forward. In validating the inclusion of Speech in fNIRS
based BHCI studies, we are enabling other HCI researchers who want to use a BHCI
approach for studying speech based interactions.
In our LEAP study, we apply BHCI to evaluate different forms of Input Control, de-
signing a study that examines the effect of an augmented reality based controller against
more common physical and mouse control. As indicated above, evaluation using BHCI
is not novel, however, it’s application in studying the impact of various types of input
control is. Similarly, there is little work documenting the differences between these forms
of input control in general, indicating that this may be a contribution to HCI in general.
Studying the impact that different forms of inputs have upon users is another demon-
stration of applied evaluation using BHCI, and is analogous to existing tasks that are
performed using subjective techniques. Finally, the specification of a suitable task, one
that facilitates our basic study requirements must also be developed. We were unable to
identify an existing task that would allow us to compare across these different types of
control, whilst allowing us to vary the difficulty of the task.
These two initial studies also address a gap in our existing understanding of what makes
a BCI suited to facilitating Natural Interaction, and what properties of a BCI we should
seek when designing and developing such experiences - RQ1. Through applying different
forms of BCI technology (fNIRS and EEG) in user studies exploring Natural Interaction,
we will gain insight into what the technical considerations should be when developing a
Natural Interaction experience. Current work prioritises the process of translating the
signal from a BCI into something meaningful (signal processing), whereas, here we focus
on understanding what is required of the BCI technology in order to facilitate Natural
Interactions from the point of view of the user. This is important in understanding how
we can develop and deploy experiences that are comfortable and engaging for users.
In our final study, #Scanners, we explore the theme of Novel Interaction by developing,
deploying and analysing a new form of cinematic experience using passive BHCI based
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control. The development of a passive BHCI based cinematic experience has not been
documented in the current literature, despite the presence of similar concepts such as
adaptive systems (e.g. Girouard et al’s. adaptive background music [70]). In exploring
the theme of Novel Interaction we set out to answer our remaining research questions
which centre around understanding and facilitating this type of interaction. Specifically,
this will focus on contributing to our understanding of how these experiences can be
developed, and how they are received and experienced by users.
As detailed above, a significant focus in the current literature is placed on identifying
techniques for sense-making of the signal that is obtained from the device, rather than
the more humanistic elements that arise from the interaction itself. Whilst the initial two
studies focus on understanding the technical requirements of the BCI (RQ1), here we
focus on understanding the interaction itself. Solovey et al. provide an example of how
one may apply fNIRS for HCI based research studies [210], but it is unknown whether
these considerations extend to the passive forms of interaction we propose here. RQ2
interrogates the current lack of detailing around the role BCI can play in developing these
types of experiences.
Finally, our understanding of how participants might experience this type of interaction
is also not documented in the current literature, yet another result of the lack of work
investigating this form of interaction. Through RQ3 and RQ4 we aim to identify key
considerations in the design and development of natural interaction experiences, and
provide a clear set of guidelines for enabling this.
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Chapter 3
Methodological Approach
As a scientific method, HCI is founded on the principles of empirical research, specifically
relying on the observation of human participants. The existing literature provides a
diverse array of methodologies that could be applied in exploring the research agenda set
out in the motivating chapters of this thesis. In this section we present a selection of
available methodologies that are relevant to exploring our research agenda. We detail the
relative advantages and disadvantages of each and relate them to the requirements of each
individual component of our research agenda. We conclude by detailing and justifying
the approach that we have chosen to apply in this work.
3.1 HCI Research Methods
According to MacKenzie [135], research methods in HCI fall into 1 of 3 categories:
1. Observational Research
2. Experimental Research
3. Correlational Research
MacKenzie characterises each of these methods according to their trade-off between rele-
vance vs. precision. In this context, relevance relates to the study of real world phenomena
and holds an inherent practical value, as it observes real study phenomena. Precision,
is the measure of identifying precisely how much a particular variable of interest has
changed.
Widely used in HCI research, Observational methods focus on the study of behaviour
exhibited in natural settings (as opposed to an artificial lab). This approach tends to be
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qualitative with data collection techniques involving interviews, case studies and think
aloud protocols. In applying this approach, researchers hope to gain insight into how
human qualities such as emotion, feeling, sentiment etc, are affected by the interaction
between the participant and interaction under study. Observational methods therefore
are highly relevant, as they pertain to actual human behaviours observed in their natural
habit. This, however, comes at the cost of precision. Measures of emotion, feeling and
sentiment are inherently difficult to quantify and are therefore difficult to map precisely,
especially in an uncontrolled natural environment. Usability evaluation is a classical
example of applied observational research in HCI. In performing usability evaluation, a
researcher will attempt to identify problems that affect a user interface’s usability and
elicit feedback on how the design of the interface could be improved to better facilitate
the needs of a user.
Experimental research methods are typically conducted in a controlled, laboratory setting
with typically, a single variable being manipulated during the course of the study. In the
context of HCI, this could be the controlled manipulation of an interface component
in various configurations during a lab based study. The researcher would measure a
quantifiable response during this manipulation and record the differences between the
various configurations. Examples of possible measures include: EEG, fNIRS, task speed,
task accuracy, etc. This approach, sometimes referred to as the scientific approach is
common in the medical and psychological sciences, where precise attribution of effect
needs to be tied to a particular cause. This is therefore a precise method, since we
are able to calculate the precise amount off affect attributed to a particular variable
manipulation. This precision, naturally, affects the relevance of these findings however,
since the setting in which these measures are collected are not normal or natural to the
user. In HCI, we would call this a compromise in the ecological validity of the task.
Correlational research is a statistical based method for identifying a relationship between
2 sets of data. Identifying the relationship between a participant’s IQ and their social
network activity could be one example of applying this technique. This approach of-
ten accompanies an Observational or Experimental method e.g. Analysing a post-study
questionnaire. This data is not directly collected under a controlled setting, but is nev-
ertheless reflective of a user’s preference. This technique represents a balance between
relevance and precision.
MacKenzie, using the relationship between relevance and precision, has mapped each of
these methods on a chart shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: HCI methods: Relevance vs. Precision. Image Credit - MacKenzie [135]
3.2 A Hybrid Approach
From the high level overview of the studies presented in this thesis, the reader will note a
mixing of the above methodologies in our final studies. We decided upon implementing
a hybrid/mixed methodological approach in our studies, primarily to ascertain a balance
between the relevance and precision of the results - relative to the respective study aims.
Specifically the first two studies TAP and LEAP will be conducted using an Experimental
Research methodology and our final study, #Scanners will be conducted using an Ob-
servational Research methodology. #Scanners will specifically use the Performance-Led
Research in the Wild methodology proposed by Benford et al. which we detail below [19].
In our TAP and LEAP studies we apply a Experimental Research methodology, based in a
Laboratory setting in exploration of RQ1, as well as theMethods of applying BHCI and
evaluating different forms of Input Control. To achieve this we use Mental Workload
(MWL) as the basis of comparison between task study conditions. MWL has a significant
body of literature documenting the application of the measure across a variety of BCI
technologies in a number of different environments. MWL provides a useful abstraction
for reasoning and modelling how a participants mental activity was affected during and
between studies. We will therefore apply MWL as the basis of evaluation for these initial
studies.
One possible approach in organising this research, especially in exploring RQ1, would
have been to apply the same task using different BCI technology. This would give a strong
basis for comparing the relative properties of each BCI for the same task, providing a
controlled comparison of the technology, without the potential influence of a different
task. Equally, such an approach would allow us to validate the findings of one technology
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with the findings of another - giving further validity to our findings. This would have been
a valid approach, and is an example of important work that needs to be performed at
some point in the maturation of a BHCI as a field of research. However, as per our stated
research themes, one of the intentions of this body of work is to demonstrate the broad
application of BHCI, especially as it relates to traditional HCI research. In addition to
answering our stated research questions, the thematic interests serve to contribute both
insight and interest in applying BHCI.
In our final study, #Scanners, we employ an observational research method in the explo-
ration of the remaining research questions (RQ2-4) and the theme of Novel Interac-
tions.
In developing this natural form of passive interaction, we move away from focussing upon
MWL, and more towards measures that are associated with entertaining experiences. We
employed MWL in our TAP and LEAP studies since they focussed on evaluation. How-
ever, this doesn’t necessarily imply that MWL would provide the basis of an entertaining
cinematic experience, especially one where there’s potential for the viewer to exert control.
We also wanted to explore an interplay between different measures to provide a dynamic,
multi-layered experience to the viewer. With this in mind, the artist and researchers in-
volved in #Scanners explored a variety of different measures provided by consumer grade
EEG devices (out of the box), in order to develop this interaction. The sacrifice here is
in precision. We cannot know, for example, that the measure of “Attention” we receive
from the BCI used in #Scanners is either meaningful or accurate. We may however ob-
serve how the viewer interacts with this measure, to see whether they discover this ability
to control and whether they chose to exert it. Again, this is a shift in the focus from
traditional BCI, where the focus is typically placed on the understanding of the signal.
Here, we are concerned with the application of this signal and how it is perceived by the
user. We want to develop, explore and understand a novel new form of interaction that
our literature review indicates is truly unique and unknown territories in BHCI, and HCI
more broadly.
The choice of methodology for #Scanners and the related research questions we attempt
to answer through it’s study, are critically important therefore. We chose to use the
Performance-Led Research in the Wild (PLRW) methodology in exploring #Scanners.
PLRW is an observational research methodology that HCI researchers can apply in the
study of novel performances and interactions [19]. Benford et al. provide a framework
for evaluating novel performances which have been created by an ‘artist’ and are ‘sup-
ported’ by HCI researchers, much like #Scanners. The framework consists of 3 activities
- practice, studies and theory, which interact in a complex manner through nine different
relationships, shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of Performance-Led Research in the Wild. Image Credit - Benford et al. [19]
The appeal of the framework is it’s accounting of historical projects that have benefited
from it’s application. The documentation of PLRW provided by Benford et al. includes a
number of projects that are similar in structure and interaction to the work we explore in
#Scanners. Broncomatic, a breath-controlled bucking-bronco ride where the movement
of the ride is partially controlled by the rider’s breathing [138]. This exhibits a number of
elements that we will encounter in #Scanners, including the interplay between entertain-
ment and research as well as exhibiting a form of passive/indirect interaction between
the participant and experience. Benford also documents the overarching challenges of
balancing artistic and research interests a balance we must be careful to maintain in
#Scanners, to ensure success from both an entertainment and academic point of view.
We believe our chosen approach towards a mixed methodology, as presented here is both
necessary and appropriate in pursuing and answering the research questions set out in
our research agenda. In choosing a mixed method approach, we are able to selectively
sacrifice the variables of precision and relevance in accordance to the particular aspects
of the research agenda that are being analysed in a given study, as documented in this
section.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating fNIRS in BHCI via
Verbal Protocols
The work presented in this chapter was performed in collaboration with the
following co-investigators: Mr Horia Maior, Mr Martin Porcheron, Dr Max L.
Wilson and Professor Sarah Sharples.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we explore the application of functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy
(fNIRS) as a brain-sensing technology within a HCI style user study. We conduct this
work in contributing towards the research question RQ1, which aims to identify the suit-
ability of BCI devices/technology in these settings for enabling natural interactions. In
this chapter we attempt to answer RQ1 for the BCI technology - fNIRS.
fNIRS has received recent focus in HCI research for its amenability for more ecologically
valid study conditions [210,87]. It is understood that fNIRS permits more natural move-
ments typically associated with using a computer without being subject to significant
artefacts in the data.
Our initial investigation into the application of fNIRS follows the work of Solovey et
al [210]. In their study, Solovey et al. empirically examined typical human behaviours
(head/facial movement and keyboard/mouse interactions) to identify if these behaviours
had a significant effect upon the measurements that were obtained from the fNIRS. From
the study results, Solovey et al. provide a set of recommendations that HCI researchers
should consider when using fNIRS in HCI. These results are summarised in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: A summary of the recommendations provided by Solovey et al. Figure Source - [210].
These recommendations by Solovey et al. provide a foundation upon which the design
of this study is built. We may assume, for example, that interaction via mouse clicking,
typing and general humanistic movements (eye movement/blinking) do not require any
special consideration in this study. Solovey et al. do recommend however that certain
naturalistic movements be controlled, including general head movement - which have
affected how we designed and deployed the study. For example, participants were briefed
to “restrain from major head movement” whilst completing the tasks. This demonstrates
the value of such guidelines, and reinforces our interests in exploring RQ1 and RQ4.
Solovey et al’s. recommendations are also a basis of our interest in exploring the Meth-
ods of applying BHCI. Through conducting this study we contribute to the body of work
validating the recommendations outlined by Solovey et al. and demonstrate the applica-
tion of BHCI research, through the use of fNIRS. Additionally, we also explore the use
of Speech, a modality not yet documented by Solovey et al.
Although the suggestion is that fNIRS can be used more easily within natural, ecologi-
cally valid user study conditions, it is not clear the extent of which fNIRS can be used for
enabling sustained, comfortable forms of natural interactions. Current research is still
limited to performing controlled simple Working Memory(WM) tasks (e.g. [173,210]), in
controlled study settings. In-line with answering RQ1, we explore the extended use of
fNIRS under ‘normal’ (minimally controlled) HCI study settings. Additionally, partici-
pants complete a task using a common, speech based verbalisation protocol. Speech, an
enabling component of natural interaction was not investigated by Solovey et al. We
further contribute to the literature in this regard.
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The Think-Aloud Protocol (TAP) is a widely used research method [144], utilised in a
variety of research fields including Human Computer Interaction (HCI). In the context
of HCI, TAP is typically used as an evaluation method to elicit insights into participants
thoughts and strategies during usability and user studies. TAP, however, has also been
used in other settings, such as cognitive psychology and social sciences [38], to understand
phenomena such as user mental models, expertise, and problem solving. TAP is a verbal
protocol in which participants are required to verbalise their thoughts and actions as they
perform some interaction task. Since TAP will use resources from verbal working memory,
it is fair to assume that the inclusion of spoken protocols will potentially affect cognitive
processes due to use of available resources. Consequently, TAPs may affect performance
in tasks, and also measures of workload during studies.
As well as being a core part of user studies, verbalisations are also closely related withWM,
as both the interpretation of words in the task and the integration of thoughts involve the
phonological loop [237]. Consequently, to integrate fNIRS measurement within a typical
user study that might involve a TAP, we have to be aware of how one will affect the
other.
There are various forms of TAP, including retrospective, which occurs after a task has
been completed, and concurrent, which occurs during a task. Of concurrent forms of
TAPs, there is both invasive, which involves directly questioning participants, and passive,
which simply encourages participants to maintain verbalisations about their thoughts
and actions. Because fNIRS measurements are taken during tasks, this paper focuses on
concurrent TAPs.
In this chapter we present a user study that examines the impact of:
a. Nonsense Verbalisations
b. Passive Concurrent Think Aloud
c. Invasive Concurrent Think Aloud
All conditions were compared to a baseline of silent non-verbal working memory. We
then present the results of the study, discuss the findings in terms of what we can learn
about the impact of TAP on MW in general. We also provide some recommendations
for using fNIRS in both general BHCI based user studies and detailing it’s suitability in
enabling natural interactions (RQ1).
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4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Think-Aloud Protocols
Ericsson and Simon’s seminal work on verbal reporting of participants thought process is
the most cited amongst Think Aloud Protocols [167]. Prior to this work, consideration
was made to the type of verbalisation produced by participants under study conditions
[84]. In their original discussion of TAP, Ericsson and Simon [53] distinguish between 3
distinct levels at which verbalisations occur. Levels 1 and 2 are described as being valid
representations of a participant’s mental state, since they are verbalising information
stored in short term memory and are representative of the participant’s current state.
Level 3 requires access to long term memory and influences what would otherwise be their
typical state. Ericsson and Simon’s version (Levels 1 and 2) of the protocol is strictly
non-intrusive, and researchers implementing the protocol are restricted to simply using
the verbal prompt -“Keep talking”- to avoid influencing the participant, and ensuring
that the reported data relates solely to the task. To distinguish between other forms, we
refer to this type of TAP as Passive (PTAP) for the remainder of this paper.
In practice, however, researchers generally misreport or incorrectly implement the TAP
they are using [144]. Practitioners of TAP often prefer to question participants at level 3
to obtain coherent, actionable utterances relating to the system under evaluation, instead
of inferring results from level 1 and 2 utterances. Researchers have attempted to formalise
this level of questioning [49,84]. We characterise these approaches under the umbrella
term Invasive TAP (ITAP). With ITAP, researchers are free to probe the user’s mental
model, but Ericsson and Simon would disregard the findings at these levels stating that
they have been influenced. Under ITAP, a practitioner is able to prompt the participant
with more probing questions - “Why did you do X?”.
4.2.2 Working Memory (WM)
In an attempt to characterise and model the cognitive processes involved when a partici-
pant is undertaking a TAP, we draw on research into WM and MWL, as presented in our
Literature Review. We use these theoretical models to characterise the mental processes
and processing centres (WM models) that are utilised during the TAP task, and how
much cognitive work is affected by the utilisation of particular resources (MWL models)
as we vary the type of TAP being utilised. Here we apply these theoretical models to
the study tasks to rationalise how different TAPs may affect participants’ MWL and
ultimately their task performance.
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We can relate a number of concepts described by Ericsson and Simon to the working
memory model described by Baddeley. For example, Ericsson and Simon note that ver-
balisations at level 1 and 2 occur within Short-Term memory (STM). We can further
characterise this with Ericsson and Simon stating that TAP will utilise the Phonologi-
cal loop as it is verbal in nature. Tasks under which the TAP is performed may also
interact with other components of the working memory model. Tasks involving imagery
or mental rotation, for example, will utilise the visuo-spatial sketchpad since they are
spatial, whereas verbalising occurs in the phonological loop. For such tasks under TAP
conditions the two concepts of the model will be activated, with the central executive
mediating information flow between the two. The episodic buffer may also have a role
under ITAP conditions, since the protocol will require access to memories that are not
in the immediate short term memory. We would not expect the Episodic buffer to be
utilised in the PTAP condition.
In addition to the WMmodel, we can also consider the Information Processing Model and
Multiple Resource Model (MRM) proposed by Wickens. Through his models, Wickens
states that necessary resources are limited and aims to illustrate how elements of the
human information processing system such as attention, perception, memory, decision
making and response selection interconnect. We are interested in observing how and
when these elements interconnect under TAPs.
We can use Wickens’ MRM to model the effect TAP will have on participant cognition.
One of the key roles of the MRM is to demonstrate the hypothesised independence of
modalities and use this to design tasks. We know for example that the inclusion of
TAP will introduce additional Auditory resource requirements, since the participant will
hear their own verbalisations. This in turn will require additional Perception from the
participant and will draw on their Verbal coding resources and Vocal Verbal responses.
4.3 Experiment Design
The primary aim in conducting the work presented in this study is to evaluate the use
of fNIRS in a BHCI context. In conducting this study we hope to answer RQ1 and
establish whether fNIRS is suited to facilitating natural forms of interactions. To explore
and answer RQ1, we have developed a task which seeks to evaluate a commonly used
verbalisation task - TAP. In performing a TAP, participants engage in a common form of
Natural Interaction - speech.
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In developing this study task we also investigate how verbalisation and TAPs affect
cognition and the thought process during user study tasks. We produced three research
questions which are specific to this task:
TAP-RQ-1) How can we identify the impact of TAPs on human cognition and mental
workload using fNIRS?
TAP-RQ-2) What are the most suitable measures to sense such an impact?
TAP-RQ-3) How can we sense the reduction of available resources due to integrating a
TAP concurrently with a task?
To answer these research questions, a theoretical understanding of TAPs, human cogni-
tion, mental workload and the interconnection between these concepts is required. One
way is to look at the relationship between TAPs and concepts like working memory and
workload. Therefore, it is useful to describe both ITAP and PTAP in relation to a theoret-
ical model of WM. Wickens’ Multiple Resource Model [237] can describe the relationship
between the available resources and task demands. When performing a task, a person
perceives both their own verbalisation and/or external stimuli as an Auditory modality.
During “think aloud” we also process information (make decisions, store memories, re-
trieve memories, etc.), and output them as a response (e.g. as a Vocal Verbal encoding).
Therefore, TAPs might have an impact on all three stages (perception, cognition and
response) of the Multiple Resource Model. According to the model, a TAP is a ver-
bal/linguistic activity, therefore the codes of its cognition stage is Verbal. Consequently,
we chose a task (described further below) that was easy to verbalise and involves con-
tinuous use of the phonological loop, such that different verbalisation conditions would
interact with the task.
Primarily, we wanted to compare the different concurrent TAPs against a baseline of not
verbalising. In order to check whether simply using your voice creates an artefact in the
fNIRS data, as opposed to thinking and talking, we also included a second baseline of
repeatedly verbalising the word ‘blah’. Type of verbalisation, as primary independent
variable, created four conditions:
1. Task Only (Baseline - B1)
2. Task + “Blah blah blah” (Baseline - B2)
3. Task + Passive Concurrent TAP (PTAP)
4. Task + Invasive Concurrent TAP (ITAP)
We designed a repeated measures, within-participants study to compare these conditions,
where participants solved eight mathematical problems. Conditions and tasks were coun-
terbalanced using a Latin-square design.
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Figure 4.2: A Screenshot of the study task.
4.4 Hypotheses
We had a number of hypothesis that we sought to investigate whilst conducting this study
relative to performance, cognition, and participants’ grouping based on mathematical
performance (High and Low performing groups):
HP - There will be a significant difference in performance between verbal conditions.
HC - There will be a significant difference in cognition between verbal conditions.
HP and HC were drawn fromWickens 4D MRM [237]. Both TAP and mathematical tasks
should primarily use verbal working memory in the modality, encoding, and processing
dimensions. Consequently, the demands imposed by various verbal conditions may affect
the total workload element, and workload may then affect performance.
HC.S - There will be a significant difference in cognition between verbal conditions for
high performing participants.
HC.W - There will be a significant difference in cognition between verbal conditions for
low performing participants.
Depending on how well participants performed during the four conditions, we distin-
guished between high performing participants (top half) and low performing participants
(bottom half) [147]. These groups were formed to investigate whether TAPs have a dif-
ferent impact on cognition relative to the participants grouping.
In order to determine how TAPs affect the different stages of the MRM, the task had to
be chosen carefully such that verbalisation could potentially interrupt the process. The
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first criterion, therefore, was that the task should primarily use the phonological loop, and
thus be a verbally oriented task. Second, the task had to involve continuous use of the
phonological loop, and so a simple and discrete memory task was not sufficient. Third, the
task had to be verbalisable for the TAPs, which also meant that a memory task was not
sufficient. Fourth, the task also had to have various levels of difficulty to enable control
over the primary task mental demands; according to the resource vs demands model
[146] harder tasks would increase demand and thus reducing participant’s resources for
engaging in the TAP. Finally, performance on the task had to be measurable in order
to determine the effect of verbalisations. Based upon these five criteria, we decided on
using a mathematics task. Participants were provided with a set of six numbers and had
to get as close as possible to a target final number. This problem is a variation on what
is commonly known as the countdown problem, based on the mathematical challenge
presented to contestants of the popular UK TV quiz show “Countdown”. Each number
may be used only once (although there is no requirement to use every number), and
participants have 60 seconds to reach as close to the target number as possible, using
four operators: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.
36 versions of the task were created to be used across the four conditions, at four levels
of difficulty (easy, quite easy, quite hard, and hard). Under each of the four conditions, a
participant would be asked to solve 9 problems. These problems were balanced according
to their difficulty, such that there was at least 2 of each class of difficult in each condition.
Problems were counterbalanced between conditions. To classify difficulty, one researcher
and two independent judges rated the difficulty of each problem. Difficulty was judged
in four categories: . Inter-rater agreeability was confirmed with a Cohen’s Kappa test,
where the researcher achieved scores of 0.6419 (substantial agreement [118]) with the
first independent judge, and 0.8571 (almost perfect agreement) with the second. This
agreement was used to ensure that problem difficulty was balanced between conditions.
4.5 Participants
Twenty participants (14 male, 6 female) with an average age of 28.55 years were recruited
to take part in the study. Participants were recruited from the University of Notting-
ham, and included a mix of staff members and students from a range of disciplines. All
participants had normal or corrected vision and reported no history of head trauma or
brain damage. The study was approved by the school’s ethics committee. Participants
provided informed consent, and were compensated with £15 in gift vouchers.
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Figure 4.3: A participant, wearing fNIRS in the environment where the study was conducted.
4.6 Procedure
Participants began by providing informed consent and demographic information. We then
attached the fNIRS to the participant and adjusted the gains for each channel as specified
by the device’s user manual. This adjustment is to account for individual differences
between participant’s skin pigmentation and bone density (which affects the path of the
emitted infrared light). The adjustment accounts for these individual differences and
ensures a consistent measure between participants.
Participants were first introduced to the task that they would be completing during the
study. They were given two practice runs of the task (under baseline conditions) to
familiarise themselves and reduce the impact of learning in their first condition. Once
comfortable with the requirements of the task, participants were fitted with the fNIRS
brain imaging device, which was placed upon their forehead targeting the PFC. At this
point participants entered the recorded section of the study. During this stage, participant
input was captured, verbalisations were recorded via microphone, and brain data was
captured on a separate, calibrated machine.
Participants partook in four conditions which were counterbalanced using a Latin square
rotation. Each condition began with a tutorial and practice session. The tutorial session
was used to train the participant on how to verbalise according to the specific TAP being
used in the particular condition. The practice session would then serve as an opportunity
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to trial the technique prior to beginning the test itself and thus reducing the interference
on the first task in each condition. Each condition included eight of the tasks described
above.
For each of the eight tasks in each condition, participants were given sixty seconds to
attempt the problem. All calculations were performed mentally; pen and paper was not
provided. After the sixty seconds had elapsed (or if the participant decided to proceed
prior to this), participants were prompted to enter the number they had achieved during
the calculation period. To avoid participants simply entering the target number, they
were prompted to recall their solution. The solutions provided by participants were
recorded by the researcher on paper and later digitalised.
After each condition, participants completed a standard NASA TLX form to subjectively
rate their mental workload during the task. Each condition concluded with a thirty
second rest period where the participants were asked to remain still, relax and empty
their mind of thoughts.
The study was conducted in an office-like environment, with the participant sat at a desk
with a standard desktop computer and 20” monitor. The room was quiet but not sound-
proof, as the space was proximity to peoples normal offices and working environments.
This was an important consideration as many brain based studies are conducted under
strictly controlled lab settings. The office environment provides a more naturalistic and
ecologically valid setting.
Within each task, participants were given 60 seconds to perform their calculations, and
then input the number they had reached when they either achieved their goal or ran
out of time. To avoid participants simply entering the target number every time, par-
ticipants had to explain to the researchers how they reached their answer. In the two
TAP conditions, the method of solution was the focus of the verbalisations, but for the
silent and nonsense conditions, participants explained their calculations after each task
was completed.
After a condition was completed, participants filled in a NASA TLX form to subjectively
judge the mental workload of the task condition, before briefly resting and moving on to
the next condition.
Having completed the study, participants were given a short debriefing period, where the
researchers informally questioned the participants regarding their experience during the
study. Specifically, the researchers focussed on the comfort and impact that participants
experienced whilst wearing the fNIRS device. The aim of this line of questioning was
to establish evidence for and against using fNIRS for extended periods in HCI centred
studies - contributing towards answering RQ1.
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4.7 Measurements and Equipment
We collected various types of data during the study. The data can be categorised into
two groups:
• Performance during the study (P)
• Cognition (C)
4.7.1 Task Accuracy - P
The primary measure of task performance was measured according to participants accu-
racy in solving each task. Accuracy was calculated using the distance from the target
answer for each of the 36 problems across the four conditions. Because the target varied,
we used measured distance from the target as a percentage, which was subtracted from
100%. 100% represented the correct answer, 95% as being 5% from the target, and so on.
As the results tended towards the target, task accuracy was analysed. To provide incen-
tive to submit actual rather than ideal answers, we also measured whether participants
could recall the solution to their answer.
4.7.2 Task Time - P
Task time was measured for each of the 36 problems performed across the four conditions.
We note that participants were not encouraged to solve the problem in the shortest
possible time, rather, they were asked to get as close possible to the target. It is for this
reason that task accuracy (above) is considered the performance measure for this study,
but we are still interested in exploring how task time was effected under each condition.
As task time was weighted towards the sixty second limit, time was also analysed as
non-parametric.
4.7.3 NASA-TLX questionnaire - C
We used the NASA-TLX questionnaire, a subjective workload assessment tool [80], based
on the weighted average ratings of six sub-scales including, in order:
• Mental Demand
• Physical Demand
• Temporal Demand
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• Performance
• Effort
• Frustration
Each participant was asked to self rate their mental workload using the NASA-TLX once
after each condition. We additionally investigated each of sub-scales independently.
4.7.4 fNIRS data - C
fNIRS data was recorded using an fNIRS300 device and the associated COBI Studio
recording software provided by Biopac Systems Inc. The headband shaped device is
a sixteen-channel transducer for continuous Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). The
headband consists of four infrared (IR) emitters operating on a range between 700 to 900
nm, and ten IR detectors. The device is placed on the PFC targeting the Brodmann area
10 (BA10). Oxygenated haemoglobin (HbO) and de-oxygenated-haemoglobin (Hb) are
both strong absorbers of light, whereas skin, tissue and bone are mostly transparent to
NIR light, this property is typically referred to as the optical window [98]. The tissue
is radiated by the light sources and the detectors receive the light after the interaction
with the tissue. See Figure 4.4 for an illustration of how the headband is positioned, and
to visualise the path that the light follows during operation [46].
Preprocessing was performed to transform raw data from the device into oxygenation
values using the Modified Beer-Lambert law (MBLL) [233]. We also applied filtering
algorithms to remove high-frequency noise, physiological artefacts such as heartbeats
and motion derived artefacts. To perform this preprocessing step we used the Matlab
Toolbox, NIRS-SPM [247]. We performed de-trending using a discrete cosine transform
with a high frequency cut off of 128 seconds. The baseline, which was recorded prior to
beginning each condition, was subtracted from the signal using NIRS-SPM , and low pass
filtering was performed with a Gaussian filter with a width of 1 second.
We also considered the delay induced by the haemodynamic response [233] by omitting
the first 10s of the trial when processing the data [173].
The Biopac fNIRS device used in this study provides 16 channels of brain data readings.
A channel is defined by the relationship between a source and detector pair as shown in
Figure 4.4. From the MBLL we receive Hb, HbO and TotalHb (Hb + HbO) values for
each channel. Measures were synthesised by combining specific channels averages to form
a single measurement. Channels 3,4,5,6 were used to represent the left side and channels
11,12,13,14 formed the right side in these measurements. An overall measurement was
produced by averaging the data from all 16 channels (see Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Sensor layout for the Biopac fNIRS used. Figure provided by Hyosun Kwon.
4.8 Experiment Software
When designing the study we placed a strong emphasis on automating the running of
the study and collection of the associated data. With the exception of the brain data,
all other measures were collected from a single program. Experimental data was syn-
chronised using network time. We developed this program using PEBL: The Psychology
Experiment Building Language [151]. The language provides a convenient set of features
including accurate experiment timing and predefined psychology/study procedures such
as demographic questionnaires. Of particular relevance to this study was the pre-defined,
computerised version of NASA-TLX.
4.9 Task Results
In this section we present the findings relating to the study task specifically. We provide
a more detailed discussion of the application of fNIRS to BHCI based studies in the
following section.
We began by checking for ordering effect. A one way repeated measure ANOVA
showed that participants performed significantly slower in the first condition they
experienced, while average time to complete the subsequent conditions was even
(F (19, 3) = 2.816, p < 0.05). An LSD post-hoc ANOVA test also showed that
average scores also improved between the first condition they experienced and the last
(F (19, 3) = 2.271, p < 0.05).
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Figure 4.5: Mean time to solve a set of tasks.
4.9.1 Performance
Performance is characterised as the distance of the participants solution to the target
answer as a percentage. Against hypothesis HP, our analysis showed no significant
difference in task accuracy between conditions. We found no significant difference in
performance between any of the four conditions, however, under the TAP conditions,
participant performance slightly improved. There was also no difference in the number
of tasks correctly calculated in each condition. We hypothesised that, ITAP under time
pressure would cause performance to drop, but instead these results support the findings
of McDonald et al. who found that neither form of TAP affected performance [143].
A significant difference was found in terms of time to complete tasks (Figure 4.5). As per-
haps expected, participants took significantly longer to solve tasks in the ITAP condition
(F (17, 3) = 9.895, p < 0.01) relative to the other three conditions (B1: p < 0.005, B2:
p < 0.001, PTAP: p < 0.05). PTAP was not significantly different to B1 or B2. This
time difference was likely created by the additional time required to explain decisions
being made. %Performance can also be characterised by the time participants took to
solve a problem. Participants were not asked to solve the tasks in the shortest amount of
time, but were encouraged to get as close to the target answer as possible. As such this
metric is a measure of the participants natural behaviour under a given condition.
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Figure 4.6: Mean Values for three sub-scales (Mental Effort, Mental Demands and Physical Demands) of
NASA-TLX.
4.10 Mental Workload: Subjective measure
Participants were asked to subjectively rate their perceived mental workload using the
NASA-TLX assessment tool at the end of each condition in the study.
In support of hypothesis HC, we found significant differences between conditions in the
NASA-TLX scales:
• Mental Effort
• Mental Demands
• Physical Demands
Against our own intuitions, each of these measures demonstrated higher demands for B2
compared to the other conditions (see Figure 4.6). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed
that B2 created significantly more mental effort than B1 (Z = −2.058, p < 0.05), and it
required more mental demands (Z = −2.292, p < 0.05). The difference between B2 and
PTAP was only p = 0.075 and there was no significant difference between ITAP and the
other conditions. Participants also rated B2 as being physically more demanding than
the other conditions (B1: p < 0.05, PTAP p = 0.067, and ITAP p < 0.05). This is to
say that participants found the additional utterance of a nonsense word whilst solving
the maths problems induced a greater physical demand than other conditions (see Figure
4.6).
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Correlations between performance scales from unweighted NASA-TLX and performance
data were found. This includes a negative Pearson correlation between NASA-TLX Per-
formance scale and distance from target r = −252, n = 80, p = 0.024, indicating that
participants were rating their performance as worse, when in fact it was better. Two posi-
tive Pearson correlations between NASA-TLX Mental Demands and Temporal Demands
when compared with time to solve a problem were also found: r = 0.340, n = 80, p =
0.002, and r = 0.408, n = 80, p = 0.001 respectively.
In terms of Temporal Demands, participants reported higher temporal in ITAP compared
to the Blah Baseline (p = 0.025), which supports the time performance results above.
We found significant difference between baseline 2 (Blah) and other conditions (p = 0.01),
with inter-condition significance of - (2-1, p = 0.012), (2-3, p = 0.067), (2-4, p = 0.024)
when participants subjectively rated their physical burden during the task. Similarly
we saw that under condition 2, mental effort was greater when compared against other
conditions, significantly so between C2 and C1 (p = 0.04) as well as between C2 and
C3 (p = 0.075), again indicating that the inclusion of a nonsense word increases mental
workload.
4.11 Mental Workload: fNIRS
Apart from the subjective ratings (NASA-TLX scores) for mental workload measures, we
used an fNIRS device, trying to sense information related to participants cognition. Fur-
ther supporting HC, our analysis found a significant difference in brain region activation
in both right and left inferior PFC during the experiment conditions.
As shown in Figure 4.7, OverallHbO were significantly higher during B2 compared to all
other conditions (PTAP: p < 0.05, ITAP: p = 0.064). We also noted an effect on the
rest time at the end of each conditions: values at rest after B2 were significantly higher
than values at rest after B1 (p = 0.05).
Peck et al [173] found a negative correlation between fNIRS levels of Hb and the subjective
ratings from NASA-TLX Mental Demands scale. Tasks that created more mental effort
were accompanied by lower levels of Hb. We were unable to confirm these findings
across all participants, however we found a positive correlation between performance
data (distance from target) and fNIRS overall Hb, r = 0.228, n = 80, p = 0.04. This
possibly complements Peck’s correlation assuming that when mental demands are high to
the point of overload, performance decreases and therefore Hb follows. This assumption
ties well with the Limited Resource Model presented by Megaw [146].
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Figure 4.7: Overall HbO and Hb levels for each condition.
There was also a strong positive Pearson correlation (r = 0.474, n = 80, p < 0.001)
between the fNIRS readings Hb left and Hb right.
4.12 Mathematical Skill
Peck et al [173] found differences in participants depending on their ability to analyse
both pie and bar charts. Similarly, we believed that mathematical propensity would
affect an individuals performance under differing TAPs, with the assumption that high
performers would better cope with TAPs, while lower performers would be impaired as
a result of reduced resources (from TAP).
4.12.1 High Performers
The high performing group rated ITAP as being more mentally demanding (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with Z = −1.89, p = 0.059) and requiring more mental effort (Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with Z = −1.98, p = 0.048) when compared against PTAP. A Spear-
man negative correlation for the strong mathematicians between the NASA-TLX Mental
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Demands scale and the fNIRS Hb levels on the right side of the PFC (r = −0.348, n =
40, p = 0.028) confirms Peck’s [173] findings. High performers also demonstrated a pos-
itive Spearman correlation between distance from target and fNIRS Hb on the left side
of the PFC (r = 0.344, n = 40, p = 0.03). Weighted NASA TLX score also positively
correlated with time taken to solve a problem (r = 0.399, n = 40, p = 0.01).
4.12.2 Low Performers
For the low performing group we observed an agreement between weighted NASA-TLX
score and fNIRS overall Hb. There was the same significant difference from a Wilcoxon
Sign Rank test in both NASA-TLX and fNIRS (Z = −1.78, p = 0.074) between
PTAP and ITAP. Participants workload measured with both NASA-TLX and fNIRS
is marginally higher in PTAP than ITAP. This result is opposite to what was observed
with the high performing group.
4.13 Using fNIRS in HCI Studies
In addition to collecting quantified data (presented above), we additionally gathered
subjective feedback from participants relating to their experience of wearing the fNIRS
during the study. This data was obtained, informally, at the end of the studies with the
participants being prompted with the following questions:
• Did you find the fNIRS comfortable to wear?
• Did you forget that you were wearing the device?
• How long do you feel you could comfortably wear the device for?
• Would you want to wear the device, day-to-day?
Generally, participants reported that during the initial/early stages of the study, the
device was reasonably comfortable and that they generally ‘forgot’ that they were wearing
it. However, as the study progressed, a number of participants reported discomfort in
wearing the fNIRS, with a few requesting a ‘break’ or ‘adjustment’ of the device between
conditions (this was allowed and did not affect the validity of the data collection, since
baseline activity is recorded between each condition). Few expressed interest in wearing
the device day-to-day in it’s current form factor.
One interesting note is that that a number of participants stated ‘forgetting’ the presence
of the device under the task conditions, and later, between conditions, they would once
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again realise it’s presence and discomfort in-between conditions. This indicates that the
device was on the ‘border’ of discomfort, with the requirements of the task serving as
just enough of
4.14 Discussion
4.14.1 fNIRS, Language and Mental Workload
Activations in the left side of the PFC are known to occur during semantic, relative to
non-semantic, tasks that relate or involve “the generation of words to semantic cues or
the classification of words or pictures into semantic categories” [62]. Due to the physical
placement of our fNIRS device on participants foreheads, we can discount the interaction
between Broca’s area, an area of the brain with functions linked to speech production
[55], as it does not fall within the reach of our device. Because fNIRS was sensitive to
the B2 condition, we developed two premises (interpretations) of the results:
• fNIRS is particularly picking up the part of the brain that is activated during B2
and therefore the signal received by fNIRS is higher, or
• fNIRS is picking up an indicator related to mental workload and that B2 in-
duces more workload. The reason behind this is the non-compatibility and non-
complementarity of B2 with the mathematical reasoning task, rather than the com-
patibility of verbalisation protocols from PTAP and ITAP with the mathematical
reasoning task.
One way to distinguish between these two is to look at the participants performance
data and subjective ratings (the NASA-TLX scores) together with fNIRS. If the first
premise is true, you would not expect a difference in mental workload (in the subjective
scores) between the verbalisation conditions. Additionally, you would not expect any
relationship between performance or NASA-TLX data with fNIRS readings. We found
significant difference between verbalisation conditions in NASA-TLX scores and we also
found correlations between fNIRS data with both performance and NASA-TLX. If fNIRS
would pick up information related to language generation, you would expect significant
difference in fNIRS data between verbalisation conditions and the silent condition (which
we did not find, see Figure 4.7). With this in mind, we propose that fNIRS is not an
indicator of how many words you are saying, but is sensitive to mental workload and
human cognition (therefore provides support for the second premise).
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Using the fNIRS alone we were unable to identify the significant differences we were
expecting. However we found the fNIRS data to be complementary to existing measures
such as performance and NASA-TLX. Considering the number of marginally significant
results(p < 0.075), we believe that increasing the number of participants would increase
power, reduce type II error, and positively impact our findings.
4.14.2 High and Low Performers
If generalisable, our findings suggest that for high performers PTAP is the more suitable
protocol and that ITAP is better suited to low performers. One possible explanation for
this is that high performers have an existing procedural structure in which they operate,
so interrupting this procedure (as is experienced under ITAP) potentially interferes with
their natural behaviour. For low performers, however, such structure is not present and
verbalising via PTAP is potentially troublesome, as they are being forced to verbalise
a process that is absent or unnatural for them. The introduction of carefully chosen
prompts, however, may encourage non-experts to describe how they are struggling and
provide useful insight into how researchers may help these types of users in the future.
4.14.3 Running a TAP
One of our task based research questions was to investigate two think aloud protocols
(namely PTAP and ITAP). The study results should be seen as a positive indicator that
both TAPs do not significantly affect or influence participants ability to solve the tasks
presented in the study. We used a high demand tasks and participants performance
was not negatively affected in any way. Contrarily, we observed a slight improvement
in participants’ performance under TAP conditions, confirming with McDonald [143]
that using the TAPs during the task did not have a negative influence on participants’
performance.
Reflecting on Wicken’s Multiple Resource Model, using multiple resources that are com-
plementary and compatible with the task in hand might have a positive impact on per-
formance in the case of non multi-task resource overload. Between the four conditions,
participants performed the worse in Condition B2 where they had to repeatedly say ‘Blah’
during task solving. This was due to a higher workload generated by the condition, sensed
with both fNIRS and NASA TLX subjective scale.
The TAPs conditions differed when compared between the expertise level of participants.
The high performing group rated ITAP as being more mentally demanding requiring
more mental effort when compared against PTAP. This result was also confirmed with
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the fNIRS data. Conversely for the low performing group, PTAP was the one that was
more mentally demanding.
4.14.4 Using fNIRS to Measure Mental Workload
In this study, one of the aims was to evaluate the cognitive impact of various TAPs
using fNIRS as a novel measurement. fNIRS was chosen for its non invasive application,
portability and relative resilience to motion artefacts.
fNIRS benefits from having the properties of being both an objective and continuous
measure allowing for accurate, time correlated recording during evaluation and testing
studies, especially when compared to the subjective one time snapshot rating achieved
via NASA-TLX. We must also note the potential negatives associated with this type of
technology. fNIRS is an emerging technology and as such does not have the associated
supporting research proving its correctness. Studies have correlated the measurements
to those observed with fMRI [222], specifically the BOLD signal. Additionally, in the
current state of technology, fNIRS can only be used to detect a level of workload (high
or low), leaving a distinct lack of mapping between the readings recorded with fNIRS
and the actual cognitive or emotional states. For example, detecting frustration under a
evaluation study would be a useful measure, but is not currently obtainable from fNIRS.
Another point of interest, that can possibly be considered a shortcoming of this study is
the exclusion of performing the study task without wearing the fNIRS device. Doing so
would allow us to determine whether fNIRS affected performance or behaviour in anyway.
We did ask however, as a part of the informal post study interview, whether participants
felt that they were influenced in some way by wearing the device; no one reported such
an effect. This does leave the potential for a follow up study to examine whether there
was indeed an effect.
4.15 Conclusion
4.15.1 Study Conclusion and Contributions
Through this study we sought to:
a) to investigate how verbalisations might affect the use of fNIRS in increasingly
ecologically valid user studies.
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b) to provide insights into how different forms of verbalisations affect mental workload
and performance in user studies.
c) to investigate the application of BHCI (through fNIRS) for evaluating TAPs.
In order to achieve our aims, we compared nonsense verbalisations with different forms
of concurrent TAP: passive and invasive. One of our primary findings was that non-
complementary verbalisations, as opposed to complex verbalisations, created higher lev-
els of mental workload. In particular, nonsense verbalisations created higher mental
workload, across measures, than Invasive TAP where participants discussed their math-
ematical problem solving options. Consequently, we can conclude that the use of TAPs
in user studies is fine as long as the discussion uses words relating to solving the task.
We saw a slight increase in MWL for Invasive TAP compared to Passive TAP, indicating
that some Invasive TAP verbalisations may not have been directly conducive to solving
the task. None of the nonsense verbalisations supported the task.
The findings about non-complementary language were hidden within the subjective, reflec-
tive, self-assessments included in NASA TLX; ratings had high variance, and results were
only evident in some of the sub-scales. Further, we saw no difference in task performance
between conditions. The objective measure obtained from the fNIRS however, provides
a clear indication of the participants’ mental workload whilst completing the study tasks.
Because there were no differences between the silent baseline and TAP conditions, we
can conclude
a) that fNIRS measurements were not largely affected by verbalisation itself
b) that fNIRS can be used to determine mental workload objectively during tasks if
verbalisations remain task-related.
Overall, we provide three main contributions:
1) we provide novel insights into the underlying cause of increased mental workload
created by TAPs during tasks
2) we provide a novel example of using fNIRS to measure cognition during a more
complex task than prior work
3) we provide an example to show that fNIRS is suitable for use with tasks that involve
verbalisation.
Our results make a positive step towards pro-actively using fNIRS as an BHCI evalua-
tion tool within realistic HCI user studies. Other notable BHCI work using fNIRS for
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evaluation have been presented by Peck et al., who were able evaluate different types
of visualisation techniques via fNIRS[173]. This work contributes to the body of evi-
dence suggesting that fNIRS is a suitable imaging technique for conducting BHCI based
evaluation.
4.15.2 Thesis Conclusion and Contributions
The primary aim of this study, in the overall narrative of this thesis, was to investigate
the suitability of using fNIRS in facilitating natural forms of user interaction - in line
with answering RQ1 and exploring the method of applying fNIRS to BHCI studies.
In answering RQ1, we found that the fNIRS device we used, which is amongst the most
portable and user friendly available on the market, was suited for use in HCI study
settings. This is evident from our ability to ascertain clear statistical differences between
different tasks directly from the fNIRS measurements. The device did, however, present
a number of limitations that will ultimately interfere with the ability to develop and
facilitate Natural Interactions.
The first of these was the reported discomfort that participants experienced in wearing
the device for extended periods. Participants also noted that they “forgot” about the
discomfort during the tasks, as a result of being engaged in the task. Therefore, it could
prove significantly more distracting for less cognitively engaging tasks, which may limit
the suitability of fNIRS for a number of application areas.
Second, we as the researchers designing and deploying the study noted a number of tech-
nical and physical restrictions in applying fNIRS. The fNIRS device, and all other devices
at the time of the study, were wired - meaning that participants are required to remain
seated and in close proximity of the data collection machine. Also, the recommenda-
tions outlined by Solovey et al. are themselves somewhat restrictive and will significantly
limit the capability of developing Natural Interaction based experiences. We believe that
fNIRS is well suited to BHCI evaluation and usability testing, but we advise that studies
utilising fNIRS should aim to keep sessions below 1 hour in a single sitting.
In exploring the method of applying fNIRS to BHCI centred research, we have also
contributed further to the guidelines for this particular application. In the motivating
sections of this chapter we referred extensively to the guidelines produced by Solovey et al.
for the considerations researchers must make when using fNIRS in a HCI setting [210]. We
found the recommendations outlined by Solovey et al. to be extremely informative in both
the design and deployment stages of the study. The guidelines provide the community
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with detailed notes and recommendations on applying the technology to their studies and
provide a convenient point of reference for researchers to validate their chosen approach.
Speech, a common form of natural interaction and humanistic behaviour was not explored
in Solovey et al’s. original work and therefore represents a gap in the current knowledge
of applying fNIRS within BHCI. In conducting this work, we have demonstrated that we
were able to obtain accurate measurements of MWL, despite the presence of verbalisation
during the task condition. This provides us with the necessary evidence to suggest to the
community that speech is a safe behaviour during an fNIRS based BHCI user study. This
is a significant contribution to our understanding of the methods of applying fNIRS to
BHCI studies.
Solovey et al’s. recommendations also provide actionable and insightful guidelines for de-
signing and deploying fNIRS based studies, and represent a suitable basis for developing a
study methodology. However, for the our intended application - using BCI in facilitating
natural forms of interaction, fNIRS, in it’s current form factor, is not the most suitable
technology. Specifically, the technical limitations of the technology which require a par-
ticipant to be relatively still and tethered (via cable) and the ecological impact of wearing
the device is too significant to allow for comfortable interactions.
4.15.3 Contribution to HCI Craft Knowledge
In addition to providing significant contributions to the goals and research questions of
this thesis, it is important to also acknowledge the contributions these findings provide
to the craft of HCI in general. These contributions are broad in their scope, but serve as
important and valuable demonstrations of the value that we can obtain from the use of
a BHCI approach.
4.15.3.1 Validation of a widely used protocol
TAPs are a recognised research tool designed to elicit insight into participants thought
processes and decision-making as they complete a task. The protocol has been utilised
in thousands of HCI and HF studies. Identifying the validity and cognitive impact of
such an important and widely used protocol is therefore a significant contribution to the
craft of HCI. Our findings indicate that, the act of verbalising during a task does not
significantly affect MWL, except when the verbalisations do not relate to the task at
hand e.g. repeating ‘blah blah blah’ whilst completing a task, validating the use of TAP
in user studies. This indicates that TAP are suitable for use in HCI studies. To the best
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of our knowledge, this is the first, direct-brain based evaluation of TAP’s that has been
documented in the literature.
4.15.3.2 HCI Evaluation using fNIRS
We have demonstrated that fNIRS is well suited to evaluation in HCI, through the manner
that we evaluated TAP in this study. fNIRS is a reliable measure of MWL and should be
considered a valuable tool in the evaluation of HCI in the future. Above, we documented
some of the limitations of broader applications of fNIRS, but the technology remains well
suited to conducting HCI evaluation. We believe this contribution is significant to the
future of evaluation in HCI. Currently, evaluation is typically performed using a subjective
approach, usually through the use of protocols similar to TAP. The introduction and
detailing of a quantitative, objective measure that is derived directly from the brain of
a participant, is an exciting prospect for researchers conducting this type of evaluation.
The documentation of this work is therefore important in establishing study procedures
and encouraging others to adopt this approach.
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Chapter 5
Evaluating EEG in BHCI via
Gesture based Input
This work was conducted in collaboration with the following co-investigators:
Mr Donglai Pan, Dr Eugene Ch’ng and Dr Max L. Wilson.
5.1 Introduction
Continuing from the findings presented in the previous chapter, we resume our investiga-
tion into answering research question RQ1. Also, through this study, we evaluate various
forms of Input Control, a common activity in HCI in order to investigate the impact
of a particular form of control has over another. We further explore the methods of
applying BHCI in the context of evaluation. We are especially focussed on preserving
the ecological validity of this study, aiming to reduce the impact of using a BCI. In do-
ing this we aim to demonstrate the application of BHCI in performing a common HCI
based activity and the value that can be added to HCI in integrating a BCI device in the
manner we propose with BHCI centred research.
Previously we identified that the fNIRS-100 device was a reliable and robust measure of
MWL, but due to the invasive nature of the device, it is not well suited to facilitating
the natural forms of interactions and significantly interferes with the ecology of the study
environment. In this study, we wish to reduce this ecological impact by using less invasive
BCI technology. Specifically, we attempt to answerRQ1 by using a portable, non-invasive
Electroencephalography (EEG) device.
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Figure 5.1: The Muse EEG headset used in this study.
A number of affordable, lightweight and portable EEG devices were available on the
consumer marketplace when we were sourcing an appropriate device for application in
this study. In identifying an appropriate device, we focussed on the following properties:
• Lightweight and Comfortable - During natural interaction experiences, it is
likely that participants will be required to wear the device for many hours, without
removing it. A lightweight device with considered product design and aesthetics
suited to extended use are a significant factor here. Particular consideration was
paid to the ‘tension’ necessary to secure the device to the participants head, with
gravity based solutions (those that sit on the head) being prioritised over those that
required tension to remain secured to the participants head.
• Wireless and Portable - Another limitation we identified in our initial study
was the impact of tethering the participant through the wired operation required
by our fNIRS device. In selecting a suitable EEG device, we focused on solutions
that were wireless, and allowed for portable usage i.e. it allowed the wearer to walk
whilst using the device.
For this study, we decided upon using the the Muse, provided by InteraXon.1 The Muse
is a $250, consumer grade EEG device that is readily available for purchase online. Shown
in Figure 5.1, the Muse consist of 4 dry sensors situated across the forehead, allowing us
to observe the PFC - the area where MWL is believed to occur. The Muse has a built-
in lithium-ion battery and uses Bluetooth to communicate with the recording device,
allowing for truly mobile operation. The device lightweight, weighing just 61 grams and
is constructed from a comfortable, sweat-proof silicone-rubber. For placement upon the
participants forehead, the device uses slight lateral tension to secure to remain secure. No
additional supporting apparatus is required to retain the device, allowing for comfortable
and unobtrusive operation. We believe these properties, as identified from our initial
study, make the Muse a suitable device for answering RQ1.
1Muse EEG - http://choosemuse.com
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In our evaluation of fNIRS, we studied the effect of speech (via verbal protocol) has upon
a participant’s MWL during HCI study setting. In doing so, we were able to evaluate
the impact that using TAPs in a HCI study has upon the participant, and whether it is
possible that their inclusion could affect the ecology of the task - on a cognitive basis. Our
primary finding was that, as-long-as the participant’s verbalisations related to the task
at hand, the inclusion of TAP did not significantly impact their MWL. So, in addition
to exploring RQ1, we also validated the use of common HCI protocol via BHCI. We
wanted to achieve a similar, dual contribution through the task we explore in this study
also. Specifically, we want to evaluate the impact various Input Controls have upon
the participant. As such, to evaluate the application of EEG to answer RQ1, we also
wished to explore another form of natural interaction - gesturing.
The translation of human motion into precise action within a computer system is the
primary form in which HCI is performed today. Consider our daily interactions with a
(physical) mouse, whose relative positioning and button presses are translated precisely
onto an on-screen (digital) cursor. As the state of technology advances, the resolution of
the input device that translates man and machine interaction is also required to advance
in order to fully utilise the capability of this new technology. Advances in Virtual Reality
(VR), Augmented Reality (AR), speech and gestural recognition are examples of the
development in technology that have advanced the state of input technology in order to
fully utilise the capabilities of these new technologies.
To investigate these forms of interactions, through the application of BHCI, we used a
high resolution, AR-centred input device - Leap Motion. The Leap motion is a USB
hardware device that supports hand and finger motions as input into a computer system.
Through this study, we apply EEG as a brain-sensing technology to quantify the MWL
experienced by a participant as they complete a jigsaw based puzzle task. We developed
3 versions of the study task, each of which utilises a different form of input control for
moving the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle:
1. Physical - Using one’s hands in a familiar manner to solve a physical (tangible)
jigsaw puzzle.
2. Computer - A digital version of a jigsaw puzzle is solved using a standard computer
mouse.
3. Augmented - A digital version of a jigsaw puzzle is solved using an Augmented
Reality controller (the Leap Motion controller, which we discuss below).
Specifically, the study task is designed to investigate the impact upon the participants’
MWL, with special interest in understanding the effect of direct manipulation when using
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3D input devices, in comparison with indirect controllers and direct manipulation in the
physical world, has upon participants. Ideally, natural 3D interaction would be as close to
physical interaction as possible, and be easier than manipulation of objects indirectly via
a mouse. In particular, the study task seeks to compare the Leap Motion controller for
completing a 3D puzzle, with control using a normal mouse, and with solving the same
puzzles physically on a desk. We displayed these 3D-environment puzzles on a normal
2D display, to remove unfamiliarity with being inside a Virtual Reality environment. The
physical puzzle was presented and solved on the desk at which the participant was seated.
To examine Mental Workload, we utilised 2 types of measure:
1) Objective - For this initial work, we utilised a commercially available, affordable
and non-intrusive EEG based brain monitoring device to quantify activity levels in
the PFC.
2) Subjective - We used the NASA TLX [80] questionnaire as an industry standard
for taking retrospective subjective workload measures of the task. The questionnaire
served a dual purpose in this study, the first was to provide a measure of MWL
between conditions and second, to provide a ground truth of the objective measure,
in order to establish the accuracy of the BHCI measure utilised in this study.
In conducting this research our primary aim is to establish the suitability of using EEG
brain-monitoring technology for enabling natural interactions - in line with RQ1. To
perform this investigation we explore the application of BHCI as a tool for evaluating
this new form of 3D interaction - via the use of a Leap Motion controller. With the recent
developments in VR and AR technologies, it is likely that higher resolution, gestural
based interaction will become a prominent form of HCI. Understanding the effects upon
the user, on a cognitive level, is an input data-point upon which user experience designers
can develop these types of VR/AR experiences.
5.2 Related Work
Much of 3D object interaction up to 2012 was tied to limited non-gestural controllers,
like wands, which present a rather unnatural way of interacting within a 3D environment.
From a Human Factors (HF) perspective, being within a realistic-looking environment
yet not having the freedom of using one’s hands and fingers can be quite frustrating. The
principle of direct manipulation [201] involves representation of the object of interest,
rapid incremental reversible actions and physical action instead of complex syntax (or
confined freedom of interaction in the case of 3D object manipulation). Advances in input
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techniques, including the Leap Motion, opened up 3D direct manipulation applications
in various domains (e.g., [15,205]), with high accuracy to the point of it being used in
operating room procedures [160]. Performance and Accuracy, however, are not the only
considerations for good input technologies.
Shneiderman and Plaisant [203] highlight that the MWL involved in achieving a task with
a computer is made up of both the Semantic Workload required to achieve the task, and
the Syntactic Workload required to use the technology. Cognitive Load Theory (CLT)
[216] refers to these as intrinsic load and extrinsic load, respectively. For us, as users, this
means that while direct manipulation with 3D objects, via a Leap Motion controller for
example, may be more accurate, the input technology may demand significant additional
Working Memory resources away from the primary task; resources that may be crucial
to important tasks in operating room procedures, for example.
5.2.1 Leap Motion
The Leap Motion is positioned in the Micro Gesture Recognition domain [42]. The
gesture-based, direct manipulation controller essentially removes the VR interface, pro-
viding users with the experience of manipulating 3D objects, albeit without tactile feed-
back. The device works by emitting infrared light (IR) t from 3 IR LEDs and tracking
the reflections of this light (from the user’s hands/arms) via two on-board IR cameras.
A software algorithm is then able to use the reflected light data to estimate the user’s
hand gestures as they interact with the device. An early analysis [235] on the accuracy
and robustness of the Leap Motion Controller showed a deviation between a desired 3D
position and the average measured positions below 0.2 mm has been obtained for static
setup and of 1.2 mm for dynamic setup. A later study also showed significant accuracy
for the controller in both static and dynamic tracking [76]. Incremental updates of the
SDK have since significantly improved the usability of the controller.
Various usability studies exist in evaluating the usefulness of the Leap Motion
([156,197,26,56,81,94]). Al-Razooq et al. focused on “travel” in virtual environments
using the Leap Motion Controller [156], for example, found that the limited workspace of
the Leap was more effective for search but less effective for path following tasks, and the
accurate finger movements can contribute to the usability of continuous speed control
techniques in navigation. Seixas et al. compared two selection gestures (hand grab and
screen tap) for the Leap Motion controller in 2D pointing tasks (also compared with the
mouse)[198]. Their results suggested that the hand grab gestures had a higher accuracy,
but that the mouse outperformed the Leap Motion in gesture, movement time, and error
rate.
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Figure 5.2: The Leap Motion input device used in this study. Source - Amazon US
A more exhaustive study was conducted to assess the Leap Motion as compared to the
mouse, for point-and-click tasks using a basic Fitts’ analysis, as well as the MacKenzie et
al.‘s [134] seven movement accuracy measures. Results suggested that the Leap Motion
is a viable device for point-and-click tasks, but inferior to the more familiar baseline
device on standard Fitts’ assessment measures. However, specific cursor events may be
superior, with users of the Leap Motion re-entering targets less often than the mouse.
The two devices showed no differences on continuous navigation paths between on-screen
targets. Ehrler et al. [51] performed evaluated three different ways of interacting with the
Leap Motion - one copying the traditional mouse interaction paradigm, one assigning a
different hand gesture for each possible action, and one using a single gesture but allowing
switching between interaction modes. The results showed a clear preference for using a
limited number of gestures.
Little work so far has investigated the cognitive impact of using Leap Motion as a input
modality. Adhikarla et al. designed and evaluated a direct, 3D gesture interaction using
the Leap Motion, and found a strong user preference for the free hand interaction (over
the 2D version) and a NASA-TLX indicated low cognitive differences between conditions
[3]. Bruder et al. also employed NASA-TLX to evaluate the mental demands between
2D and 3D touch using the Leap Motion, but found no significant differences between
conditions and overall scores (sub-scales were not investigated).
5.2.2 Puzzle Solving
To characterise and model the cognitive processes involved when a participant is us-
ing these alternative forms of input for the task of Puzzle Solving (specifically - jigsaw
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puzzles), we draw on research into Working Memory (WM). We can relate a number of
processes utilised during puzzle solving to the WM model described by Baddeley [14]. For
example, memorising the reference image will utilise Short-Term memory (STM). Since a
Jigsaw Puzzle will involve imagery or mental rotation, it will also utilise the Visuo-spatial
sketchpad. The Central Executive will mediate the information flow between STM and
the Visuo-spatial sketchpad.
In addition to the WM model, we can also consider the Information Processing Model
[238] and Multiple Resource Model (MRM) [237] proposed byWickens. Wickens describes
that necessary resources are limited and aims to illustrate how elements of the human
information processing system such as attention, perception, memory, and decision mak-
ing. Wickens describes three different ‘stages’ at which information is transformed: a
perception stage, a processing or cognition stage, and a response stage.
The first stage involves perceiving information that is gathered by our senses and provide
meaning and interpretation of what is being sensed. When solving a jigsaw puzzle, we
are initially presented with a random assortment of pieces that we believe to constituents
of the larger ‘target’ image. During this first stage, we may seek or obtain validation of
the fact that the presented pieces are indeed constituents of the target image with the
recognition of features/elements within the target image being identified in the presented
pieces.
The second stage, which utilises WM, is where we manipulate and “think about” the
perceived information. In the context of a jigsaw puzzle, we may begin to identify clusters
of pieces that we believe are related and may begin to categorise pieces accordingly.
The third stage involves responding to the situation. At this stage, we begin connecting
pieces and forming the “target” image.
In line with the separation of verbal and spatial in Baddeley’s conceptualisation of WM,
Wickens also separates verbal and spatial in his description of Multiple Resources. By
using a jigsaw puzzle, and controlling it spatially with 3D direct manipulation, our par-
ticipants will be primarily utilising spatial resources.
5.3 Experiment Design
To examine the cognitive demands involved with interacting with objects in a 3D envi-
ronment, we studied participants using a Leap Motion2(LM) - a commercially available
device designed to reproduce natural-feeling interaction in a 3D environment by directly
2Leap Motion - leapmotion.com
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mapping the shape and movements of your hands in real time. To understand the cogni-
tive demands associated with this interaction modality, we chose to compare it against
both mouse interaction, as a more familiar interaction technology, and with interaction
in the real world. These alternative conditions allowed us determine the amount of cog-
nitive demand that was inherent in the task (solving the puzzle in the real world), the
amount associated with working in a 3D environment (the mouse condition), and to es-
timate where replicated direct-manipulation in the 3D environment sat in reference to
those points.
5.3.1 Experiment Task
In conducting this study we hope to answer RQ1 and establish whether EEG is suited to
facilitating natural forms of interactions. To explore and answerRQ1, we have developed
a task which seeks to evaluate a new form of gesture control - Leap Motion. In order to
evaluate the cognitive demands of using the LM as an input device, we needed to design a
task that could facilitate this type of investigation. We developed the following criterion
for the task:
1. The task must feature a significant amount of hand based control, since the LM
measures relative hand positioning.
2. The task was required to engage the participant primarily at a mental level, specif-
ically targeting structures within the pre-frontal cortex, since our brain based mea-
sure targets this area (described below).
3. The task also had to have various levels of difficulty to enable control over the
primary task mental demands.
4. Performance on the task had to be measurable in order to determine the effect of
the LM as an input.
5. The task had to be easily performed in both the real world and the 3D environment.
Based upon these five criteria, we decided on using a jigsaw puzzle based task. A jigsaw
puzzle is a tile based puzzle which requires the interlocking and tessellation of oddly
shaped pieces to form the target image. The individual pieces of the puzzle must be
put into it’s correct place using one’s hands (Req-1). The task requires participants to
memorise as much of the image as possible in order to recreate the image that they are
presented initially. For the simple images, it is likely the participant would be able to
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Figure 5.3: The computerised version of the jigsaw puzzle task. Participants would use this version of the
puzzle during the Mouse and Leap-Motion conditions of the study.
remember the entire image. For more detailed images a variety of memorisation strate-
gies could be employed including: identifying key constituents of an image, memorising
the corners, identifying colour patterns, etc. Regardless of the strategy employed, the
information will be stored in the participants WM therefore utilising STM. Additionally,
the participant must perform pattern-matching and decision making to place the pieces
in their respective places (Req-2). A number of these processes (STM and decision mak-
ing) are known to occur in the PFC [207]. Task difficulty can be controlled by varying
the number and size of pieces that form the puzzle (Req-3). Task performance can be
measured by both time to complete and number of pieces in the correct position (Req-4).
Finally, we could easily replicate a physical puzzle in a 3D environment (Req-5), using
the Unity Game Engine,3 shown in Figure 5.3.
5.3.2 Independent Variables
The primary independent variable was interaction condition, creating three major condi-
tions:
1. Real-world physical interaction (P),
2. Mouse-interaction with the 3D environment (M), and
3Unity Game Engine - unity3d.com
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3. Replicated direct-manipulation with the Leap-Motion in the 3D environment (L).
A second independent variable was task difficulty - Easy (E) with 5 pieces and Hard (H)
with 20 pieces. Easy versions of the puzzle consisted of 5 pieces and were designed to be
solved by all participants. Hard versions of the puzzle consisted of 20 pieces and were
designed to be challenging, but achievable by most participants under all three primary
conditions. This created a 3 x 2 design repeated measures design, detailed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Task Conditions for this Study.
Task ID Task Name Description
PE Physical Easy A physical jigsaw puzzle, presented on thick
cardboard. 5Pieces.
PH Physical Hard A physical jigsaw puzzle, presented on thick
cardboard. 15 Pieces.
ME Mouse Easy Computerised jigsaw puzzle, solved using Mouse. 5
Pieces.
MH Mouse Hard Computerised jigsaw puzzle, solved using Mouse 15
Pieces.
LE Leap Easy Computerised jigsaw puzzle, solved using
Leap-Motion. 5 Pieces.
LH Leap Hard Computerised jigsaw puzzle, solved using
Leap-Motion. 15 Pieces.
5.3.3 Hypothesis
As noted in the Introduction to this study, ideal interaction in a 3D environment would
feel as natural as in the real world, and would thus involve similar mental workload
demands. We created two rejectable hypotheses about the expected actual differences
between using the Leap Motion and the other conditions.
HP - There will be a significant difference in performance (Accuracy and Time-to-Solve)
between Leap Motion and all other conditions, at their respective difficulty levels.
HC - There will be a significant difference in cognitive demand between Leap Motion
and all other conditions, at their respective difficulty levels.
HP and HC were drawn fromWicken’s MRM [237]. We expect that the task, the interface,
and the interaction technologies should all utilise spatial resources in WM, and thus
should interfere with each other without using verbal resources.
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5.4 Measurements and Equipment
Below we detail the measurements collected during the study. Measurements were cate-
gorised as measuring either Performance(P) or Cognition(C). We note, that video record-
ings of both the participant and their puzzle solving (physical and digital) were recorded,
but not used in the analysis of this study. The data was collected with the view of ex-
ploring the idea of Cognitively Queryable Video (CQV), a concept discussed in Future
Work.
5.4.1 Task Accuracy - P
Task accuracy was measured according to the number of pieces that were correctly placed
in the overall puzzle, across all 6 conditions of the study.See Table 5.1 for the 6 task
conditions.
5.4.2 Task Time - P
Task time was measured for each of the puzzles completed across the 6 conditions. Note
that participants were not encouraged to solve the problem in the shortest possible time,
in-fact, they were not made aware of the time restriction itself, unless they specifically
asked - in which case they were alerted to the existence of a time restriction but that
it was only in order to finish the study within a reasonable time and that they should
attempt to solve the puzzle at a comfortable, natural pace. In this situation they were
encouraged to continue completing the puzzle until they were stopped. The reason for this
design decision was that we wished to observe the natural interactions of the participant
as they would complete a puzzle normally. We justify this in because we are interested
in understanding the potential application of LM in everyday tasks, so adding a time
constraint may burden the participants in a manner that is not representative of everyday
task completion.
5.4.3 NASA-TLX questionnaire - C
A computerised version of the NASA-TLX questionnaire was used to measure perceived
workload after each of the 6 task conditions. The questionnaire identifies the weighted
average ratings of six sub-scales including: Mental Demand, Physical Demand, Temporal
Demand, Performance, Effort and Frustration; the second part of the NASA TLX ques-
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tionnaire was also included to measure weightings i.e. the relative contribution of each
type of workload to the overall perceived level of MW.
5.4.4 EEG Data - C
In collecting the EEG data for this study, we used an Android Mobile phone, with data
being captured via an widely used recording application (Muse Monitor4). In the API
provided by the device manufacturer, a convenient set of functionality for recording and
streaming the data from the EEG device is available. Through the Muse Monitor ap-
plication, we wirelessly recorded the data from the Muse headset at it’s native sampling
frequency (256Hz), but enabled additional notch filtering (at 50Hz) to account for po-
tential power-line interference. Recordings consisted of Absolute Power of delta (1-4Hz),
theta (4-8Hz), alpha (8-13Hz), beta (13-30Hz), gamma (30-44Hz) frequencies per channel,
the contact quality of each channel to the participants scalp, as well as the Raw EEG
power (in Microvolts, in a range of 0:~1682). The API also provides indication of events
(Blinking, Jaw Clenches etc), which are also captured in the recording. One continuous
EEG recording was collected for each participant across the entirety of the study. Individ-
ual condition start and end points were labelled using the “label” functionality provided
by the Muse Monitor application. Each condition was split into individual files during
the processing stages of the EEG using the label data.
We performed general, EEG signal processing to reduce the effects of common artefacts
associated with human movement and physiology (Eye blinks/movement, myoelectric
activity, verbalisation artefact, etc). We performed a high-pass, low pass and bandpass
filtering of the raw-data to remove the influence of artefacts. The Raw-data was then
smoothed using a Hamming Window (Window Size of 2 Seconds). Despite excluding
participants with particularly poor data (this process is described below), it is inevitable
that some data quality issues will remain within the chosen-samples data. To address this,
we utilised the recorded contact quality indicators, and linearly interpolated values where
the contact quality was poor. The interpolation process affected 0.92% of overall data.
For the analysis process, we were primarily interested in the computed FFT absolute
values, and where presented, statistics based upon these measures were performed upon
a re-sampled (2Hz) dataset, this was performed in order to improve data-processing
performance. Each individuals data was then split in accordance with each conditions
relative study time. FFT values were normalised (between 0 and 1), on a per-condition
basis.
4Muse Monitor - http://www.sonicpenguins.com/
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Figure 5.4: The environment in which the study was conducted.
5.4.5 Procedure
Participants were first introduced to the task that they would be completing during the
study, and informed consent was gained before the study began. Since all participants
reported little-to-no prior experience using the LM, we provided an unlimited practice
session where participants were able to practice with this form of input on a simplified
version (1-piece) of the puzzle task. The study progressed only when the participant
reported they were comfortable with the style of interaction. Once comfortable with the
requirements of the task, participants were fitted with a Muse EEG headband, which
was placed upon their forehead targeting the PFC. We were especially particular at
this stage in the study to ensure that good contact quality was reported (via the Muse
Monitor application) between the device and participant. The process of establishing
good contact (as reported from the device itself) varied in time and approach between
participants, with the physical shape and size of the participants head proving to be a
significant factor in how easily we were able to establish a good contact quality. After
this point, all data recording devices were initiated and the participants were alerted to
the fact that recording had started. We began by collecting baseline reference EEG data
for each participant, using an initial 2-minute Rest Condition (RC), where participants
were simply instructed to relax, focus on a single point in the room and remain still.
Participants then partook in all 6 conditions, which were counterbalanced using a Latin
square rotation. For each of the 6 task conditions, participants were given 15 seconds to
memorise the image that they would be required to recreate in the forthcoming jigsaw
puzzles. This differed from a ‘regular’ jigsaw puzzle, where an individual would have
a reference throughout the solving period. We designed the study in this way in order
to elicit additional MWL during the solving stage of the study. Since participants were
required to memorise the reference image, they will utilise their Short-Term Memory re-
sources more than simply having the reference image available to them. Participants were
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Figure 5.5: The Experimental Procedure.
verbally encouraged by the study conductor to do their best to memorise as much of the
image’s detail as possible, and it was explicitly stressed that they would not see the image
again. Participants then had a time limit of 5 minutes to complete the easy conditions
and 15 minutes to complete the hard conditions. After completing each task, or running
out of time, participants filled in a computerised version of the NASA-TLX questionnaire
to establish a subjective rating of their MWL during the task. Each condition concluded
with a brief rest period, before continuing to the next allowing the user a brief moment
of respite.
Having finished all six conditions participants were then asked to complete a brief ques-
tionnaire relating to their gaming (2D/3D) experience, previous exposure to VR/AR
technologies, and their experience with puzzle solving.
The study was conducted in an office environment, with participants sat at a standard
desk and chair with a 20 inch monitor placed in front of them (See Figure 5.4). Dependant
on the version of the task being sat, the environment was adapted to suit the requirements
of the task. For ME/MH, a standard desktop mouse was placed on the desk, whereas
for LE/LH, a leap motion controller was placed in front of the participant; the desk was
cleared for PE/PH conditions to make room for the physical puzzle.
We note that the environment was representative of a typical office desk, and would be
representative of somewhere where an individual may chose to complete a jigsaw puzzle
in ‘real’ life. In accordance with our interest in the methods of applying BHCI, the
environment was designed to be familiar to the participant, and little instruction were
giving regarding restriction of movement or considerations particular to the EEG they
were wearing.
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5.4.6 Participants
To ensure we achieved our target power (0.8) we performed priori-analysis to identify the
minimum number of participants necessary to achieve this power; to achieve a significance
value of 0.005 required 17.3 participants. Twenty-six participants were recruited to take
part in the study, but subsequent analysis of the collected EEG data quality led us to
exclude six participants. EEG data was analysed using the sensor quality report from the
device. From this contact quality indicator, we set a level of 85% of ‘good’ contact during
the experiment conditions period. The six rejected participant’s data did not meet this
specified level due to various reasons, mostly relating to the size and shape of their head,
e.g. one participant had a particularly small head which led to the sensor slipping down
the forehead during the course of the study. From here-on-in, all results presented were
collected from twenty participants (15 Male, 5 Female) with an average age of 30.3 (SD
= 7.6). All participants had normal or corrected vision and reported no history of head
trauma or brain damage. The study was approved by the school’s Ethical Committee
which applied the ethics evaluation procedure specified by the University of Nottingham
(UK). Participants provided informed consent and received no compensation for their
participation.
5.5 Results
We began by checking for an ordering effect. To do this, we normalised the easy and hard
conditions onto the same scale, by dividing the number of correctly placed pieces and the
time taken, by the total number of pieces (E=5, H=20) and maximum available time given
(E=5-mins, H=15-mins). Overall, there was a slight, but not significant, increase in per-
formance (accuracy and time-to-solve) as the participants progressed through the study
tasks. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA confirmed that there was no significant
difference for normalised task performance (Accuracy - (F (5, 114) = 0.351, P = 0.881)
and normalised timing - (F (5, 114) = 0.407, P = 0.843). We were also keen to identify
whether there was a learning affect within the input-type condition, as to whether e.g. the
second time using the LM was better than the first. Again using normalised accuracy
and times, Table 5.2 shows these differences. The biggest differences were in the higher
accuracy on the second experienced LM condition, and in faster performance times for
the mouse. These were not significant, however, which implies that participants did not
improve significantly with experience with each input type during our study.
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Figure 5.6: Overall participant accuracy for each Condition.
Table 5.2: Weighted Improvement between Trial 1 and 2 of each Task Condition.
Input Accuracy Improvement Timing Improvement
Leap-Motion 7% 1% (Faster)
Mouse 0% 7% (Faster)
Physical 3% 0%
5.5.1 Performance
As noted in Experiment Design, we examined performance using both Accuracy (number
of pieces in their correct position) and Speed (how long to complete the puzzle. If
incomplete, the maximum time limit for the condition was the resulting time: Easy - 5
mins, Hard - 15 mins). We present both measures here, but reiterate that participants
were not encouraged to solve the puzzles in the least amount of time, in-fact many did not
discover that there was indeed a time limit, with the exception of Condition LH where
few managed to complete the puzzle fully in the prescribed time limit.
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5.5.1.1 Accuracy
A two-way ANOVA first revealed that there was a significant difference in task accuracy
between Easy and Hard conditions (F (1, 150) = 1046.78, P < 0.001). In support
of our hypothesis HP, we also found a significant difference in accuracy between input
conditions (F (2, 150) = 66.56, P < 0.001), as shown in Figure 5.6. The interaction
between input type and difficulty was also significant (F (2, 150) = 40.43, P < 0.001),
which implies that the difference in input techniques was exaggerated by the difficulty of
the task. A post-hoc Tukey test showed significant differences between Leap Motion and
all other conditions (both P < 0.01), but not between Mouse and Physical conditions.
We conclude from these that performance was worst in Leap Motion conditions, and this
decrease was exacerbated by task difficulty.
5.5.1.2 Speed
A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant difference between Easy and Hard conditions
for time to solve (F (1, 150) = 378.08, P < 0.001). In support of hypothesis HP, we also
found a significant difference in time-to-complete between task conditions (F (2, 150) =
133.41, P < 0.001), as shown in Figure 5.7. Again, there was an interaction between
these two variables (F (2, 150 = 31.98, P < 0.001), implying that increased time to solve
was exaggerated by task difficulty. A post-hoc Tukey test showed significant differences
between all version of the input types (each with P < 0.01), implying that Mouse was
faster than physical puzzle solving, which in turn was solved faster than in Leap conditions.
We note here that the automatic ‘snap-to-grid’ functionality in the 3D environment was
likely the cause of improved performance time for mouse over the physical condition. This
also provides us with a possible explanation for the discrepancy between the numbers of
solved PE vs ME tasks. That is, everybody solved all ME tasks but not everyone solved
all PE tasks.
5.5.2 Cognitive Measures
Below we analyse the cognitive demands experienced by participants, first through NASA-
TLX data, as an empirically validated industry standard measure, and then examine
whether these differences were observable in EEG data from the commercially available
Muse sensor.
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Figure 5.7: Overall Time-to-Solve in each Condition, relative to the available time.
5.5.2.1 NASA-TLX
Figure 5.8 shows the overall, weighted NASA-TLX workload score for each condition. In
keeping with our Hypothesis HC, we see that both versions of the Leap Motion condition
elicited the highest amount of MWL.
As expected, we saw a significant difference (Z = 5.4133, P < 0.001) between Easy
and Hard conditions in Weighted Overall Workload, from NASA-TLX. A Friedman test
comparing the three input conditions in the Easy task setting found a significant difference
(χ2(2) = 30.87, P < 0.001), with pairwise comparisons revealing significant differences
between Leap and the two other conditions (both p < 0.001), but not between Mouse
and Physical. Similarly, the same comparison in the Hard task setting found a significant
difference (χ2(2) = 12.4, p < 0.005); Leap created significantly more Overall Workload
than Mouse (p < 0.05) and Physical (p < 0.01), but not between Mouse and Physical.
More specifically, in our comparison of LH to the baseline of PH, we also saw significantly
more Mental Demands (Z = 11, p < 0.01), Physical Demand (Z = 0, P < 0.01) and
Frustration (Z = 6, P < 0.01) in LH.
In relation to our performance data, we found that accuracy (rs = −0.63, p < 0.01) and
time-to-solve (rs = 0.78, p < 0.01) correlated strongly with Weighted Overall Workload
from NASA-TLX. Further, time-to-solve correlated strongly with the Effort sub-scale
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Figure 5.8: NASA-TLX weighted overall Workload Score.
(rs = 0.63, p < 0.01), the Frustration sub-scale (rs = 0.65, p < 0.01), and Physical
Demands (rs = 0.62, p < 0.01).
5.5.2.2 EEG
The Muse EEG device, used in our study, has four sensors. Our analysis for this study
primarily focused on sensors AF7 and AF8 from the Muse EEG headset, since these target
the left and right sizes of the PFC, respectively. To quantify MWL, we use the ratio of
Theta (4-7 Hz) to Alpha waves (8-13 Hz), a relationship identified by Klimesch, shown
to reflect cognitive and memory performance [112]. Klimesch’s ratio was chosen thanks
to the extensive amount of literature supporting the relationship identified by Klimesch
[45] and it’s application in HF studies [186].
We were first interested to know whether data from the Muse, a commercialised BCI sen-
sor, correlated with the NASA TLX data, as an empirically validated industry standard
for evaluating workload. Overall, we found no correlations between:
a) overall mean across the four channels, nor
b) with AF7 only, with NASA TLX overall scores and sub-scales.
AF8, however, correlated strongly with the overall calculation of NASA workload (r =
0.36, p = 0.05), with average MWL levels from this sensor visualised in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Mental Workload in AF8 - By Condition.
We also found that AF8 correlated strongly with 3 particular sub-scales of the NASA
workload measure (see the detailing of NASA-TLX in the Literature Review), specifi-
cally: Frustration (rs = 0.39, p < 0.05), Mental Demands (rs = 0.41, p < 0.05), and
Temporal Demands (rs = 0.37p = 0.04).
To see whether the Muse could determine the difference in MWL between conditions,
shown in Figure 5.9, we applied a two-way ANOVA. We examined both overall data
from all four channels, and AF8 only. No significant differences, however, were found
for either the difficulty or input-type variables. The only significant difference found was
in the extreme condition, between Leap-Easy and Leap-Hard (t(36.99) = 2.0313, p <
0.05). This implies that data from the Muse is not as sensitive as NASA-TLX, as an
industry standard, and would require deeper and richer analyses in order to detect smaller
differences in MWL.
5.5.3 Post-hoc Analysis of Performance
In performing the study, we identified several variations in peoples experiences -
despite no participants having notable prior experience with the Leap-Motion, some
participants performed much better or found it easier than other participants. We
began this analysis by considering overall participant performance, using the formula:
Total T ime To Solve/Total P ieces Solved. We then took the top and bottom
quartile for respective high and low performers. We also analysed participants who
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of Participant’s performance, highlighting the effect of Leap Condition Performance.
performed particularly well in the Leap-Motion condition. Perhaps interestingly, as
shown in Figure 5.10, the top quartile of Leap-condition performers was the exact same
five participants as those identified by overall performance.
A two-way ANOVA, comparing input condition and high/low performers found a signifi-
cant difference in overall weighted NASA-TLX Workload score (F (1, 54) = 13.80, P <
0.01). This confirms that high performing participants experienced significantly lower
overall workload than low performing participants. As with our overall statistics, there
was a significant difference between input modalities (F (2, 54) = 14.09, P < 0.01), but
as there was no significant interaction between these variables, we find that high perfor-
mance did not affect the difference between input modalities. Using overall workload
from the NASA-TLX, however, we did not find that high performers found leap easier,
or more comparable to our other conditions.
We continued this analysis by investigating the sub-scales of NASA-TLX, and found that
high performers experienced lower cognitive demands in some factors of workload. Higher
performers reported significantly less effort in the Leap Condition (p < 0.05) than low
performers. When comparing Leap with Mouse, we found that, while low performers
gave significantly different (all p < 0.05) ratings for all sub-scales, high performers did
not report significant differences for Effort, Temporal Demand, and Performance. This
indicates that high performers found the Leap Motion interaction comparable to the
Mouse interaction for three sub-scales, while low performers did not. Further, comparing
Leap with the Physical condition, high performers did not report a significant different
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for Temporal Demand either, indicating that they found all three conditions comparable
in temporal demand, while low-performers did not. This could mean that, for low per-
formers, the mental workload associated with these interacting in the 3D environment
lowered their capacity to remember the design of the puzzle they were trying to recreate.
5.6 Discussion
Overall, and in support of our study hypotheses, we found that participants performed less
well in the Leap Motion condition (in terms of accuracy) and experienced high levels of
Mental Workload (as measured by NASA-TLX). In accordance to the Limited Resources
Model, we would expect performance to drop as Mental Workload increases towards
capacity, implying that the Leap Motion brought participants towards this limit.
This study contributes to our thematic aim of evaluating different types of input control
and contributes further to our understanding of the methods of applying BHCI.
Despite us being unable to directly attribute differences between types of input control
directly from the EEG device itself, the study nevertheless was able to provide interesting
findings and insights. These results indicate that although the Leap Motion provides a
replicated form of direct manipulation in the 3D environment, the experience is far less
natural than real-world physical interaction, and less easy to control, for participants,
than the mouse.
5.6.1 Possible Confounding Variables
We suggest that there may be four aspects that affect this distance between desired and
actual experience with the Leap Motion: haptic feedback, separation of input and output,
familiarity with the input technologies, and familiarity with the output technologies.
5.6.1.1 Haptic feedback
A key difference between the Leap Motion and the other conditions is feedback through
the sense of touch; where physical interaction represents the ground truth in this case.
The Leap Motion involves participants grabbing thin air, and depending on the visual
senses to determine as to whether their hand-actions are being successful. With the
mouse, however, although the sense of touch did not directly relate to touching pieces
of puzzles, the participants hands were controlling a physical object, within a limited
2D plane. It may be interesting in future work to evaluate haptic feedback technologies
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for 3D direct manipulation, like tactile gloves5 [166] and mid-air haptics [33], reduce the
Mental Workload experienced with 3D interaction.
5.6.1.2 Separation of input and output
In this study, we kept the display of the 3D jigsaw puzzle within a 2D display, so that
experience in a Virtual Reality (VR) environment did not affect our results. This means
that, although participants hands were replicated within the 3D environment, this was
a duplication of their physical hands that were also in their field of vision. Future work
could also investigate as to whether interaction via a Leap Motion using a VR headset
for output feels more natural and demands significantly less Mental Workload than on a
2D display.
5.6.1.3 Input Familiarity
One possible explanatory factor for the difference between indirect control with the mouse
and replicated direct manipulation with the Leap Motion, is familiarity. Interaction via
a mouse, for example, has become an autonomous skill for many people, which could
explain the lack of cognitive difference between physical interaction and indirect mouse
interaction. Likewise, although participants did not significantly improve between their
two experiences with the Leap Motion, the overall lack of experience with the Leap Motion
could explain the significant differences found between it and the other input conditions.
If we were to conduct this study again, we would explore the application of a longitudinal
study, introducing training periods for the LM. In doing so we would reduce the issue
of input familiarity, as described here. We would also observe changes in participants
performance and EEG data before and after the training period. This comparison could
provide an interesting narrative for the differences between differing levels of expertise
and would allow us to explore it’s impact upon an individuals EEG data.
5.6.1.4 Output Familiarity
As part of our study, we asked people to report their gaming experience, as a form
of estimating their familiarity with interacting within 3D environments on a 2D display.
Participants rated their 3D gaming experience on a six part Likert scale (1- No Experience,
6-Very Experienced) after completing the study. Figure 5.11 shows that experienced
5Manus Tactile Gloves https://manus-vr.com/
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of Participant’s performance, highlighting the effect of expertise.
Figure 5.12: Full-Head EEG device compared to the Muse. Full-head image provided by WUSTl
gamers largely overlapped with the top quartile of high performers, and inexperienced
gamers were spread across the lower quartiles. Perhaps interestingly, although we found
that gaming experience did not significantly reduce any of the cognitive measures, their
performance was significantly better than non-gamers (F (2, 102) = 4.841, P < 0.01).
5.6.2 Applying EEG to Natural Interaction
The primary objective in conducting the research presented in this chapter was to investi-
gate the application of a non-invasive, direct brain monitoring device in a HCI setting, in
answering RQ1. We used a consumer grade, commercially available EEG device (Muse
EEG), to measure participant’s mental activity as they completed the tasks presented
in this study. Traditional applications of EEG utilise a medical grade, ‘full-head’ device,
such as that shown in Figure 5.12. Medical grade EEG devices depend on the application
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of saline solution to ensure conductivity between the sensors and the participant’s scalp
- a process that involves significant setup time [244]. In contrast, the Muse headset was
simple to set up, requiring no saline solution and the intuitive design of the headset meant
little re-positioning or adjustments once in place. To capture data, the Muse connects
wirelessly over Bluetooth to the researchers mobile device running a recording applica-
tion, whereas specialised data recording hardware is required for medical grade devices.
The deployment therefore of the Muse EEG (and consumer grade devices in general), was
straightforward - requiring little preparation, setup time and introduced little discomfort
to the participant.
Ecological validity is an important factor in conducting HCI research and enabling natural
forms of interaction, and was a stated interested of our investigation into the methods
of applying BHCI. On this front, the study design was successful. Preserving the context
of the ecology in which a study task is based is critical in identifying and qualifying value
in the results of a HCI study [136]. From the post-study questionnaire and informal
discussions with participants regarding their experience with the device, we learnt that
while participants were aware of the device’s presence at times of inactivity, they generally
‘forgot’ that they were wearing it.
‘’I forgot it was on most of the time” - P9
Some participants noted the presence of the device in the periods between conditions,
but did not note any discomfort:
‘’I didn’t notice the device when I was completing the task, but
during periods in-between I began to notice it”. - P12
It is possible that the Muse and other consumer grade EEG headsets, could be suitable
for extended periods (> 1 Hour) of monitoring in BHCI style studies. This finding adds to
the growing body of literature [219,7] that suggests portable, non-invasive are suitable for
integration within a BHCI style user study and for facilitating natural forms of interaction
RQ1. This is an important contribution, for establishing both the validity of applying
BHCI research and for validating the suitability of using lightweight forms of EEG in
natural interactions.
As researchers, we noted that the device did not interfere with how we designed or
deployed the study and we did not make particular considerations for including the device
in our study. We believe, in particular, the ability to record data from the Muse via a
mobile device is crucial in enabling interaction designers to develop comfortable engaging
forms of interaction - without the restrictions we encountered in our initial study.
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The obvious limitation however in using EEG in this context is the quality of the data we
receive from the device. The results of our study indicate that despite the task eliciting
varying levels of MWL, the Muse was not able to record these variations in a statistically
significant manner. A number of factors were likely contributors to this issue:
• Uncontrolled Study Conditions - EEG, as we know, is prone to a number
of motion derived artefacts: limb movement, speech, eye movement/blinking etc.
However, in conducting this study we wanted to explore the application of EEG
in quantifying natural user interactions - so a number of these potential artefacts
were intentionally left uncontrolled during the study task. This indicates that EEG
might not be the most suitable technology in BHCI applications that require precise,
reliable and consistent brain activity measures, but may be suitable for applications
that require general indication of cognitive state, especially derived from more com-
plex analysis (discussed below).
• Lack of existing works - The Muse is a relatively new device to the marketplace
and there is little supporting literature documenting it’s use for quantifying MWL.
Some existing work identified slight statistical differences using simple averaging
measures of the wave forms (Alpha, Beta, Theta, etc) provided by the Muse [1], but
no clear work linking MWL to data from the Muse currently exists. The results of
this study indicate, however, that the Muse might not be sensitive enough to capture
these variations in MWL, despite using a recognised measure (Alpha-Theta ratio -
[112]) for quantifying MWL from EEG data.
• Data Analysis - We must consider the possibility that the Muse EEG device was,
in fact, capable of distinguishing between varying levels of MWL, and that calcula-
tion of MWL i.e. our analysis, was inappropriate or too simplistic in this instance.
One of our stated future works is to investigate the application of more advanced
forms of data analysis, such as machine learning to establish deeper insights and
meaning into the data we obtain from these devices.
For our stated research question, RQ1, we believe that this study demonstrates the suit-
ability of using EEG in facilitating these forms of natural interaction. We believe that
despite our inability to distinguish between variations in MWL, we were able to success-
fully utilise brain-sensing technology whilst preserving the kinds of ecological validity that
enables natural forms of interaction.
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5.7 Conclusion
5.7.1 Study Conclusion and Contributions
Although existing research has demonstrated the accuracy and potential value of tech-
nologies like the Leap Motion for control in 3D environments, this work has specifically
evaluated the cognitive demands of such technologies - in these environments using com-
mercially available EEG. As we have limited cognitive resources, Mental Workload created
by difficulty in using an input technology reduces the amount of resources we have avail-
able for the primary task, which can then quickly impact performance. We hypothesised
that participants’ performance would be reduced, and Mental Workload increased, when
interacting via the Leap Motion, in comparison to interaction with a mouse and phys-
ical interaction in the real world. Our measures of performance and Mental Workload
confirmed these hypotheses, but our EEG measure was unable to mirror these findings.
We found, however, that high-performing participants did not experience the significant
cognitive differences between input conditions reported by low-performing participants.
Overall, the study findings contribute a critical evaluation, grounded in empirically vali-
dated models of Mental Workload, of the cognitive demands of 3D interaction techniques
and the application of EEG in a HCI study. The significant differences in our results
highlight that, despite having high accuracy, such technologies are still a long way from
replicating natural real-world physical interaction.
5.7.2 Thesis Conclusion and Contributions
The primary aim of this study, in the overall narrative of this thesis, was to investigate
the suitability of using a consumer grade EEG device in facilitating natural forms of user
interaction - in line with answering RQ1.
From the discussion above we can establish that lightweight forms of EEG are well suited
to enabling extended forms of portable and non-invasive use - key properties for enabling
natural forms of interactions. Despite the failure to accurately measure MWL through
it’s application in this study, we note that EEG provides a variety of other brain based
measures that have been shown to be accurate and detectable using consumer grade
technology. A number of devices on the market (including the Muse) provide pre-classified
levels of psychophysiological indicators such as: Attention, Meditation and Stress. As
discussed in our literature review section on EEG, there are relationships between these
EEG wave (Alpha, Beta, Delta, etc) that are known to relate to certain physiological
states e.g. Attention, Meditation, Frustration etc. The problem however, at least with
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the Muse EEG device used in this study, is that the precise detailing of pre-classified
measures are not explicitly documented.
We believe that the form-factor and portability of consumer grade EEG holds greater
promise in fulfilling the remaining research questions (RQ2,3 & 4). Despite being a
potentially poor measure of MWL (given our current knowledge and approach), it nev-
ertheless lends itself to natural interactions in a way that we are unable to attain with
alternative devices (in the current market). In this capacity, we will use this technology
to develop a natural interaction experience using this brain-sensing technology in the
investigation of these research questions.
Additionally, we sought to evaluate different forms of Input Control and their impact
upon participants. We have demonstrated through the results of this study that Leap
Motion provides an analogy to more familiar forms of interactions such as mouse or
physical. However, this type of input control has a significant effect upon the MWL of
participants, as measured from the NASA-TLX questionnaire. This raises questions as
to the viability and practicality of using the LM as a form of input control in future
applications.
5.7.3 Contribution to HCI craft knowledge
5.7.3.1 Evaluation of an Novel Interaction Technique
In our motivation for studying the LM using a BHCI technique, we detailed various studies
that have examined the impact of using the LM as an input device. Al-Razooq et al. for
example found LM was suited to search tasks but not path following tasks [156], whereas
Seixas et al. explored the performance impact of using LM in 2D pointing tasks [198].
But, to the best of our knowledge, the physiological and MWL impact of using a LM has
not been explored in the literature. In exploring this work we highlight the importance
of understanding new interactions techniques on a multitude of levels and the insight
this can provide to the community. We have shown that LM induces additional MWL
by utilising additional mental resources that are not utilised in more traditional/familiar
forms of interaction e.g. Mouse and Keyboard. We acknowledge however that there could
be an associated learning affect here and a longitudinal study would be of significant
contribution to our understanding of long-term LM based interactions in participants.
Nevertheless, our current findings do inform how new users of LM are likely to experience
the interaction on a cognitive level, something interaction designers should consider when
developing an interface using the LM.
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5.7.3.2 Novel Study Task
During the design stages of this study, we realised quite early on that developing a task
for studying the LM in a BHCI context was somewhat challenging. Given the number of
constraints we described, specifically focussed on being able to vary task difficulty and
have analogous tasks in both a digital and physical environment was challenging. We
identified a number of works exploring the paradigm of digital versus physical documents,
and tasks centred around organisation and information finding [214]. These tasks however
did not provide an intuitive way of manipulating task difficult in the manner we have
achieved with our study task. We believe the task and study design we present here
provides the HCI community with an approach for studying such interactions via a task
that has controllable difficult and is suited to LM based interactions.
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Chapter 6
#Scanners: The Application of
BHCI for Interactive Cinematic
Experiences
6.1 Introduction
Through the body of work presented thus far in investigatingRQ1,Methods of applying
BHCI and our investigation in different forms of Input Control, we have identified a
suitable technology for enabling natural forms of interaction using brain-sensing technolo-
gies. Specifically we have found lightweight, consumer grade EEG devices to be especially
well suited for this use case.
Having identified the properties of a suitable technology, we must now seek insight into
the three remaining research questions:
RQ2. How can BHCI be used to develop natural forms of indirect control?
RQ3. How are these natural forms of indirect control experienced by the
users?
RQ4. What design considerations must we make when developing indirect
natural interactions using BHCI?
To explore these remaining research questions and our final theme of Novel Interac-
tions, we develop an interactive cinematic experience which we use to study the effects
of utilising BHCI in this setting. Specifically, we develop, deploy and analyse a novel
cinematic experience in which the composition of the film is informed, in real-time, by
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the viewers physiology. In pursuing this form of Novel Interaction, we gain significant
insight into answering the remaining research questions. We implemented a form of novel
form of Novel Interaction where the viewer affects and is affected by the experience
presented to them. We present this as one way of developing interaction using BHCI -
RQ2. In observing and understanding the effect of this interaction upon the viewers, we
develop insight into how the experience was perceived - RQ3. Finally, we will synthesis
these findings and provide a concise resource upon which others will be able to develop
future works - RQ4.
6.1.1 Motivation
It is a central tenet of usability that the locus of control shall remain with the user, to the
extent that this is one of Shneiderman’s eight golden rules [202]. Direct Manipulation, as a
core principle that underpinned the design of graphical user interfaces of HCI, emphasises
that, wherever possible, a user should be able to use an interaction that directly maps to
what they are trying to achieve [204]. Using a mouse to move an object, an example of
direct-control, provides more direct manipulation over the object than entering desired x
and y locations into text boxes.
A great deal of BCI research has focussed on extending this paradigm of direct control
into BCI application. Advances in our understanding of the brain and suitable monitoring
devices have enabled us to exert control over a system (both physical and virtual) without
requiring a physical interaction. This has proven particularly beneficial to individuals
with significant motor impairments, who’s quality of life is significantly impacted by our
current approach to system control [125,245,89].
One interesting thread of recent work however has focused on forms of partial control
that lie somewhere between direct and indirect. Nagashima, for example, investigated the
use of bio-sensing techniques within media arts [158], whilst many others have used bio-
feedback to control gaming, such as using heart rate in fitness games [140,211], relaxation
within a shooting game [159], and breathing rate to control the speed of amusement rides
[139]. Marshall et al. breathing-controlled bucking bronco [139] directly utilised this
limited amount of control; riders had to try to overcome their autonomically-controlled
increasing breathing rate associated with the thrilling experience. Their paper further
discusses the importance of surrendering control, a topic that also discussed in other
areas, such as auto-piloted vehicles [123] and home automation for those observing the
Jewish Sabbath [246].
Höök called this interplay between physiological response and physiological control an
affect loop [92], in which a user is affected by a system, which is affected by the user, and
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so on. In this work we’re interesting in exploring the application of this affect loop in the
context of a cinematic experience.
Research that could broadly be categorised as BHCI, is increasingly being adopted by
the entertainment industry [25] both as a tool to understand people’s emotional expe-
rience [77] and now as a way of controlling emotionally engaging experiences [61,65].
While entertainment may benefit from a BHCI approach, it could also contribute to its
development, offering ways of engaging mainstream audiences with the technology and
contributing to our understanding of what can and cannot be controlled and how to de-
sign for the benefits and limitations of the new technologies. Against this broad backdrop,
we report an exploration of using BHCI to create an interactive entertainment experience.
Following an exploratory ‘Performance-led Research in the Wild’ methodology [19], we
worked with the artist and film producer, Richard Ramchurn1, to design, develop and
deliver a public experience, #Scanners, a brain adapted film. #Scanners was screened
and studied in-situ, qualitatively, in order to reveal wider issues and principles.
6.2 TWAL: Two Way Affect Loops
In investigatingRQ2, we propose a novel form of natural interaction that we name as Two
Way Affect Loop (2WAL). A users interaction with a film typically involves a One Way
Affect (1WAL), in which the film being viewed has an effect on the viewer. Through the
application of BHCI however, we can begin to explore 2WAL, an cinematic experience in
which the presented media is dynamically affected by the viewers’ physiology or behaviour
(as-well as the viewer continuing to be affected by the media). In this section we outline
our interest in investigating 2WAL, and outlines the relationship between the experience
and viewer of this Novel Interaction.
The standard experience of video and other multimedia is well modelled by Reeve’s et al.
Performance and Spectator Model [188]:
The relationship between a traditional film and the viewer can be concep-
tualised as a 1 Way Affect (1WAL) since the film has an effect upon the
viewer.
Most research in the field of Neurocinematics, for example, attempts to understand how
the brain responds to a given film and how its composition can affect the viewer over
time [82]. Recent work, however, has examined opportunities for the viewer (specta-
tor) to be able to influence the composition of the presented media. This creates a 2
1Richard Ramchurn
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Way Affect Loop (2WAL), since the viewer would be directly influencing the flow of
the film whilst continuing to be affected by the presented film (as in 1WAL). Beyond
allowing behaviours, such as voting, to affect the flow of multimedia, some research has
already tried to use physiological measures to create an Affect Loop. Hillard et al., for
example, successfully used a 2WAL in the form of neurofeedback with film during fo-
cus and attention training for ADHD sufferers [86]. The study presented participants
with fragments of documentary films which were manipulated (varying brightness, size
and continuation) according to the participants focus and alertness levels, which were
measured via an EEG brain monitoring device. Alpha Labs2, was an electronic arts
installation by the Australian artist George Khut, in which electronic soundscapes were
dynamically controlled by changes in participants Alpha and Theta brainwave activity,
with the effect being likened to lucid dreaming. Similarly, Carlos Castellanos presented
the ‘’Biomorphic Aggregator”3 a bio-responsive network data collection and visualisation
system where participants physiology is used to affect a data visualisation [34].
Despite initial work utilising physiological methods in 2WAL, little focus has been placed
upon understanding the effect and the implications of its inclusion in film based expe-
riences as well as other interactions. The lack of understanding surrounding 2WAL
provides us with the necessary motivation to explore RQ2.
With these research questions in mind, we pursued a research project called #Scanners
which would aim to investigate the influence, role and power that 2WAL may have on
both the future of cinematic experiences and their potential impact on HCI in general.
6.3 #Scanners : An Adaptive, Cinematic Experience
#Scanners is a bio-responsive digital arts experience that blurs the lines between cine-
matics and neuroscience. Using a commercially available wireless EEG device, #Scanners
presents a specially commissioned film that is dynamically altered both visually and au-
rally in accordance with the viewer’s levels of Attention and Meditation, as calculated by
the EEG device. The system has been demonstrated to audiences across Europe and has
allowed us to explore design opportunities around extends of and awareness of control
with otherwise passive multimedia experiences.
Following an exploratory ‘Performance-led Research in the Wild’ methodology [19], we
worked with an artist to design and deliver a public experience that was then studied
in-situ, qualitatively, in order to reveal wider issues and principles.
2Alpha Labs - http://georgekhut.com/alpha-lab/
3Biomorphic Aggregator - http://ccastellanos.com/projects/biomorphic_aggregator
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Figure 6.1: Neurosky Mindwave Mobile, the consumer grade EEG device used in #Scanners.Image Source -
Amazon.com
Richard Ramchurn, the producer of #Scanners, envisaged an interactive film which would
be manipulated by the users levels of Attention and Meditation (provided by a consumer
grade EEG device), and partially controlled by blinking. In the following sections, we
document the artist’s rationale behind the work and then report on how 35 people expe-
rienced the film when exhibited at a public arts venue. Our study reveals the different
ways in which viewers experienced control through BCI (RQ2), the various tactics they
established (RQ3), and how they experienced tensions between voluntary and involun-
tary control of the film (RQ3), versus being aware of their own attempts to control it
(RQ3). We translate these findings into a two-dimensional design space, exploring partial
control, that is - not fully understanding control and not thinking about control (RQ4).
6.3.1 BHCI Technology Choice
In exploring RQ1, we successfully applied the Muse EEG in a HCI style user study
without participants reporting impact upon the ecological validity of the study setting.
We were unable to accurately measure MWL between task conditions using the Muse
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EEG, but we noted that some devices provide pre-classified measures of emotional or
cognitive states - directly from the device itself.
Having reviewed a number of devices available in the current marketplace, we decided
upon using the Neurosky Mindwave, shown in Figure 6.1. The Neurosky provides a single,
dry sensor allowing for very quick setup and transmits data wirelessly via Bluetooth. The
Neurosky provides pre-classified measures of participant’s concentration and meditation
values via an specialised processor that is built into the hardware of the device (TGAM
- http://neurosky.com/biosensors/eeg-sensor/). The calculation and accuracy of these
pre-classified measures have been discussed in existing literature [128].
6.3.2 The #Scanners Film
We note explicitly that the visual, audio, narrative and production presented
in #Scanners were purely the work of the ‘Artist’ - Richard Ramchurn, and we
(‘Matthew Pike’) had no contribution to these aspects of #Scanners. We did
however contribute the technology behind the BCI aspect of the experience
and contributed to the discussion on how to map the brain of the viewer into
the experience. We present the work in this sub-section to provide the reader
with context and motivation for file #Scanners.
We worked with Richard Ramchurn, an artist/film-producer to create #Scanners, an in-
teractive film that attempts to deliver a unique immersive viewing experience by having
the composition and rhythms of the film match up to the viewers internal rhythms of
thought and/or emotion. Richard’s inspiration for the experience came from the work
of S.Nishimoto and Walter Murch. S.Nishimoto demonstrated the possibility of recon-
structing visual experiences from brain activity evoked by natural films using an fMRI
machine and advanced machine learning algorithms [163]. Walter Murch postulated that
blinking is an automatic response that can reveal rhythms of thought and likens blinking
to cuts in film [153]:
‘’If it is true that our rates and rhythms of blinking refer directly to the
rhythm and sequence of our inner emotions and thoughts, then those rates
and rhythms are insights to our inner selves and therefore as characteristic of
each of us as our signatures.”
In addition to stating the role of blinking in expressing our inner emotions and thoughts,
Murch also likens film to dream; thoughts to a shot; and a blink to a cut - a set of
relationships we were interested in exploring with #Scanners. More recent research,
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Figure 6.2: The #Scanners film shot as four layers synchronized through 18 scenes, with scene cuts aligned
between layers.
published since #Scanners began, has directly linked blinking to ‘changing scenes’ within
dreams [8], which is a concept that closely mirrors the experience that the artist envisaged.
Inspired by these ideas, Richard shot and edited an unusual film structure that consciously
played with the notions of dreams and reality. The overall film ran for 16 minutes,
progressing through 18 scenes. However, each scene was filmed as four distinct layers,
two showing different views of the central protagonist’s external Reality and the other
two showing different views of their internal dream-world. The structure of 18 scenes in
4 layers is shown in Figure 6.2.
BHCI control was then used to move the viewer back and forth between Reality and
Dream as the film progressed and also to control the mix of the two layers within each
of these. This utilised 3 predefined outputs from the Neurosky EEG device: 1) Blinking,
2) Attention and 3) Meditation. Beyond pre-product research [131], the suitability and
accuracy of these outputs for HCI have been discussed by others [75].
To match the experience design, Meditation was associated with Dream, and Concentra-
tion was associated with Reality, and Blinking would change between Dream and Reality,
as shown conceptually shown in Figure 6.4.
Two groups of layers were established:
1. Dream - Engaged in a dream-like world. Shots were blurry and detached from
reality.
2. Reality - Engaged in reality. Shots were focused and precise.
Within each of these groups there were 2 layers:
1. Active
2. Passive
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Figure 6.3: An original storyboard for the #Scanners film.
The 4 layers, therefore, were designed to have distinctly different feels or treatments:
1. Dream-Active
2. Dream-Passive
3. Reality-Active
4. Reality-Passive
While using #Scanners, blinks would force the experience to cut between either the
Dream group or the Reality group, while variation in Attention and Meditation data
would determine how the two layers within each group were shown. Within either the
Dream or Reality group, the experience was designed such that 2 layers (2 of the 4 film
clips) were playing at any one time. The clips were presented such that one clip was
always present (opacity = 100%) whereas the second clip would vary on e.g. how higher
their Attention was (0% < opacity < 100%). The pairing of these clips were classed as
groups, and the two groups can roughly be described as dream-like and reality.
These controls were mapped onto the film’s structure as shown in Figure 6.4. Blinking
triggers transitions between the Reality and Dream layers. Each time the viewer blinks
they move from Reality to Dream or vice versa. When the viewer is watching Reality, their
level of measured Attention controls the mix of the two sub-layers. Paying high Attention
mixes in more of what is termed the Reality-Active footage layer (Active because the
viewer is presumed to be actively attending) whereas low Attention mixes in more of a
second layer, the Reality-Passive footage. When the viewer is experiencing the Dream
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Figure 6.4: A #Scanners concept diagram, showing how a user moves between and within Dream and Reality
layers.
footage, it is the measure of Meditation that controls the mix if the two layers which
are corresponding called Dream-Active footage and Dream-Passive footage. Thus, in line
with the inspirational sources for the film, Meditation is associated with the control of
Dreams, and Concentration with the control of Reality, while Blinking triggers major
transitions between them. The relationships would provide the explicit control mapping
the BCI device to the experience, motivated by the discussion provided in TWAL: Two
Way Affect Loops, above (RQ2).
Thematically, the film tackles the topic of bullying, being based on repressed memories of
the artist, such that the system could mirror the internal process of recalling childhood
memories, repressed memories and dream memories. Memories are not an actual record
of what happened, they do not stay the same, and are malleable. Likewise the film is
designed to be changed by viewing it, both consciously and unconsciously. Each layer of
the film is told from a different point of consciousness, be it from a dream state, impartial
matter of fact, day dreaming or high anxiety.
The script was then written over the course of 6 months before being shot at the artist’s
home town of Stoneyburn, West Lothian, Scotland. The film production consisted of a
10-day shoot with 6 crew members and around 30 actors. The artist and actors explored
the themes of bullying and racism in discussions and by work-shopping scenes. In order to
create the different layers, several scenes were shot with multiple cameras, whilst others
were filmed asynchronously. Each layer had its own set of rules; for example, Dream
Passive was shot using a tilt-shift lens in slow motion with a heightened colour palette.
In contrast Reality Active was shot with a wide angle at normal speed in realistic colours.
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Figure 6.5: A participant wearing the EEG device, experiencing #Scanners inside the caravan.
Likewise, layers within scenes were thematically separated, antagonism would be set to
Reality Active, fantasy to Dream Active.
Preparing and editing the film for the system was very different to the usual editing
process. When normally editing a film, an ordered sequence of clips is created that move
from the start to the end of the film. Here, however, the artist created four synchronised
sequences. Usually the relationship of temporally adjacent clips creates the meaning and
flow of the film. However in this case, these attributes of the film are under control of
the viewer so the practice of editing was to maximise the possibilities and create parallel
potential meanings. This created a major editing challenge where the story had to read
linearly both within and across the layers.
6.3.3 Study
Having made the film, we set about studying it using ‘Performance-Led Research in the
Wild’ as described by Benford et al. [19]. As opposed to a rigorous scientific experi-
mental methodology, this involves presenting the novel technological experience in an
open public space with the aim of gaining rich insights into how people interacted with
it. Consequently, we worked with the artist to stage the film at a high-profile public arts
venue, and conducted a naturalistic study of public participants who acquired tickets and
came along to try it out. This approach was taken to elicit insight into how the viewers
experienced #Scanners RQ3.
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6.3.3.1 Method and Approach
The film was presented at one of the UK’s leading organisations for the development,
support and exhibition of video, film and new and emerging media: the Foundation for
Art and Creative Technology (FACT) in Liverpool. FACT attracts more than a million
attendees and showcases more than 350 new media art from across the world, each year.
The installation ran from the 14-19th of July 2015 between 10:30 and 17:30 each day.
#Scanners was presented in an intimate 6 person capacity cinema, within a caravan
(shown in Figure 6.5) to emulate a rich cinematic experience. The space had no windows,
low lighting, plush seating, an eight foot projected image, and stereo speakers.
Participants were recruited in-situ, with advertising placed outside the caravan and
through word of mouth, with a number of viewers viewing the experience on the rec-
ommendation of a friend. The experience was also advertised on the FACT website. In
total, around 75 people had the opportunity to experience #Scanners as the main viewer,
sometimes with up to 5 additional spectators. All viewers were told that data, and
their unique version of #Scanners, would be recorded for later analysis and were given a
chance to opt-out. 35 of these agreed to participate in our study and provided informed
consent. Active viewers were fitted with the headset which took on average about 2-3
minutes to set up. Their film experience lasted approximately 16 minutes. Each partic-
ipant’s unique version of the film and brain data was recorded. The session concluded
with a semi-structured debriefing interview, focused on people’s experiences and feelings
whilst using #Scanners, which typically lasted around 10 minutes. Video and brain data
recordings were synchronised using network time. Unfortunately, log data for 13 of these
participants was incomplete. As such our study focuses on the 24 who had agreed to be
interviewed and for whom we have complete logs of BCI data.
6.3.3.2 Overall Response to #Scanners
We present, in the following section, a body of evidence into documenting how partic-
ipants experienced #Scanners, in contribution towards answering RQ3. We begin by
looking at the participants perceived experience on a macro level, identifying that over-
all, participants were generally positive about #Scanners:
“Yeah it was quite crazy.” - P35,
“I felt like I could slow it down, speed it up and I could move on.” - P33*
“It’d be great to watch on drugs.”- P29
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Figure 6.6: Visualisation of Attention (blue line), Meditation (green line) and state (Reality = purple bars,
Dream = red bars).
The experience did feature some challenging subject matter, specifically around the sub-
ject of bullying -
“I didn’t enjoy the section where the child is bullied because I got bullied in
school when I was a kid and I remember thinking… I didn’t actually want to
watch that.” - P33.
Others noted a similar discomfort:
“induced a sort of sense of unease.” - P15
Considering the switch between reality and dream footage, one viewer said:
“I found it, I don’t know if scary is the word, but perhaps a little unnerving
in places because usually when you see a film you see outside the character
but because you could move to see from inside the characters perspective it
was a bit like: oh, I don’t want to pick that brick up.” - P1
Figure 6.6 shows the collective experience of our 24 participants. The bars above zero
(X-axis), indicate the number of viewers in the reality state at a given moment, whilst
the bars below indicate the number of viewers in the dream state. The graph bars denote
the number of viewers in each group at 15 second intervals.
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The line plots indicate the scaled average intensity of attention (blue) and meditation
(green) across all participants.
The vertical red lines indicate the timing of synchronised scene changes in the footage.
The graph confirms that the control mechanism was reasonably balanced, showing that
people did flip between dream and reality and that levels of attention and meditation
varied in apparently sensible ways. It gives a first impression that the control mechanism
was reasonably well behaved as we might have hoped.
While clearly not a controlled experiment, we have calculated some statistics to help char-
acterise the overall nature of the experience in terms of how much people were deemed
to be blinking, attending and meditating and how this shaped the overall viewing pat-
terns of the film. Attention and Meditation values were provided directly from the EEG
headset and range from 0 (low) to 100 (high). The average attention level was 53.23
(stdev 5.38), while the average meditation level was 57.75 (stdev 5.09), with a correlation
(r=0.07) confirming the independence of the two measures.
We examined whether Attention and Meditation levels varied between scenes, using a
repeated-measures ANOVA.
Only Attention varied significantly (F(17,6)=4.125, p<0.0001), indicating that people’s
Attention did vary from scene to scene, but their Meditation, or calmness, did not. Pair-
wise comparisons highlighted that Scenes 3 and 4 drew the highest levels of Attention,
during which the primary character in the film experiences an intense and anxious night-
mare. Conversely, scenes 17 and 18 drew the lowest levels of attention, which could
be explained by decline in interest as time progresses. The focus of scenes 17 and 18,
however, is on the main character resolving some of their problems towards a positive
ending, involving a calm cycle ride through their neighbourhood. This may have sim-
ply commanded less attention than an intense nightmare, or perhaps viewers consciously
withdrew attention from a less interesting scene.
There was a large variation in how participants blinked whilst experiencing #Scanners.
The normal blinking rate amongst adults is estimated at 10 blinks per minute [48], how-
ever, VDU use and watching TV is associated with lower rates of about 5 blinks per
minute [169,97], which Ishimaru et al. used to detect when participants were watching
TV. In line with such findings, the average number of blinks was 77.6 (stdev 35.5) during
the 15:46 minute film, which is about of 5 blinks per minute.
The recorded average interval between blinks was 14.6 seconds (stdev 6.5s).
Beyond this lower average rate associated with watching TV, however, some participants
clearly managed their blinking carefully.
P2 is one example of a participant who was clearly conscious of their blinking:
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Figure 6.7: A Visualisation of P2’s journey through #Scanners. Above the X-Axis is attention, below it is
meditation. P2 blinked 28 times.
Figure 6.8: A visualisation of P16’s journey through #Scanners. Above the X-Axis is attention, below it is
meditation. P16 blinked 158 times.
“I definitely had control over the way it was edited as I’d seen that version
before I kind of knew I could change the footage that I hadn’t seen and see
the other version.” - P2
P2 blinked only 28 times, or approximately two times per minute, including a break from
blinking for more than two minutes between scenes for 7-11, as shown in Figure 6.7 (Note
- a blink is indicated by the graph line crossing the X-Axis).
Others, however, blinked many times throughout the film, as shown by P16 in Figure 6.8
who blinked 158 times, or 10 times per minute. P2, who had just watched their friend
using #Scanners, said:
“I think because I watched it before, there was some scenes I didn’t want
to see or I wanted to see the other side of the scene. So that I found really
interesting, so I wasn’t passive it was nice to have control over it.”
This confirms that some participants deliberately refrained from blinking as a control
tactic.
We decided to allocate participants into groups of high and low blinkers. The top third
of blinkers were classified as high blinkers, whereas the bottom third were classed as low
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Figure 6.9: Attention levels of High (red) and Low Blinkers(blue) by scene.
blinkers. We did this in order to investigate whether there were significant differences
between the two. We saw no difference in overall Attention/Meditation levels, but we did
see, on a scene-by-scene basis, that the low-blinking group tended to have higher levels
of Attention (Shown in Figure 6.9).
6.3.3.3 Discovering Control
Having presented some general observations across the whole group of viewers we now turn
to looking at the finer details of control as described by the viewers in the subsequent
interviews (RQ3). Many who experienced #Scanners began without knowing how it
could be controlled, and the amount that they discovered whilst watching the film varied;
some quickly came to understand aspects of the control, even if they did not interpret its
effect correctly. Aside from knowing they were wearing a brain scanner, however, a few
participants remained unaware that they could have some control over #Scanners:
“I didn’t realize there was anything to control” - P19
“I thought it was just how it was” - P16
Some, during the experience, realised that they had some control:
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“It did feel like something else was controlling. There was something more
kind of [transient] in the edits, you know. It didn’t flow in the same way that
it would do if you were watching something else…” - P15
P28 discovered, during the experience, that blinking was having an effect:
“I noticed that when I blinked, it changed between blue and red, and green
and white. And I liked the blue and red so I tried to keep on that as long as
I can.” - P28
People didn’t necessarily understand how they were controlling it, nor what impact their
control was having:
“[I tried to] alter my breathing …. I tried messing about with my hands in
front of my eyes” - P6
Others believed they were altering the storyline, saying:
“there were little bits where I could control whether people were being aggres-
sive or not.” - P7
“I did [think I could control characters] near the beginning, especially when I
thought: pick that brick up and hit them.” - P10
Others believed they were influencing the temporal flow of the film, saying:
“I thought, if I really, really focus on what’s going on, it will travel quickly
and I will get through this section that I don’t really like, if that makes sense
and it seemed to do that.” - P33
Some participants knew at the start how the system worked, because they had watched
a friend experience, or had spoken to a previous participant.
“I enjoyed concentrating because I had the control of the concentrating” - P5
While some had control over their attention levels, it wasn’t always easy for others to so:
“my meditation, I tried to play with that but I wasn’t sure if I was having
much effect” - P6
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Participants seemed happy, however, with this limited control:
“I was happy with the amount of control, because I didn’t know the parame-
ters of how to affect it and trying to manually affect how your brain is reacting
is really difficult” - P1
6.3.3.4 Exerting Control
For those that exerted a level of control, some found that this increased their engagement
with the film:
“more immersive definitely, I’m used to going along with a storyline and
having no control over what’s happening and feeling not-connected to the
film whereas, that I felt more involved with it, more connected to the film,
and to the characters as well” -P2
Others, like P2 above, used this control to manage their exposure to difficult material;
P18 said:
“The audio became really, really annoying and very abrasive. I was using the
opportunity to just switch to a less abrasive… I mean, both were still abrasive
but I was switching to the less abrasive at that point and checking in, every
so often” - P18
Using control wasn’t always easy due to its semi-autonomic nature:
“yeah I tried to play with [blinking] but sometimes I blinked involuntary, so
sometimes where I didn’t want it to change it would change” - P6.
Similarly P22 said:
“I think sometimes like I was stopping myself from blinking and then my eyes
will get dry.”
Conversely, thinking about control meant that some participants found it hard to fully
enjoy the film:
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“A lot of the time I found it difficult to remove myself from the thought of
the fact that I was changing it and I was controlling it, and I kept thinking
like why is my mind doing that pace like what’s going on in the film?” - P23
Similarly, P31 said:
“sometimes you notice that you have the control, and that flipped you out of
flow. But sometimes you’ve really added to the dramatic effect.” - P31
P28 worried that even more control might reduced the enjoyment of the experience:
“I think any more control maybe I think that, maybe more control would have
taken away from the immersive elements of the film.” - P28
Based upon interview discussions, we categorised users as to whether they actively tried
to Control (N=11) the system or not (N=13). As with High and Low blinkers, we did
not see significant differences in Attention and Meditation across the whole film. Looking
scene by scene (Figure 6.10) however, we do see that Controllers had almost consistently
higher levels of Meditation. This is different to what we saw for High/Low Blinkers
(Figure 6.9), where we saw the same effect but for Attention. This might imply that,
instead of high Attention being associated with low-blinking, low-blinking was more of
an autonomic response associated with high Attention. Conversely, those that tried to
control their interaction managed to actively control their responses, including Meditation
levels. The lack of difference in Attention between those that tried to control the system,
and those that didn’t, supports the qualitative interview data suggesting that both groups
had mixed success at affecting their own attention.
6.3.3.5 Releasing Control
Understanding and using control did not mean, however, that users retained control over
the film throughout. Some enjoyed giving up the control, with P31 saying
“So you try not to blink. So that was, I think it did add to it, yeah feels good.
I mean I could have let it go as well a little bit, but that was nice. Sometimes
I just let go. It’s good.”
Some participants even forgot about their control for periods of time, with P1 saying:
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Figure 6.10: Meditation levels for those that self-identified as trying to Control (Red) and those who did not
(Blue).
“I completely forgot, I was concentrating on the film then a couple of minutes
the pressure point there started aching and yeah I’m wearing a headset.” - P1
In reflection, some said that it would have been better not to know exactly how to control
the film. P13 said:
“I wish you hadn’t told me before, its not as authentic if you know before” -
P13
and P14 said:
“I would have liked to have done it, not knowing anything” - P14
When asked if P10 (who did not figure out how to control the system) would have liked
to have known in advance, they said:
“No [because] then I’d be blinking like anything, and its our observation that
changes what happens anyway. I’d have liked to be told that I would be told
[how it worked] afterwards. Maybe I would have thrown myself into it more.”
- P10
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6.3.3.6 Summary of Findings
Our findings reveals the diverse ways in which viewers experienced #Scanners and pro-
vides a significant body of evidence towards answering RQ3. No single experience of
the film was the same and viewers engaged with the possibilities of BCI control in many
different ways. Some actively employed control, adopting deliberate tactics such as not
blinking, whilst others did not or were not aware that they could exert control. Some
subsequently relinquished control as they became immersed in the film or as their auto-
nomic responses reasserted themselves. Some learned about control for themselves, by
experimenting or watching others, while others were told about it. Taken together, these
findings present a complex, even bewildering picture. How are we to understand what is
happening here? What lessons might filmmakers and other “designers” of interactive en-
tertainment draw from our findings? This tells us that to answer RQ3 is to identify that
relationships between the viewer and interactive experience is an extremely complex and
personal one, requiring a distinct understanding of how the experience can be designed to
facilitate these relationships and not necessarily how to guide or control the experience.
This is something we explore, in answering RQ4, through the following section. We set
out to specify a structured design space for BHCI control to systematically relate various
findings to one another.
6.4 Taxonomy of Passive Control
We now reflect on both the design and viewer experience of #Scanners in order to draw
out more general lessons for HCI about the use of BCIs in interactive entertainment. Our
discussion takes the form of a gradually building conceptual framework to explain the
subtleties of control when using BCI as this - in various guises - emerged as the central
issue from our experience. The aim of establishing a conceptual framework is to:
1. Define concepts to explain our findings
2. Ground them in HCI related literature
3. Reveal unusual strategies and tactics for designing future entertainment.
Our framework involves the definition and comparison of two key dimensions of control
- the extent to which control when using BCI can be considered to be voluntary and the
extent to which the user is aware or trying to control the system. This framework aims
to address RQ4 and provide a framework upon which interaction designers interested in
utilising BHCI based control can develop future works using this interaction.
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Figure 6.11: Extent of Voluntary Control as a dimension.
6.4.1 Extent of Voluntary Control
A key motivation for some BCI research, is that people are not fully or directly in control
of their interactions, but that systems respond reactively to their behaviour [253], such
as with the control of artificial limbs [155]. To be more precise, we would argue that their
control of the system is not entirely voluntary. Thus, while we have seen examples that
viewers can learn to voluntarily control their blinking in order to try and prolong or break
away from scenes in the film, we have also seen how blinking is also an semi-autonomic
bodily response to drying eyes, dust and other factors. In short, one cannot refrain
from blinking forever. Our findings suggest that our interpretations of attention and
meditation were perhaps subject to even more tenuous voluntary control. While viewers
often wanted to control them - and some claimed that they could - control was exerted
through indirect means such as trying to slow breathing in order to calm down and be
more meditative. Whilst users were more able to influence their Attention levels, and we
saw a significant difference in Attention levels between different scenes, Meditation levels
did not vary significantly throughout the film.
Given these observations, it is useful to think of there being a dimension of Extent of
Voluntary Control. At one end we find forms of control that are largely voluntary,
such as choosing to move a mouse or press a key on a keyboard. At the other might be
forms of control that are largely involuntary such as sensing the actions of the body’s
autonomic systems that continue to operate (e.g., the presence of any detectable brain
activity at all). Our interpretations of BCI in terms of blinking, attention and meditation
are notable for occupying a middle ground along the spectrum where control is partially
voluntary. Similar to Marshall et al. breath-controlled bucking bronco [139], the user can
choose to blink at certain points, but cannot avoid blinking at others. The user can try
to relax, but may be affected by surprise or fear during the film. The user can choose
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Figure 6.12: Triggers affecting voluntary control.
to be more attentive, but may struggle to maintain attention during less action-oriented
scenes. The user’s position on this spectrum can vary during an experience. Our findings
revealed both deliberate and accidental triggers that might cause movement along this
spectrum (see Figure 6.12).
6.4.2 Extent of Self-Awareness
Our second dimension, shown in Figure 6.13, concerns the extent to which one is self-
aware of one’s level of control over one’s body, including thinking about controlling the
system. This Extent of Self-Awareness can vary between being fully conscious of what
one is doing, such as when manipulating a mouse or keyboard, to when our attention is
focused elsewhere, such as, when we are deeply immersed in a state of flow when watching
a film [43]; like riding a bike without thinking about how to ride it.
Our findings reveal that our particular treatments of BCI in terms of blinking, attention
and meditation span various points along this dimension. Users can be consciously aware
of trying to control their blinking or unaware of their everyday blinking behaviour. They
can be deliberately trying to play close attention, whilst some became immersed in the
film and forgot about trying to influence it. Moreover, we have seen how this level
of consciousness may vary dynamically throughout an experience as a result of various
internal and external triggers that are shown in Figure 6.14. We noted, for example, how
changes in content such as a scene transition in a film might potentially move the user in
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Figure 6.13: Extent of Self-Awareness of control as a dimension.
Figure 6.14: Triggers affecting Self-Awareness of Control.
either direction, re-engaging their attention with the film or causing them to reflect on
whether the transition was caused by their blinking.
6.4.3 A Design Space for Entertaining BCIs
Combining these two dimensions reveals an important design space for the control of BCIs
(and possibly other modalities too). Our experience revealed something of a tension in
the use of BCIs where users move back and forth between voluntary and involuntary and
between conscious and unconscious with different effects. Beyond helping explain our
findings, we might also put this taxonomy to use as a design space for BCIs, especially
for entertainment.
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Figure 6.15: A design space for entertaining BCIs.
The green diagonal line in Figure 6.15 represents the traditional locus of control in HCI
[202]. This moves between internal locus of control (e.g., direct manipulation) and exter-
nal locus of control (e.g., autonomous, context-aware and ubicomp sensing systems).
We suggest that this space away from the central line offers a creative sweet-spot where de-
signers can set up creative tensions and/or trigger users to move between different states:
between immersion and self-reflection, and between being in control and surrendering it
[139,20].
At the top right, the user is in control with the system responding, the human is therefore
in control, a classic examples of direct manipulation.
The top-left represents a state of one becoming aware of involuntary control, something we
observed in #Scanners where viewers consciously refrained from blinking to prolong/avoid
a particular scene. At this point, the user is becoming aware of how aspects of the system
works, and is refraining from particular, understood actions, to effect a particular state.
At the bottom-right a user is unaware that they are exerting control. This seems coun-
terintuitive, as exertion of voluntary control is surely a conscious? We would relate this
state to the concept of ‘flow’, where the demands of the task align with the skills of the
user, creating an enjoyable, immersive environment in which the task is experienced [43].
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At the bottom-left we see examples of ubiquitous/autonomous systems where a system
will take control of the user’s environment/physiology without their awareness. Examples
of this may include climate control systems found in vehicles and buidings which auto-
matically regulate the user’s environment without their explicit awareness, yet affecting
the bodies autonomic system as it reacts to changes in the temperature.
This is a liminal space - a space of in-betweenness and ambiguity - that can be particularly
productive in creative fields and may encourage people to create their own interpretations
or ‘stories’ of control as we saw in our study.
Our results already suggest some general strategies that involve thinking off the line:
Fully-conscious and involuntary - where we explore physiological measures that peo-
ple have even less understanding or voluntary control over, such as skin temperature, and
Voluntary but unconscious - which encourage people into states, perhaps like experi-
encing flow [43], where people could use voluntary control, but do not need to consciously
think about doing it.
6.4.4 Journeys through Control
We return to the idea that this is a dynamic picture - that participants can make various
transitions around this space. In an attempt to characterise the many paths taken by
those who experienced #Scanners, we developed the state diagram seen in Figure 6.16.
The diagram provides a visualisation of the potential state and transfer of state a viewer
may experience during #Scanners. Reflecting on the interview data led us to propose
the following states.
State (1) indicates one of two entry points into the experience. In (1a), viewers have
zero prior knowledge of the system’s operation. There may be some awareness of the
possibility of some control, since they are wearing the headset, but there is no explicit
knowledge. Conversely, (1b) represents the state of knowing. Viewers in (1b) will possess
varying degrees of knowledge of the system’s operation but have yet to exert any elements
of control.
State (2) represents the state of pre-discovery. For viewers transitioning from (1a), this
will be the beginning of their discovery, they will begin to notice certain associations
between their physiology and manipulation of the experience. Transition from (1b), will
begin the process of confirming existing knowledge. Elements of immersion are possible
in this state. Discovery is then witnessed in (3). This is the “ah-ha” moment where
viewers figure out some/all elements of control associated with the film. We note certain
individuals, who were in the upper right corner of (3), were exerting complete control
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Figure 6.16: Major states participants travelled through whilst experiencing #Scanners.
over the film, but were not immersed in any way e.g. blinking at rapid rates to manipulate
the experience but were not at all immersed in the film. Within this state, participants
were typically thinking more about how they were controlling, rather they understand
how it worked; people tried different ways to relax and tried focusing on different things,
like controlling the storyline or the actors.
Post discovery occurs in (4). (4a) represents the viewer that did not discover more control
(partial knowledge). They remain aware that something is affecting the experience but
do not discover more. In (4b), some participants enter a stage of understanding with the
system control, and begin to use it to control the system. Similarly, those that understand
elements of control (e.g. blinking effects the cutting of scenes in some way), may simply
slowly relinquish explicit control and fall back into immersion, where their knowledge of
control has increased, but they no longer think about doing it (4c).
Table 6.1: Unique identified journeys whilst using #Scanners.
ID Path Participant Total
J1 1a 16, 19, 29 3
J2 1b 21 1
J3 1a → 2 → 4a 10, 11, 15, 26 4
J4 1a → 2 → 4b 33, 35 2
J5 1a → 2 12 1
J6 1a → 2 → 3 → 4b 18 1
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ID Path Participant Total
J7 1a → 2 → 3 → 4b → 4c 1, 28, 30, 31 4
J8 1a → 2 → 3 → 4c 3, 8 2
J9 1a → 3 → 4b 22 1
J10 1b → 3 → 4b 2, 5, 6, 13 4
J11 1b → 2 → 3 → 4b 23,25 2
J12 1b → 2 → 3 → 4c 20 1
J13 1b → 2 → 3 → 4b → 4c 7 1
From detailed analysis of each viewer’s interview and video data we were able to identify
13 unique paths through the experience. Table 6.1 allows us identify some of the interest-
ing characteristics associated with the experience. Table 6.1 was primarily constructed
based on the interview data we collected from participants after they had participanted in
the experience. We rewatched each individual participants’ video recordings and relayed
their current state to the appropriate state detailed in Figure 6.16.
J1 and J2, for example, shows individuals that never moved beyond the initial state (1).
For (1a) this experience would be analogous with watching a standard film (e.g. P16).
Perhaps more interesting is P21 who remained in (1b) i.e. they have prior knowledge of
some of the systems control, but chose not to explore what exactly they could do with it.
J3 and J4 was the most common journey taken by viewers who did not have prior
knowledge of the system’s control. The journey indicates that they discovered, based on
the system’s responses, behaviours that might create a change. Those that never quite
work it out, then return to (4a), whilst those that do typically moved to (4b), where
they begin to use control. Some, however, went as far as (4c), where in J7 they then
forget about control and enter a state of immersion, where they know what is controlling
the system but stop thinking it.
For those that knew in advance how the system worked (J10-J13), the path was similar,
but typically involved less time in the exploration state, and more time in the 4th states.
Realising that some participants knew the operation of the system, however, we can begin
to consider two types of transitions: Intra-experience transitions that happen during a
given experience (i.e. screening of the film) and Inter-experience transitions that happen
in between experiences, for example as a result of receiving an explanation of how the
experience works or perhaps as a result of being a spectator to someone else’s experience.
In inter-experience contexts, viewers will likely trace a path around our design space as
they engage in possibly repeat experiences. In this regards, P33 said:
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“I want to have another go to see what I can do, because I think I was quite
passive. I was very aware of my emotional responses watching it. I was
kind of..quite…I guess I was monitoring my emotional responses quite…and
allowing them to be quite strong because I kind of had some vague idea that,
that might, you know, provide more information for the feedback thing”. -P33
6.5 Conclusion
In this work, we successfully applied BHCI to provide aNovel Interaction to the viewer
of an interactive film. By creating an interactive film, where the scenes seen by viewers
varied depending on their levels of meditation and attention, we have explored a novel
design area for including BHCI in multimedia experiences (RQ2). The uncertainty and
non-explicit form of control has lead to an interesting new creative space in which experi-
ence designers can begin to explore (RQ4). The experience was explored with members
of general public as an installation at a week-long national arts exhibition.
Most notable, amongst our findings, was that while the BHCI based adaptation made
the experience more immersive for many viewers, thinking about control often brought
them out of the experience (RQ3).
This led us to propose a two-dimensional taxonomy of control, considering both the un-
derstanding of the control, and how much users think about control(RQ4). A traditional
belief in HCI is that Direct Manipulation (being able to control exactly what you want
to control) sits at the top of both these dimensions.
We examined, however, how users deviate from line, and enjoyed the experience more
by either not knowing exactly how it worked, or by giving up control and becoming
re-immersed in the experience(RQ4). We conclude that these deviations from the line
between knowledge and conscious control over interaction are most interesting design
opportunities to explore within future BHCI adaptive multimedia experiences.
6.5.1 Contribution to HCI craft knowledge
6.5.1.1 Framework of Control
The primary output of this study is the specification of an interaction taxonomy that
details the manner in which user’s discover various stages of control in a system exhibiting
non-direct forms of interaction. Through reflective analysis of participants’ experience of
#Scanners, we have produced a taxonomy of control that specifies how and when user’s
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may choose to exert this control as they discover elements of the systems operation. We
believe this taxonomy represents a significant contribution to the HCI community.
First, the taxonomy provides interaction and experience designers with a foundation from
which they can design, develop and implement new interaction experiences that involve
indirect and passive forms of interaction. Given the novelty of this type of interaction,
the specification of this taxonomy can provide significant aid to these designers, as there
is little existing reference upon which they can base their future work. Further, given the
commercialisation of psychophysiological sensors (including BCIs), it is likely that the
relevance of the taxonomy will be increasingly more significant in the near future.
We believe the taxonomy will also provide value during the evaluation stages of a project,
especially when concluding or exploring the results of a scientific HCI based user study.
The taxonomy could be used as a basis for explaining or identifying actions or behaviours
exhibited by participants, in a manner similar to which the taxonomy was developed.
The ultimate aim in producing this taxonomy and it’s contribution to HCI is to provide
a useful classification of the stages of control that a participant may exhibit during stages
of interaction with a passively controlled interaction.
6.5.1.2 Verification of a HCI research methodology
In this study we contributed to the body of knowledge documenting the use of the Per-
formance Led Research in the Wild methodology[19]. The methodology is well regarded,
and has a number of existing documented applications in the HCI literature. We further
contribute to this documentation through the application of this methodology in this
study.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
In this section we reflect upon the studies presented in this thesis and discuss the find-
ings and contributions to the field of HCI. We also discuss the broader impact of these
discoveries and how they may be applied to future works.
7.1 Applied BHCI for Evaluation
In our two initial studies, we conducted a form of HCI evaluation using a BHCI centred
approach, in accordance with exploring our thematic interests in methods of applying
BHCI and evaluating different forms of input control. In doing so, we hoped to utilise
BHCI to provide a quantified, objective measure of how much mental work was performed
by a participant whilst completing the provided study task. We used these objective,
brain-based measures as the primary form of evaluation in each study, with the hope of
observing differences between task conditions.
In our TAP study, we evaluated the effect of using different verbal protocols had upon
participants against a baseline of simply competing the mathematical study task. The
aim of completing this work therefore was to a) Demonstrate the application of fNIRS
for Evaluation; b) Investigate whether TAPs do significantly impact a user’s MWL and
c) Detail how a researcher may go about performing this kind of evaluation, using fNIRS.
In evaluating TAP, we addressed the two initial aims above. We demonstrated that fNIRS
is well suited to conducting BHCI based evaluation and that TAPs do not significantly
interfere with the user’s MWL. Although we are not the first to apply fNIRS for evaluation
in HCI (Peck et al. evaluated different forms of visualisations using fNIRS - [173]), we
are among the first to use this approach and contribute to the early body of literature
documenting this application. We do however address a gap in the literature regarding
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our understanding of the impact of using TAPs as a tool in a research study. The results
of the study indicated it did not, in-so-long as the verbalisations related to the task at
hand. It was found that non-task related verbalisations did significantly effect the MWL
of participants. Prior to this finding, we could not be certain of the impact a TAP may
have upon influencing the results of the study. We have demonstrated, through BHCI
based evaluation however, that they can be safely integrated into HCI studies, without
affecting the MWL of a participant. Not only does this result reinforce the value and
integrity of TAPs, it also serves as an example of the successful application of BHCI
based Evaluation.
We followed a similar approach for our LEAP study, focussing on evaluating different
forms of input control for completing a jigsaw puzzle. In doing so, we explored the
methods of applying BHCI in this domain, and strove towards more ecologically valid
settings. We attempted to evaluate the impact of an augmented reality input device
using a consumer grade EEG device. Ultimately we were unable to identify variations in
MWL via the EEG, despite observing differences using an alternative measure (NASA-
TLX). However, in completing the study, we did contribute to a gap in the existing body
of knowledge surrounding these different forms of input control, the evaluation and
relative comparison of which had not been performed before. We also outlined a suitable
task for conducting this work, which was previously undocumented.
The allure of BHCI based evaluation is clear; having an objective, quantifiable metric for
evaluating a product or interface in an unbiased manner is a valuable tool in the arsenal
of a HCI research. Current approaches to HCI evaluation are typically subjective and
reflective processes, relying on the skill of the researcher to elicit insight into the focus of
the study. In addition to being applied in a HCI context, as we have advocated here, the
approach could benefit a number of other fields.
Marketing is an example of such fields that have embraced the application of BCI tech-
nology for evaluating the impact of a marketing campaign upon the intended audience.
Coined as ‘Neuromarketing’ a number of academic and commercial enterprises are actively
exploring the application of BCI for the purposes of evaluating advertising material and
campaigns.
In [228], Vecchiato et al. utilised EEG (as well as other physiological measures) to
observe 15 participants as they watched TV based commercial advertisements. They
identified increased cortical activity in the theta band in participants who ‘remembered’
an advertisement versus those that ‘forgot’ an advertisement. Similarly, in [230], viewer
reactions to political speeches given by the Italian prime minister were investigated in
13 healthy subjects, with results indicating that cortical activity varied according to the
viewers political bias. The authors propose that the work could be use to strengthen the
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quality of future speeches in an attempt to attract and pursue “swing” voters. Vecchiato et
al. have conducted a number of other Neuromarketing related works [227,229,231,232,9].
A review of various imaging technologies (EEG and MEG) are detailed in [227].
An interesting consideration, and point of discussion especially as this approach continues
to see adoption is the privacy implications of the approach, especially when this data is
being used for economic gain. The ethics and moral implications of any new technology
need to be considered, and this is especially true for BHCI based evaluation since the
data that is obtained from conducting these types of studies is highly personal to the
individual. Murphy et al. coin the term “Neuroethics” and call for the consideration and
protection for the vulnerable in society and for a general code of ethics by which aca-
demics and companies using Neuromarketing should abide [154]. Wilson et al. explores
the impact upon the free will of consumers as Neuromarketing techniques and insights
develop [243]. These examples of works exploring the privacy and moral implications
within Neuromarketing provide the BHCI researcher with the foresight for considering
the implications of their works to this regard. It is important that we as a community
respect the privacy and rights of others, and explore the ethical and moral implications of
our innovations. Whilst Neuromarketing has the potential to affect communities en-mass,
through the observations derived from a small group, BHCI will (potentially) impact and
be utilised by all members of a community, raising the significance of this questioning.
7.2 Novel Passive Interactions
Perhaps the primary contribution of our final study - #Scanners, is the specification of a
framework that details how individuals experience these types of interactions. Here, we
consider the utility of this framework - how might it be useful in the broader contexts of
Multimedia, HCI and the future of BHCI. Below, we document the potential application
areas which we believe can benefit from the insight we obtain from our taxonomy of
control.
In providing this documentation we highlight the important contribution that the frame-
work provides. The specification of the framework itself aims at addressing a gap in our
current understanding of how to design these interactions and how they are experienced
by individuals. Prior to conducting this work, the specification of these forms of inter-
actions did not This gap formed the basis of research questions RQ3 and RQ4. The
discussion below applies the specification of the framework to demonstrates
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7.2.1 Applying the Framework to Novel Interactions
One natural area of application for our framework is in the development of experiences
similar to #Scanners - Bio-Responsive multimedia. Below we document aspects of this
media that could benefit from our framework.
Design of Interactive Content
The taxonomy might be used for generating new design ideas. Here we follow Höök and
Lowgren’s notion of strong concept [93], a form of “intermediate design knowledge” that
embodies:
• a core design idea
• bridges between specific instances and generalized theory
• concerns interactivity
• and can help generate new designs
With this in mind, we suggest three ways in which our framework might enable the design
of future experiences.
Can the structure of interactive media respond to the transitions between
control, specified by the taxonomy?
In #Scanners, we documented how one film-maker scripted, shot and edited a bio-
responsive film. Even this single example reveals various creative strategies, but different
types of films might be suitable to different types of physiological control. Some of our
participants enjoyed and preferred being below the line of control, if not unaware of it. Us-
ing measures where the form of control was ambiguous and often involuntary facilitated
this lack of control. There are many design opportunities to consider for using other mea-
sures of biological response, such as heart rate, breathing, or skin temperature changes
to subtly adjust aspects of the film. Suspense thrillers, for example, might monitor users
for a difference between being bored and enthralled in order to shorten or extend the
scene, where stress is detected from EEG and blink rates [78]. Other participants in our
study utilised control, and benefited from being above the line of control. Participants
actively tried to remain in scenes, or used blinking to try and avoid bits that they did
not like. Similarly, designers may ask how to respond to a user that voluntarily closes
their eyes for sustained periods of time. During horror films, this could be used as an
active controller to skip scenes, or passively to make the film sound scarier. Höök et al.,
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for example, have shown that EEG data and blink rates (also measured by #Scanners)
vary according to stress levels [78].
The taxonomy contributes to detailing how experience designers can develop these forms
of brain based novel interactions. We noted in our problem statement, that this form
of interaction is truly novel, with few works focussing on passive forms of brain based
interaction for entertainment. This lack of documented work creates a natural knowledge
gap since. By providing the taxnomy to the HCI community, we set an initial foundation
off of which researchers and experience designers who are interested in developing this
type of interaction may establish a basis for the desing of their experience. This framework
can equally be applied as a post-analysis study tool for understanding and rationalising
how pariticpants responded to a given experience.
Repeat Screening/Staging of Experiences
Our recognition of inter-experience transitions suggests that more attention needs to
be paid to the screening of experiences. Of particular importance here is developing
strategies for moving people between different modes of engagement as they re-encounter
the experience anew. Should their first experience be a “naive” one before they then find
out how it learns? Should they move between spectating and driving as argued by Reeve
et al. in their proposals for designing spectator interfaces [188]? What might be the best
orders for combining all of these? The notion of varying repeat experiences in this is
unusual in film where film-makers are not usually directly concerned whether we enjoy it
differently on subsequent viewings. It is perhaps more common to consider the longevity
of enjoying games, but even then the focus is more on progressing through levels than on
systematically varying the experience each time.
Collective Experiences
In its current implementation #Scanners is controlled by an individual user, but films are
often watched in groups, whether at the cinema or at home. Within our installation, even,
the #Scanners experience can be - and was - witnessed by many viewers concurrently.
This led participants to wonder what was being revealed about them
“At first I was afraid of what people would think of what I was doing. It was
the same as that - what are the people thinking I’m thinking about the stuff
on the screen” - P13.
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There is a big opportunity, therefore, to investigate how multimedia might respond to
the biological responses of a collective audience. Experiences might monitor the average
response across an audience, where Kirke et al., for example, have recently explored
the use of audience arousal to vary a film experience with multiple possible endings [110].
Conversely, different people could control different aspects of the experience, where Leslie
and Mullen, for example, provided separate control over music streams to each participant
[128].
Many natural film-watching experiences, of course, are social, whether at the Cinema
or at home with friends. In it’s current implementation, #Scanners is controlled by
an individual user. In our study, however, a number of participants were aware of other
spectators in the caravan. P10 wondered if other people would affect how well #Scanners
worked for them, saying:
“I wasn’t sure if I should be reacting to that (kids making noise) around me
or if I should be focused” - P10
Furthermore, participants wondered what the #Scanners system would reveal about
them, saying
“At first I was afraid of what people would think of what I was doing. It was
the same as that - what are the people thinking I’m thinking about the stuff
on the screen” - P13
In this regard, P13 went on to say:
“the film is about an Indian lad being bullied and I’ve got 4 Indian people
sitting in and I’m starting to think is this a set up.” - P13
This sort of concern might be more important, again, for different types of films; users
might be especially concerned with what a system reveals about their levels of attention
whilst watching a film containing scenes of a sexual nature. Similarly, users might worry
what a system could reveal about their own romantic relationship as they watch rela-
tionships unfold in a romantic drama. Beyond considering what a film reveals about an
experience driven by a solo user, there is a large opportunity to investigate how multi-
media might respond to the biological responses of a collective audience. Kirke et al.,
for example, have recently explored the use of audience arousal to vary a film experience
with multiple possible endings [110].
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Alternatively, different aspects of the multimedia could also be controlled by different
viewers, with sound being affected by one person, and colour by another.
Control could also be shared between participants, with control over change being given
to the person who is concentrating the most. An alternative collective approach would
be to externalise the bio-data of each viewer [195] within the viewing space, so that they
can see if they are experiencing the film in a similar or different way to others.
Further, if different participants had different screens, the differences in their experiences
could be a source of conversation and discussion about the meaning of the film, allowing
people to recommend a different perspective on the scene to others.
7.2.2 Applying the Framework to BHCI
We now consider the utility of our framework - how might it be useful in the context of
BHCI in general.
The first possibility is as a “sensitising concept”, to assist in the design or analysis stages
of future studies. We might for example, design future studies to explore in greater detail
the relationships between voluntary and involuntary control or between conscious and
unconscious control, or to explore some of the specific transitions that we have identified
in greater depth. Our concepts might also prove useful for analysis data captured from
other BHCI controlled entertainment experiences. With much other work looking at
interactions via other physiological data, our framework might equally apply to other
forms of broadly physiological control such as breathing and heart rate, but might also
be expanded by them.
Another possibility is exploring the application of the framework to other works utilising
a interaction loop similar to the Two Way Affect Loop (TWAL), described earlier. One
example of such work is ExoBuilding, a physiologically driven form of adaptive architec-
ture presented by Schnädelbach et al [194]. Through ExoBuilding, participants would be
placed in a tent like structure whilst wearing a variety of physiological sensors. During
the experience the lighting and actuation of the tent would dynamically adjust according
to the participants’ physiology - creating an interaction loop similar to what we describe
with TWAL. In their discussion of the work, the authors wrote:
“The prototyping process also highlighted that there are different ranges of
control that one might expect over one’s own physiology. For example, breath-
ing is typically controlled autonomically, but can also be controlled voluntarily
(e.g. breathing exercises). EDA and heart rate are in a separate category as
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control is much more indirect. With experience, one might know what to do to
affect the signal (running to raise heart rate or pinching oneself to raise EDA).
However, it is already much harder to lower the signals or to prevent them
from rising (e.g. training to avoid detection through a lie detector). Signals
such as peripheral skin temperature are perhaps even much harder to control.
These different ranges of control and the ways that they are brought to the
attention of building inhabitants are clearly important in the design of such
environments but also in the study of them.” - Schnädelbach et al. [194].
This demonstrates that certain tactics were identified by the authors of this early work,
with some discussion on the discovery and exertion of control being discussed. Applying
our work to ExoBuilding may allow us to further detail aspects of the framework that
were not elicited through #Scanners and provide a more complete modelling of this form
of control. Equally, the application of the framework to the data obtained from the work
of Schnädelbach et al. might allow us to categorise or explain some of the study findings
in greater detail. This would allow us to observe the generality of the framework also,
and it’s application to different task environments and to different types of physiological
data.
We can also reflect to the earlier studies presented in this thesis and see if there are as-
pects of the framework that apply to these studies. In both studies (TAP and LEAP), the
application of BCI technology was inconsequential to the control of the task. However,
we must still consider the effect of Reactivity - the psychological effects of believing that
you are being observed, in this context. We can model for example the extent of the
participants self-awareness during these studies. It is possible that, for example, in the
LEAP study, some participants may have believed that somehow the EEG device was
having an affect upon the jigsaw pieces they saw on screen. Despite not being reported
directly, it cannot be discounted as a possible interfering variable in the results of the
study. Similarly the task of developing a form of control could be designed and mod-
elled using the studies framework allowing game pieces to be moved by the participants
physiology - this is something we could model and design for using the framework.
Through #Scanners, we have documented yet another existing gap in our understanding
of passive, brain based interactions. A significant body of existing BCI research is focussed
on applying signal processing techniques to the data obtained from the device, in order
to perform some kind of sense-making. In presenting #Scanners, we have presented a
unique, Novel Interaction that focusses on understanding how users engage in passive
brain based interaction. The focus of this work is upon understanding the user, how they
discover, exert and relinquish control. The existing body of work does not focus on the
human aspects of this work and this is an important distinction to make - understanding
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how users experience these interactions is vital, complimentary research in developing
these experiences. We can have the suitable sense-making of the BCI signal, but without
the knowledge of how to map it to the experience in an effective and engaging manner
for the user, the experience breaks down. The taxonomy that we have developed from
studying #Scanners will provide a foundation for other researchers to explore this space.
7.3 BCI Technology and BHCI
Through conducting the studies presented in this thesis, there have been opportunities
to apply a variety of BCI technology to BHCI centred research. Each form of BCI
technology comes with it’s own set of considerations when applied in this context. The
choice of technology plays an important factor in the design, development and results
of a study, and can significantly affect the generality or validity of it’s findings. This is
something we intended to explore through answering RQ1, which attempts to address
the gap in our understanding of the requirements of a BCI device for facilitating Natural
Interactions. Using the experience we have gained from using a variety of devices, we
discuss the current landscape of BCI technology in it’s application within BHCI and
detail the potential impact of future innovation in this regard.
There has been a common theme of discussion when a particular device or technology is
chosen for use in a BHCI study - compromise. In our TAP study for example, fNIRS was
chosen thanks to it’s reputation for providing high quality data and being less sensitive
to human derived artefacts, relative to other BCI technologies - such as EEG and MRI.
Whilst reasonably comfortable for short-medium term use, a number of participants re-
ported discomfort from wearing the device, with some noting slight headaches as a result
of prolonged use. Equally, the device is somewhat invasive, requiring a large wired band
to be secured to the participant’s forehead. Additionally, for data collection purposes, a
large, dedicated data collection machine is needed - significantly impacting the ecology
of the study environment. The preference for high-quality data comes at the expense of
the potential validity of the framing of the results in the context of the ‘normal’ environ-
ment in which a task might be conducted. This may prevent us from generalising the
results more broadly, since we cannot discount the impact of the device upon the study
results. We detailed, that our understandings over the requirements of a BCI were not
well understood.
Similarly, a compromise was required in our LEAP study. The primary objective for the
BCI technology used in the study was to minimally impact upon the participant during
an extended period of observation. At the time, there were no fNIRS products that
fulfilled this requirement. We identified consumer-grade EEG as a suitable alternative to
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Figure 7.1: The landscape of technology choices for application within BHCI.
fNIRS. With a number of products on the marketplace providing a non-invasive, portable
and comfortable operation at an affordable price point - this made consumer-grade EEG
a clear candidate for application in this study. However, the immediate usefulness of the
data proved to be an issue, and we were unable to quantify the same metric - Mental
Workload in a reliable way using our device. This is likely a result of the quality of the
components used in the device itself and the fundamental differences in the monitoring
technology (optical versus electrical).
With these experiences in mind, we attempt to characterise the current landscape of
available BCI technology in the context of BHCI based application. Reflecting upon our
studies, we identified two classes of attributes which were primary factors in choosing a
technology:
1. Usefulness of Data - How immediately useful is the data that we obtain from the
device? Does it require significant pre-processing before it can be used? How much
does human derived motion effect the quality of the data? Is it a reliable measure?
2. Ease of Use - How easy is it to integrate the technology into standard HCI style
studies? Does it significantly impact upon the ecology of the task? Is it comfortable
to wear for extended periods? Is the device portable/wireless?
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Figure 7.2: The NirSport fNIRS device by NirX. Image Credit - NirX.
Using these properties as axes on a graph, in Figure 7.1 we plot the current landscape of
BCI technology. This graph provides an interesting space for discussing and evaluating
the current state of BCI technology in it’s application of BHCI.
We see for example the effect of a competitive marketplace on EEG in this 2D space.
Prior to the commercialisation, EEG was used almost exclusively in clinical or research
settings, requiring high quality and accurate data with little consideration for the form
factor in which the product was delivered. However, consumer grade devices are required
to consider the comfort and aesthetics of the device. Consequently, in order to provide
an affordable competitive product, the component quality of the devices will of a lower
quality in comparison to the medical grade version. We see the effect of this in our 2D
plane, with consumer grade EEG moving laterally in line with these changes.
We have yet to see the same commercialisation efforts in fNIRS that have been witnessed
in EEG. There are some manufacturers in this space however that are beginning to
consider the ‘Ease’ of which fNIRS can be applied to BHCI. The NirX Sport, shown
in Figure 7.2, is one example of a more portable, high quality fNRIS device currently
available on the market but is specifically for research purposes, and still not of the form
factor we observe in EEG and remains prohibitively expensive (~$50,000).
Similarly, another competitor in this space Artinis has developed the Portalite, a single
sensor, wireless and minimally invasive fNIRS, pictured in Figure 7.3. The properties
of this device are particularly appealing to BHCI researchers due to it being minimally
invasive and fairly portable, but remains expensive to purchase.
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Figure 7.3: The Portalite device by Artinis. Image Credit - Artinis.
Figure 7.1 also provides us with some motivation for speculating on the potential future
forms of BCI technology. There is an indication that prominent technology companies are
beginning to enter the BCI space. At their 2017 F8 conference, Facebook announced that
it’s research and development group, Building8, had begun developing BCI’s capable of
allowing users ‘to type with their brain’. Similarly, technology entrepreneur and innovator,
Elon Musk has also announced a venture into the field with his company - Neuralink. The
company is believed to be implantable BCI capable of providing ‘’ultra high bandwidth
brain-machine interfaces to connect humans and computers.”. With these large companies
beginning to enter the marketplace, it will be interested to observe the movement and
additions of technology plotted on the graph in Figure 7.1. We suspect that an ideal will
someday be reached, with the balance between usefulness of data and ease of use being
catered for by some currently unknown BCI technology.
Whilst a number of the findings we document through our TAP and LEAP studies,
regarding suitability of various BCI’s may appear to be intuitive, none of these findings
are formally documented in the existing literature, especially for tasks of extended periods.
It was for this reason (in accordance with our literature review), that we developed RQ1
- to address this current gap in our understanding of BCI technology. In documenting the
feedback from participants in this manner we provide the community with guidance on
how to chose a suitable BCI device in accordance to the requirements of their study. This
is further facilitated by Figure 7.1 presented above, and should hopefully encourage other
BHCI researchers to documented how successfully a particular technology was applied to
a particular study task and environment.
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7.4 Future Work
7.4.1 Application of Machine Learning for Data Analysis
In our LEAP study, we were unable to identify significant differences in Mental Workload
(MWL) between conditions using the EEG data alone. The reasons for this could either
be the quality of the data we obtain from the device is not sufficient to identify these
changes or, our method of analysing the data is too simple to uncover these variations.
It’s possible therefore that further analysis of the EEG data using more sophisticated
data analysis techniques would help identify these differences in MWL. If possible, this
would provide BHCI researchers with an ideal scenario whereby they can use affordable,
non-invasive and portable EEG devices whilst obtaining a reliable quantified measure for
observing the participant.
To identify these variations we will investigate the application of Machine Learning (ML)
as a tool in our analysis of BHCI study data. As we documented in our Literature Review,
a significant amount of work in the field of Neuroimaging, is already investigating the
application of ML in this capacity. A lot of this work however is focussed on traditional
applications including aiding diagnosis stages of medical procedures and facilitating ac-
tuated movements of prosthetic limbs. Additionally, given the context of the existing
research area, medical grade devices are typically the ones investigated in this context.
In our investigation however, we will focus directly on the application of these approaches
in the quantification of the participants mental state, using devices that appear in the top
right quadrant of our technology chart (Figure 7.1). This quadrant of the chart provides
us with the ideal combination of both ease of use of the BCI technology (non-invasive and
portable) whilst equally providing useful data for the purposes of BHCI centred research.
There are some existing examples of BHCI work utilising ML for quantifying participants
MWL in the literature. Peck et al. for example utilised a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
to classify fNIRS data as an indicator of user preference in a movie recommendation sys-
tem [171]. Similarly, Afergan used an SVM to develop PHYLTR, a realtime classification
framework capable of quantifying fNIRS derived brain data [4]. We will look to expand
upon these works and investigate the general application of these ML techniques for BCI
technology.
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7.4.2 Cognitively Queryable Video (CQV)
One aspect of BHCI centred research we are currently exploring is the fusion of brain
derived data as a queryable metric for the automatic production of recorded video.
Best explained through an example; consider a long (multi-hour) user study where a
user interacts with a new version of a search interface and asked to perform a number
of information retrieval based tasks using the new interface. The aim of the researchers
conducting the study is to identify the ‘uncomfortable’ parts of the user’s interaction with
the Search User Interface (SUI) - the moments of friction, where the users experiences a
negative interaction. A screen recording of the user’s interaction with the SUI is captured
as a part of the study, as is the user’s ‘cognitive status’ using some commercially available
and non-invasive brain monitoring device, in a BHCI centred approach we have described
throughout this thesis.
With CQV, we propose that the collected brain data can be used as a queryable index
against which the video can be automatically edited and queried. Continuing with the
example above, assume through the data obtained from the brain monitoring device that
we are able to obtain a measure of frustration from the user as they complete the study
task. Using this index of frustration, a researcher can automatically (with some simple
scripting), reduce a multi-hour recording to the “moments of interest” where frustration
peaks - an indicator that something in the SUI perhaps hasn’t behaved in a manner the
user was expecting, or was perhaps fundamentally broken.
With this idea in mind, we saw an opportunity to trial such a system. On a recent, 4
hour (approx) drive from Manchester, England to Glasgow, Scotland - we decided to test
the proposed CGV approach. We collected the following data during the duration of the
drive:
1. Neurosky EEG - EEG data was recorded from the driver for the entire duration
of the journey. The Neurosky Mindwave Mobile (as used in #Scanners), provided
a safe, non-invasive, wireless and comfortable measure of EEG for the extended
duration of the recording. Data from the device was recorded to a laptop, controlled
by the passenger.
2. Front Facing Video Capture - A web-cam, secured to the dashboard of the
vehicle, capturing a view of the road ahead, at 5 FPS. This was installed to identify
what was happening on the road itself and attribute the on-road activity to varia-
tions in the driver’s brain data. For example, a car suddenly pulling out into the
drivers lane may have a significant effect on the driver’s attention and frustration
levels.
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Figure 7.4: A frame from the video recording during the 4 hour drive.
3. Driver Facing Video Capture - A web-cam, secured to the dashboard of the
vehicle, capturing a view of the driver, at 5 fps. This was installed to capture the
driver’s in-car experience, again with the aim of attributing events to variations in
the driver’s brain data. For example, if the driver stalls or is unable to ‘find’ the
correct gear, the drivers attention/frustration/meditation levels may be affected
accordingly.
4. Mobile Phone based Accelerometer and GPS - A continual recording of the
acceleration/braking (250Hz) and GPS location (1HZ) of the vehicle was recorded.
The data was ultimately not used in this trial usage, but future applications of this
approach in a driving context could use this data for visualisation or as a means of
statistic attribution e.g. Frustration is strongly linked to heavy braking.
Data collection was monitored by the passenger to ensure that good contact quality was
maintained between the EEG headset and the driver’s forehead. The webcams were
attached to, and powered by, the in-car laptop. The Neurosky was battery powered and
data was transmitted via Bluetooth.
Having collected the 4 hours of brain and video data, we wrote a simple Python script
that would allow us to query the brain data and edit the video accordingly.
Using the CGV approach in this study allowed us to reduce an otherwise unusable 4 hours
of video, down into a collection of ‘cuts’ where the driver’s brain activity was within a
prescribed limit. Below we provide links to some the CGV output generated from the
data collected in this trial study. We provide some supporting descriptive observations
of what is featured in the generated video. It is important for us to note that these are just
observations, and not statistically backed explanations of what we’re showing through
this approach. Due to the nature and timing of the study, we have not yet performed
a full statistical investigation to confirm (or disprove) these observations. To do this, a
detailed labelling of the original video would need to be performed in order to identify
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what the CGV produced video contained and whether it was linked to the brain data in
a statistically robust and significant manner.
• Attention >= 98(/100) - In this investigation we were interested in identify
what caused the driver’s attention (as measured by the Neurosky) to spike into it’s
top 2 percentile range. We note that the video produced using CGV for this query
seems to exclusively be comprised of moments where the driver was performing an
overtaking manoeuvre. This is an intuitive result as we would expect (rather - hope)
that the driver is paying particular attention to the road and their surroundings
when performing an overtake manoeuvre.
– Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQLJZb-sxdU
• Attention <= 10(/100) - For this query, we were keen to understand when the
driver’s attention was low (bottom 10 percentile), and attempt to understand why
this might be (based on the generated video content). The generated video contains
a lot of ‘inside lane’ driving with little to no cars nearby - a clear road. Equally, we
note that a number of the scenes in the generated video feature the driver talking
to the passenger - indicating that the device is possibly sensitive to verbal artefacts
(this needs further investigation).
– Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG8lqPflu9M
• Meditation >= 97(/100)
– Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elqGK3eqKnM
• Meditation <= 10(/100)
– Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNsZuP308ME
We are continuing to investigate this work and the data obtained during this study. We
are keen to perform the necessary labelling and statistical analysis of the video to be able
to gain a deeper appreciation for what is precisely being generated through this CGV
approach.
7.4.3 Integrating BHCI into VR
The recent trend and parallel development/adoption of Virtual Reality, Brain Sensing
Measures and associated technology such as Augmented Reality by large corporations,
and the rise in the interests in the consumer market have set a positive tone for research
in these disciplines. An important Human Factors area that is a catalyst to broad VR
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applications is the measure of perception, mental workload, and immersion amongst other
issues, which are determining factors in the experience of using virtual environments.
Traditional approaches in studying these issues use well-developed subjective measures
via questionnaires. Through BHCI, we could potentially provide an objective approach
in resolving many subjective uncertainties amongst other prospects. With this proposed
future work we discuss the integration of these two emerging fields in order to provide
a continuous, objective, physiological measure of an individual’s VR experience for the
purposes of enhancing user experience and improving user performance. The aim of this
future work is to merge two complementary fields of work, and investigate the implications
which could potentially open up avenues of research which were traditionally difficult due
to the limitations of equipment, or the lack of a quantified approach.
Relating quantitative data from brain-monitoring devices into feedback about a VR ex-
perience is one of our ultimate goals in conducting this research. VR is an inherently
complex, multidimensional experience that affects multiple regions of the human brain.
In work conducted prior to that presented in this thesis, we investigated the challenges
of using brain-monitoring technologies to evaluate IIR tasks: that tasks have different
stages, that behaviour quickly diverges after the first interaction (and thus is hard to
compare), and that brain measurements vary dramatically over time [177]. Thankfully,
there is a significant corpus of work exploring this problem space in the field of Psychol-
ogy and we are able to adapt approaches described in the literature to suit our own needs.
As we have detailed in Related Work section and the work we present in the main body
of this thesis, the HCI community provides a template for this interaction of techniques.
The benefits of this integration can be significant however. Existing approaches such as
Multidimensional ratings of cognitive load ( NASA-TLX, SWAT, and Workload Profile)
can be, by itself, a difficult task to accomplish on top of the experimental activities.
Experimental subjects are required to reflect on their MWL as a means of capturing
subjective experience. Even though this is done immediately after the experiment, the
need to reflect and recall the experience can make the self-evaluation inaccurate, as well
as impacting on the nature of the task. Brain based measures can help in real-time per-
formance monitoring and the observations of cognitive load at the time of the activity,
and can act as an objective evaluation of the user’s subjective evaluation. As a result, the
inaccuracy in the correlation between the MWL and the performance that often plagued
such experiments may be better monitored. This will also result in improved ecological
validity, as the user will not be required to leave the immersion of a particular experience
in order to complete the subjective questionnaire. The use of BHCI approach will also al-
low for the fine grained analysis of experiences on a second-by-second basis – a significant
benefit over existing subjective approaches, whose results are indicative of the experience
in general. Through this continuous, brain derived measure, researchers will be able to
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pin-point good and bad moments of an experience and adapt it as necessary. Achieving
this with existing approaches would require extensive post experience interview sessions
and these would still not provide the granularity that we can achieve with a brain based
measure.
Below are some potential outputs of this future integration of technologies:
Task-based training – We believe the fusion of these two technologies will provide a
powerful training system for physical tasks that require coordination or skill development
in some way. An example we are actively exploring is the development of work or skills
requiring the coordination of the hands and fingers, and even the entire physical body
with a trained mental capacity for control of tools (e.g., sword work in martial arts,
cultural dance, and etc). The practice requires extensive training and refinement to
an individual’s breathing and swing technique. VR will be able to provide real-time
corrective feedback with regards to these two aspects of the skill, while the BCI input
will aid in the adaptation of content delivery with regards to difficulty and training
elements according to the individual’s current workload levels. The key benefit here is
the maximal performance of the individuals learning experience without reaching a state
of overload on the user’s part
The design of good experience – There are a large number of VR applications avail-
able in the marketplace today, and VR entertainment usage is on the rise with the porting
of VR to mobile phones and headsets (e.g., Samsung Gear VR), but little to no work
has been conducted in evaluating their effectiveness in terms of engaging the user on a
cognitive level. We’re especially interested in experiences that evoke particular emotions
(e.g. horror or hero based experiences), workload (e.g. Flight simulator experiences) or
training (e.g. Brain training) in users since these induce specific cognitive reactions which
will be quantified in the BCI based recording. Conducting such experiments will allow
us to compare between experiences and identify their effectiveness.
But the integration of these technologies are not without their challenges. One clear
practical limitation in this proposed approach is the physical ‘real-estate’ available on a
user’s head. Regions of interest within the brain vary depending on research interests, but
typically, researchers are interested in evaluating Working Memory, emotions, decision-
making and Mental Workload. These activities primarily occur within the Pre-Frontal
Cortex, an area of the brain located directly behind the forehead [11]. For this reason,
a number of brain sensing devices sit directly on the forehead, as shown in Figure 1.
The issue here lies in the physical placement of the brain measure whilst simultaneously
wearing VR headsets, which occupy the same region of the forehead.
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Figure 7.5: Demonstration of the practicality of 2 types of BCI devices with 3 types of VR goggles
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Figure 7.5 demonstrates a participant wearing both VR goggles and a portable, EEG
based BCI device, simultaneously. This two-sided design issue raises an interesting op-
portunity for innovation and product differentiation in the VR Headset market place.
Since we see that a number of existing devices occupying the wearer’s forehead, it comes
at no additional cost to integrate a physiological sensor into the VR Headset itself. Do-
ing so would expose this new VR system to the broad range of benefits, including the
evaluation approach described here. Such a product, to the best of our knowledge, is not
currently available in the marketplace. The integration of the brain measurement into a
VR device would also help control or mitigate the issues of electrical interference upon
EEG based measures, originated from the electrical components in the VR device.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Work
Through the work presented in this thesis we have documented our exploration into the
research field of Brain based Human Computer Interaction (BHCI). Specifically, we sought
to investigate the application of BHCI to facilitating lightweight forms of natural user
interaction. To achieve this, we explored the application of two BCI technologies (fNIRS
and EEG), and evaluated their suitability for developing these forms of interactions.
In our initial study, we explored the application of fNIRS, an optical brain-sensing tech-
nology, that has shown to be well suited for use in HCI settings by Solovey et.al [210].
Developing on the initial work set out by Solovey et.al, we designed, developed and exe-
cuted a study exploring the use of verbal protocols within HCI studies and their cognitive
impact upon the participant. In doing so, we sought to seek insight into the first of four
research questions:
RQ1. What are the characteristics of a suitable BCI technology for support-
ing natural forms of interaction?
Through the application of fNIRS (in combination with other MWL based measures) we
were able to demonstrate - quantitatively, that a widely used HCI evaluation protocol -
“Think Aloud Protocol”, did not significantly interfere with the participant’s MWL under
study conditions, as long as the verbalisations were related to the study task. However, in
conducting the study, we also identified that our fNIRS device did not provide us with the
ideal properties for supporting forms of natural interactions. Specifically, we identified
that the fNIRS was uncomfortable after extended periods of use and many participants
noted some discomfort/tension as a result of wearing the device. We, as researchers,
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also identified that the device was fairly non-portable, and the requirement of wired
connectivity would significantly impede upon potential natural interaction experiences.
It was for these reasons, that we decided to explore an alternative BCI technology.
In our second study, we continued to investigate research question RQ1. We applied
a consumer grade, lightweight, wireless EEG brain-sensing device to evaluate the ef-
fect of using 3D input modalities upon a participants cognition, relative to more tra-
ditional/familiar forms of input. To perform this work, we developed a study using a
Jigsaw puzzle as the study task, which participants would solve using: 1) AR input, 2)
Mouse input and 3)Physical pieces. The results indicated that the EEG sensor was not
as sensitive in detecting variations of MWL, but did provide the desired properties for
developing natural forms of interactions. On this basis, we reasoned that MWL was
one of many potential metrics which we could obtain from EEG, and decided that the
lightweight, portable properties of the device warranted further exploration in this space.
Our final study would build off the work performed in answeringRQ1 through conducting
the previous two studies, and we would apply this to answering the remaining three
research questions:
RQ2. How can BHCI be used to develop natural forms of indirect control?
RQ3. How are these natural forms of indirect control experienced by the
users?
RQ4. What design considerations must we make when developing indirect
natural interactions using BHCI?
To investigate these research questions we partnered with an artist/film-producer to de-
velop a new form of cinematography utilising BHCI and natural forms of interactions to
produce a novel new form of cinema. #Scanners was a project investigating the effects of
a two-way affect loop (TWAL) upon the viewer. TWAL is an cinematic experience where
the film is affecting the viewer and the viewer’s physiology is affecting the composition
of the experience in real-time (RQ2). We studied the effect of using TWAL through
a research-in-the-wild methodology. The free-form approach of the methodology under-
taken in this study allowed us to identify how the stages of experience were experienced
by the viewers. Specifically, we learnt how people discovered forms of control (if they
did at all), how they chose to exert control after discovery, the extent to which they
consciously exerted control over the experience. From these observations, we were able
to develop a taxonomy of control which we contribute so that other experience designers
interested in developing a BHCI based form of natural control may use (RQ3).
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Finally, we reflect on the 3 studies to provide answers to our final research question
RQ4. Through our initial 2 studies we identified that the current form factor, not
the fundamental technology itself, was the reason fNIRS is not currently well suited to
developing these types of experience. Consumer grade EEG has benefited from a number
of companies competing in the marketplace to provide more affordable, compact and
innovative BCI devices. fNIRS has yet to benefit from this form of competition, but
may in the future. Fundamentally therefore, we identified that the properties of a device
being lightweight, portable and comfortable to wear for extended periods were critically
important in considering BCI technology for this type of application. We also learned
that this applied form of BHCI provides an interesting and engaging creative space in
which interesting, novel new experiences can be developed (RQ4).
8.2 Key Contributions
In conducting this body of work we believe that we have provided a significant contribu-
tion to the field of HCI. Below we detail these contributions.
C1 - Taxonomy of Control for BHCI based Natural Interaction
Through a research-in-the-wild based research methodology, we were able to identify how
viewers discovered and exerted control over an interactive cinematic experience controlled
via BHCI. This led us to propose a two-dimensional taxonomy of control, considering
both the understanding of the control, and how much users think about control. This
taxonomy plots how and when viewers discovered control and how they chose to exert or
relinquish control (consciously or otherwise) as the experience progressed. The taxonomy
provides a concrete foundation off which interaction designers can develop, utilising the
‘creative spaces’ identified by the taxonomy to provide engaging experiences.
C2 - Demonstrated the application of BHCI for Evaluation
A significant body of existing work into BCI and towards applications of BHCI have
focussed on the modelling of Mental Work and Emotion, but few have provided concrete
applications of BHCI driven experiences. Through the three studies presented in this
thesis, we believe that a broad array of BHCI techniques, technologies and takeaways
have been contributed to the community. We believe there is significant importance in
contributing examples of applied BHCI in the continuation of it’s future development
and adoption by other researchers.
C3 - Verification of Think Aloud Protocols via BHCI based Evaluation
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Think Aloud Protocols are a recognised research tool designed to elicit insight into partic-
ipants thought processes and decision-making as they complete a task. The protocol has
been utilised in thousands of studies across a number of research fields, including HCI
and Human Factors. Identifying the validity and cognitive impact of such an important
and widely used protocol is therefore a significant contribution to the community. A
collection of psychophysiological evaluations of the protocol exist in the literature. For
example, Hertzum et al. measured eye movement under different levels of verbalisations
and identified differences between ‘classic’ and ‘relaxed’ thinking aloud [84]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first, direct-brain based evaluation of TAP’s that
has been documented in the literature. Our findings indicate that, the act of verbalising
during a task does not significantly affect MWL accept when the verbalisations do not
relate to the task at hand e.g. repeating ‘blah blah blah’ whilst completing a task.
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